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J. S. MAC NERNEY: A PersonalMemory

John Sheridan Mac Nerney was a founding member of the editorial board of the
Houston

Journal

of Mathematics.

He was born in New York City on January 10, 1923 and died June 2, 1979 in
Houston. He attended Trinity College from 1939 to 1941. From the University of
Texas in Austin, he receivedhis B.A. degreewith highest honors in 1948 and his Ph.D.

degree in Mathematics in !95! under the supervisionof ProfessorH. S. Wall. He had
worked as a Vibration Analyst at United Aircraft Corporation in East Hartford,
Connecticut from 1941 to 1943, and had servedin the United States Army Air Force

from !943 to 1946. He taught at Northwestern University (1951-52), the University
of North Carolina (1952-67), and the University of Houston (1967-79).
Professor Mac Nerney was a member of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, the American Mathematical Society, the Mathematics
Association of America, the North Carolina Academy of Sciences,the Elisha Mitchell
Scientific Society, Circolo Matematico di Palermo, Phi Beta Kappa, and Sigma Xi. He
was president of the North Carolina chapter of Sigma Xi, 1966-67. He was listed in
American

Men

of Science

and Who's Who

in the South

and Southwest

from

which

much of the above data was obtained.

John Mac Nerney was a mathematician, a teacher, and a friend. I have the highest
regard for him in all three categories. His mathematical interests were different from

mine, so I shall leave as an exercise for the reader to outline the highlights of his
contributions to Mathematical Analysis.

I was Mac's colleague at the University of North Carolina during the academic
year 1964-65, and again at the University of Houston from 1967 until his death. Most
of the happy memories I have from the year in Chapel Hill are of the friendship of me
and my wife, Kathie, and Mac and his wife, the lovely Kathleen Mary O'Connor
Mac Nerney, whom he married December 8, 1945.
It was Mac and Kathleen who helped us find and move into a house in Chapel
i

Hill. I rememberKathleen scrubbingthe bathroom of that housefrom floor to ceiling.
They lined up a pediatrician for our daughter, Virginia, and an obstetrician at the
University Hospital for Kathie. When our second daughter, Carolyn, was born in
November, the only visitors the mother and baby were allowed were the father and

two setsof grandparents.We listed Mac and Kathleen as one of those sets.
Once, while we were in North Carolina, Kathie's father sent us a case of Ranch

Style beans - a Texas delight not obtainable in Chapel Hill - which we sharedwith the
Mac Nerneys. When Kathie and our children preceded me home from an 18 month
stay in Australia in 1973, Mac and Kathleen welcomed them at the Houston Airport
with a one gallon can of Ranch Style beans.

As a colleagueat Chapel Hill, Mac was the man who stumbled over the ropes with
me. Mac's comment when I proved a theorem and then found that Burton Jones had

already done it was that I was lucky. After all, he pointed out, I had proved a good
theorem; I knew that as fine a mathematician as Burton Jones was interested in it; and

I didn't have to write it up for publication. One evening I devisedwhat I thought was
an exceedingly clever argument which seemed to prove something I wanted to know.

My elation, however, turned first to deflation, when I noticed that if the argument
were correct, it would also settle the continuum hypothesis, and then to frustration,
when I could not find the error that I knew had to be there. The next afternoon, Mac

consented to listen to my argument, which he did until I reached a point at which I

found an error. And then we traded placesfor me to hear the argumenthe had worked
out the night before. As I recall, that one was a proof.
One of the stories Mac liked to tell was of a time when, as a graduate student at

Texas, he was in his office thinking about a problem. His friend Pat Porcelli came into

his office and sat in a chair. After a coupleof hoursof completesilence,Pat stood up,
commented that it had been a very productive afternoon, and left.

It is easy to paint a portrait of a man as a character.It is hard to paint a portrait
of a man of character.John SheridanMac Nerney was a good man.

Howard

Cook

Houston

1980
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SET FUNCTIONS

OF A PRE-RING

OF SUBSETS OF A SET

J. S. Mac Nerney*
ABSTRACT.Supposethat (E,•<} is an upper semi-latticeD,
which is an upper extension of the nondegeneratepartially
ordered

set R without

a least element.

It is shown that the

followingstatements
(1) and(2) areequivalent.
(1) Thereexists
a function ? from R onto a collectionQ of subsetsof someset
suchthat (a) if u is an elementof R andY is a finite subsetof R

thenu • suPDY
if, andonlyif, ?(u)iscovered
bythe?-image
of
Y, and (b) if G is a finite collectionof membersof Q then there
is a collectionM of mutually exclusivemembersof Q suchthat
eachset in the collectionG is filled up by a finite subcollection
of M. (2) If G is a finite subsetof R then thereexistsa subsetM
of R such that (i) if X is a finite subsetof M and y is an
element of M which does not belong to X then there is no

element
t of R suchthatt • suPDX
andt • y, and(ii) each
element of G is the supremumin D of a finite subsetof M. Proof

that (1) is a consequence
of (2) is effectedin termsof (A) the

setR" to whichP belongs
if, andonlyif, Pisa subset
of R which
has,and is maximalwith respectto having,the propertythat if Y
is a finite subsetof P then there is an element u of R suchthat,
for eachelementw of Y, u • w, and(B) the function3'from R

suchthatif v belongs
to R then3,(v)isthesubset
of R" to which
P belongsif, andonly if, v belongsto P. A pre-ringis a collection
Q of subsets
of a setsuchthat the condition(1 ,b) is satisfied.

Introduction. The reader is invited to consider, as a central theme in much that

follows, the proposition that if G is a finite collection of (closed and bounded)
number intervals then there is a collection M of nonoverlappingnumber intervals such
that each interval in G is filled up by a finite subcollectionof M.
Supposethat the ordered pair (E,•< } is a partially ordered systemD which is an

upper semi-lattice, and is an upper extension (in J. Schmidt's sense [17])of

the

nondegenerate (i.e., having more than one element) partially ordered set R: R is a

*Presented
to the AmericanMathematical
Societyon March8, 1974.
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nondegenerate subset of E, the (implicit) partial ordering of R is the intersection with
R X R of the partial ordering •< of the set E, and each element of E is the supremum

in D (suPD)of a subsetof R. Inasmuchas the presentauthorwouldfind it
inconvenient to refer to an empty set and does not do so, at least in the present

context, this initial supposition precludes a least element of E in D unlessthere is an
element o of R such that, for each element x of R, o •<x (see [17, page 40] for
relevant technical comment; there may be a reader who will find it convenient to

supply one of the implicitly intended phrases non-empty and non-void in each
instance of current reference to a set or a collection or a family). It should be noted

that •< is a partial ordering in the sensedescribed by G. Birkhoff [5], rather than in
the sensedescribed by N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz [8, page 4]; Birkhoff [5, page
20] calls the latter type of relation a quasi-ordering. Apparently, therefore, it is
appropriate here to specify that, if each of x, y, and z is an element of E, (i) x •< x,
(ii) ifx•<y

andy•<x

then y is x, (iii) ifx•<yandy•<zthenx•<z,

and(iv) ifGis

a finite subsetof E thensuPDGis an elementv of E suchthatif u isin G thenu •<v
and, if w is an element of E such that if u is in G then u •< w, v •< w.

If G is a collection each member of which is a set then G is said to fill up H
provided H is the set G* (R. L. Moore's terminology and notation [15] for the sum of
all the sets in the collection G in case G is nondegenerate, and for the only member of

G in the alternative case); as usual [13, 15], such a collection G is said to cover H

provided H is a subsetof G*. In the casethat R is a collection of subsetsof a set L and
•< has the meaning "is a subset of," one upper extension {E,•<} of R, which is an

upper semi-lattice, is the additive extension of R (T. H. Hildebrandt's terminology
[12]), wherein H is an element of E only in case H is a subsetof L which is filled up
by a finite subset of R. In this caseit has been shown by J. yon Neumann [22] that if

R is a half-ring of subsetsof L then the additive extension of R is a ring of subsetsof
L. One may recall that the essenceof yon Neumann's argument [22, page 85 ff.] is a

proof that if G is a finite set of membersof R then there is a collection M of mutually
exclusive members of R such that each set in the collection G is filled up by a finite

subcollection of M; similar argument leads to the same conclusionabout R provided

only that R is a semi-ringas defined by P. R. Halmos [9, page22] (suchan argument
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is indicated by A. C. Zaanen [23, page 26]). The central idea of these arguments is

termed refinement pre-ring [6] or pre-ring [7] by W. M. Bogdanowicz.
DEFINITION.

The statement that the collection Q of subsetsof the set K is a

pre-ring means that if G is a finite collection of members of Q then there is a
collection M of mutually exclusivemembers of Q such that each set belongingto the
collection G is filled up by a finite subcollection of M.
The present author is led to this idea from consideration of integralsbased on a

subdivision-refinement
process.If F is a family of collectionsof subsetsof a set K such

that (i) eachmemberof F is a collection
of mutuallyexclusive
setsand(ii) if M1 and

M2 aremembers
of F thenthereisa member
M3 of F suchthateachsetbelonging
to

M1 or.to M2 is filledup by a finitesubcollection
of M3, it maybeshown
thatF* isa
pre-ring of subsetsof K. Conversely, if Q is a pre-ring of subsetsof the set K and F is
the family of which M is a member only in case M is a finite collection of mutually

exclusive elements of Q, it is clear that the family F has the foregoing properties (i)
and (ii).
It is also clear that if Q is a pre-ring of subsetsof K then the additive extension of
Q is a ring V such that each member of V either belongs to Q or is filled up by a finite

collection of mutually exclusive members of Q. Moreover, in this case, a finitely
additive function from Q to a set of numbers has only one finitely additive extension
to V. Indeed, one description of the condition that the collection V of subsetsof K be
a ring is the following: if H is a finite collection of members of V then H* belongs to
V and there is a collection M of mutually exclusive members of V such that each set in
the collection H is filled up by a finite subcollection of M. It should be noted that this

notion of a ring of subsets of a set is the one frequently arising in treatments of

measure theory [9, 12, 22, 23], rather than that cited by Birkhoff [5, page 12];
Hildebrandt [12, page 146 ff.] calls the latter an additive and multiplicative classof
sets.

Now, here is a description of the Central Problem for which one solution is
provided in the present report.

CENTRAL PROBLEM. Find a necessaryand sufficient condition on the set R,
relatively to D, that there should exist a function 'y from R onto a pre-ring of subsets

4
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of some

set such that

if u is an element

of R and Y is a finite

subset of R then

u •<suPDYonlyin case3'(u)iscovered
by the3'-image
of thesetY.
SOLUTION.
condition:

It is shown that the following is such a necessary and sufficient

if G is a finite subset of R then there is a subset M of R such that

(1) if X is a finite subset of M and y is a member of M which does not belong to

X thenthereisno elementt of R suchthatt •<suPDXandt •<y, and
(2) each element of G is the supremum in D of a finite subset of M.

Geometric Perspectives. In the context in which R is a pre-ring of subsetsof a set
L, it is natural to define a partitioning of a member K of R, as is done by Halmos [9,
page 31] for the case that R is a semi-ring, to be a finite collection of mutually
exclusive members of R filling up K.
In a topological context, however, R. H. Bing [1] and E. E. Moise [14] have

been led to the notion of a partitioning of a continuous curve L as a finite collection G
of mutually exclusive connected open sets such that G* is dense in the set L. In the

case that G is a regular partitioning of L (each member of G being the interior of its
closure [3]),

there is the "equivalent" collection M of closures of members of G: M

fills up L and no interior point of a member of M belongs to any other set in the
collection M. A primitive instance, of course, is the case that L is a (closed and
bounded) number interval and M is a finite collection of nonoverlapping subintervals
of L filling up L; this instance, and higher dimensional cases,occur in discussionsof

the concept of "an additive function of intervals" (e.g., in Hildebrandt [12]). The
popular replacement of intervals with left-closed intervals [9] or with right-closed

intervals [23] may be thought of as an informal description of such a function 3' as is
mentioned in the Central Problem of the present report.

There is also the notion of a brick partitioning G of a continuous curve L (the
elements of the regular partitioning G are further required to be uniformly locally

connected, as is the interior of the sum of the closuresof each pair of elements of G):
it is known [2; 3, Theorem 10] that each continuous curve has a decreasingsequence
of brick partitionings. The results of Bing and E. E. Floyd [4] implicitly draw
attention to the collection R of all elements of the terms of some decreasing sequence

of brick partitioningsof a continuouscurveL, and to the upperextension{E,<•} of R,
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in which E is the collection to which K belongs only in case K is the interior of the
sum of the closures of the elements of some finite subcollection of R, with •< having

the meaning "is a subset of" as in the caseof the additive extension of R.

In an investigation of (finitely additive) integrals, J. A. Reneke [16] has found
convenient the following postulate, among others, concerninga collection R of subsets

of a set L: there existsa function 0 from R suchthat if v is a member of R then 0(v) is
an element of v which belongsto no other member of any finite subcollectionM of R,
containing v, such that no member of R lies in two members of M. A central part is
then played, in Reneke's investigation, by the family F of all such finite collections M
of "relatively prime" members of R; it is further postulated there [ 16] that if A and B
are members

of R such that some member

of R lies in both

of them then there is a

member M of F filling up B, with a subsetfilling up the common part of A and B, such
that if v is a member of M not lying in A then no member of R lies both in v and in A.

A partitioning of a member K of R is, in that context, a member of F which fills up K.

By reasoningas indicated in the Proof of [ 16, Theorem 2.1 ], it may be proved that if
G is a finite subcollection

of R then there is a member M of F such that each member

of G is filled up by a subcollection of M. In one application of Reneke's principal
results [ 16, page 106 ff.], it seemsessentialthat the members of an element of F not
be required to be mutually exclusive.

In consequence of the postulates indicated in the preceding paragraph, each
member M of the family F has this property: if X is a subcollection of M and y is an
element of M which does not belong to X then no member of R lies both in X* and in

y. Suppose,on the contrary, that X is a subcollection of the member M of F and y is
an element of M which does not belong to X and t is an element of R which lies both
in X* and in y. There is a member N of F such that if z is t or z belongs to X then z is

filled up by a subcollection of N; let s be an element of N lying in t. Now, there is an

element z of X such that s lies in z, since,otherwise,0(s) would belongto an element
of N different from s. This involves a contradiction, since the element s of R lies in
both the elements y and z of M.

Algebraic Perspectives.There is a connection between present results and M. H.
Stone's celebrated RepresentationTheorem for Boolean Rings [ 19, 20, 21, et.seq.] (J.
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Schmidt [ 18] has further references;J. L. Kelley [ 13, pages81-83 and 168-169 ] has
encapsulatedthe pertinent portion of Stone's results). Although the Central Problem

is solved here independently of Stone's Representation Theorem, it may be
appropriate here to indicate that connection. Suppose that V is a ring of subsetsof the

setL (inthesense
previously
indicated),
andE0 isthesubset
of2L (thesetofall
functions from L to the set of which the numbers 0 and I are the only elements) to
which x belongs only in case either x is the zero-function 0 on L or there is a member

g of V such that x(t) is 1 or 0 accordingly as the element t of L does or does not

belongto g; let •

be the subset
of E0 X E0 to which{x,y} belongs
onlyin caseit is

true that, for each element t of L, either x(t) is y(t) or x(t) = 0 and y(t) = 1. The

orderedpair (E0,-•}

is a distributive
[5, page12] andrelativelycomplemented
[5,

page 16] lattice with least element 0. The relevant portion of Stone's Representation

Theorem is that every distributive and relatively complemented lattice with a
zero-element, and at least two other elements, arises this way - in the sense of
lattice-isomorphisms[5, page 24].

Suppose,
now,that {E0,<•0} is a latticeC whichis distributive
andrelatively
complemented,
with zero-element
0 andat leasttwo otherelements
in the setE0.

Consider
the uppersemi-lattice
D = { E,<•}, whereE is thesetof all elements
of E0
differentfrom0 and•<istheintersection
withE X E of thepartialordering
<•0of E0.
There are two properties of D which can be establisheddirectly (and independently of

Stone's Theorem, supra): (1) If M is a subsetof E and there are not two elementsx
and y of M such that, for some t in E, t <• x and t <• y, then, if X is a finite subsetof M
and y is a member of M which does not belong to X, there is no element t of E such

that t <•SUPDXandt •<y; (2) if G isa finitesetof elements
of E thenthereisa finite
set M of elements of E such that each element of G is the supremum in D of a subset
of M and there are not two elements x and y of M such that, for some t in E, t <• x and

t <•y. From the foregoing considerations, upon requiring R to be all of E in the
Central Problem and in the indicated Solution, one may see that the present results
provide an internal characterization of all such semi-lattices D.

The descriptive term "internal" is used here in contradistinction to such a

theorem, for example, as that which Kelley [13, page 150] attributes to Alexandroff
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and in which a locally compact Hausdorff spaceis characterizedas a spaceS, with the

relativetopology,obtainedfroma nondegenerate
andcompact
Hausdorff
space
SOby
omittinga single
pointfromS0.
Finally, it may be noted that (in the sense of lattice-duality) a similar
specialization of the present results provides an internal characterization of lower
semi-lattices

with

a

least

element

which

are

obtained

from

Boolean

lattices

(distributive and complemented lattices with zero- and unit-elements) by omitting the

unit-element. If (E,•) is a lower semi-latticeA with a zero-elementthen, in order that
A should be of this type, it is necessaryand sufficient that: if G is a finite subsetof E
then there exists a subset M of E such that

(1) if X is a finite subset of M and y is a member of M which does not belong to

X thenthereisnoelement
t of E suchthatinfAX• t andy • t, and
(2) each element of G is the infimum in A of a finite subset of M.

No further attention is called, in the presentreport, to similarly dual results.
Necessity of the Condition. The initial supposition from the Introduction is

hereby invoked: the ordered pair (E,•)

is a partially ordered systemD which is an

upper semi-lattice, and is an upper extension of the nondegeneratepartially ordered
set R.

Here is a notational device which servesto preclude ambiguity in case there is a
subset of R which is itself a member of R. If'• is a relation with initial set (or domain)

R then the '•-image function, denoted by '•, is the function to which the ordered pair

{U,H} belongsonly in caseU is a subsetof R and H is the set to which t belongsonly
in case there is an element s of U such that the ordered pair {s,t} belongs to
3•: H = '•(U), the '•-image of the set U.
THEOREM 0. If • is a function from R onto a pre-ring of subsetsof the set L

suchthat,if u isanelement
of R andY isa finitesubset
of R, u •<suPDYonlyin case
'•(u) is a subset of T•(Y)* then the following statements are true.'

(1) if M is a subset of R then, in order that no element of L should belong to

two members of 3r'(M), it is necessaryand sufficient that if X is a finite subsetof M
and y is an element of M which does not belong to X then there is no element t of R

suchthatt •<suPDXandt •<y, and

8
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(2) if P is a subset of R, then, in order that it be true that ifY is a finitesubset

of P then there is an element of L which belongs to every member of 3,-'(Y), it is
necessaryand sufficient that if Y is a fthire subsetof P then there is an element u of R
such that, for each element w of Y, u • w.

PROOF. With the observation that, under the indicated hypothesis, q, is a
reversible transformation, the proof is accomplished in four steps.
STEP l a: Suppose M is a subset of R such that no element of L belongs to two

members of q,-'(M), X is a finite subset of M, and y is an element of M which does not

belongto X. Suppose
that thereis an elementt of R suchthatt • suPDXandt • y,
so that 3,(t) is a subsetboth of q,-'(X)* and of q,(y), and let p be an element of q,(t).
Since p belongs to q,-'(X)*, there is an element u of X such that p belongs to q,(u).
Since y does not belong to X and 3' is reversible, the element p of L belongs to both
q,(u) and q,(h). This involves a contradiction.
STEP lb: Suppose M is a subset of R such that if X is a finite subset of M and y
is a member of M which does not belong to X then there is no element t of R such

thatt • SUPDXandt • y. Suppose
u andw areelements
of M andp isanelement
of
L which belongsto both q,(u) and q,(w). Since q,-'(R)is a pre-ring, there is a subsetZ of
R such that q,-'(Z) is a collection of mutually exclusivesetsand each of q,(u) and q,(w)

is filled up by a finite subcollection of q,-'(Z). Let v be a member of Z such that p

belongsto 3,(v): since p belongsto no member of 3,-'(Z) different from 3,(v), 3,(v) is a
subset of both q,(u) and q,(w). Hence v is an element of R such that v • u and v • w.
This involves

a contradiction.

STEP 2a: Suppose P is a subsetof R such that if Y is a finite subsetof P then
there is an element of L which belongsto every member of q,-'(Y), and Y is a finite set
of elements of P. Let p be an element of L which belongsto every member of q,-'(Y),
and Z be a subset of R such that q,-'(Z) is a collection of mutually exclusive setsand

each member of q,-'(Y) is filled up by a finite subcollectionof 3,-'(Z). Let u be a
member of Z such that p belongsto 3,(u): since p belongs to no member of q,-'(Z)
different from 3,(u), 3,(u) is a subsetof each set in the collection q,-'(Y). Hence, for
each member w of Y, u • w.
STEP 2b: If Y is a finite set of elements of R and u is an element of R such that,
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for each element w of Y, u •< w then each element of '¾(u)is an element of L which
belongsto every set in the collection '¾-'(Y).

COROLLARY.

The stipulated condition on R, relatively to D, is necessaryfor

the existenceof a function 'yfrom R onto a pre-ringof subsetsof someset such that if

u isan elementof R andY isa finitesubset
of R thenu •<suPDYonlyin caseit is
true that '¾(u)is a subsetof 'y•(Y)*
PROOF. Suppose that 3' is such a function from R onto the pre-ring Q of subsets
of the set L, and G is a finite set of elements of R. As observed in the Proof of

Theorem 0, 3' is a reversibletransformation. Since Q is a pre-ring,there existsa set M
of elementsof R such that '¾-'(M)is a collection of mutually exclusivemembersof Q
and each member of 'y-'(G) is filled up by a finite subcollectionof'¾-'(M). By Theorem
0 (1), if X is a finite subsetof M and y is an element of M which does not belong to X

thenthereis no elementt of R suchthat t •<suPDXandt •<y. Suppose
thatK isan
element of G, and let Z be a finite subsetof M such that '¾(K) is filled up by '¾-'(Z).

Since'¾(K)is the set'¾-'(Z)*,it is truethat K •<suPDZ.If x is an elementof Z then
3,(x)isa subset
of'¾-'(Z)*,whichis'¾(K),sothatx •<K. HencesuPDZ•<K, sothatK is
the supremumin D of the set Z. This establishesthe Corollary.
Sufficiency of the Condition. The initial supposition from the Introduction is

again invoked: the ordered pair {E,•<} is a partially ordered systemD which is an
upper semi-lattice, and is an upper extension of the nondegenerate partially ordered
set R. There are two types of subsetsof R, as indicated in the statement of Theorem
0, to which attention is now called.

DEFINITIONS.

A type-1 setset of R is a subsetM of R such that if X is a finite

subset of M and y is an element of M which does not belong to X then there is no

elementt of R suchthatt •<SUPDX
andt •<y. A type-2subset
of R isa subset
P of R
such that if Y is a finite subsetof P then there is an element u of R such that, for each
element w of Y, u •< w. IfJ is one of the integers 1 and 2 then a full type-J subsetof R

is a type-J subsetof R which is not a proper subsetof any type-J subsetof R.
It is clear that, if J is one of the integers 1 and 2, each degenerate subset of R is a

type-J subsetof R and every subsetof any type-J subsetof R is itself a type-J subset
of R. Moreover, by the familiar Maximality Principle (as formulated by M. Zorn [24]
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or, dually, by R. L. Moore [15, Theorem 39] - this is Theorem 121 in the 1932

Edition of [ 15] ), if J is one of the integers 1 and 2 then eachtype-J subsetof R is a

subsetof a full type-J subsetof R. Now, the stipulatedconditionon R, relativelyto D,
is assumed hereinafter

as follows.

SUBDIVISION AXIOM. If G is a finite subsetof R, there is a type-1 subsetM of
R such that each element of G is the supremum in D of a finite subsetof M.

Let R" denotethe collectionto whichP belongs
only in caseP is a full type-2

subsetof R, and3' be the functionto whichthe orderedpair {u,lx}belongs
only in
case u is an element of R and h is the set to which P belongs only in case P is a

member of R" to which u belongs.It may be noted that the assertion,that each
type-2 subset of R is a subset of a full type-2 subset of R, has the following

interpretation: if G is a type-2 subsetof R then there is an element of R" which
belongsto every set in the collection3,-•(G).It is to be shownthat 3,-'(R)is a pre-ringof

subsetsof R", and that if u is an element of R and Y is a finite subsetof R then

u •<SUPDYonlyin case3,(u)is a subset
of 3,-•(Y)
*. To thisend,hereisa sequence
of
nine Theorems

based on the Subdivision

Axiom.

THEOREM 1. No type-1 subset of R has two subsets X and Y such that X is

finiteandsuPDX= SUPDY.
PROOF. Suppose,on the contrary, that M is a type-1 subsetof R, X is a finite

subset
of M, Y is another
subset
of M, andsuPDX= suPDY.If Y isfinitethenthereis
an element v of one of the sets X and Y such that, if Z is the other one of the setsX

andY, v •<suPDZbut v doesnot belongto Z; sinceZ is a finitesubset
of M, this
involves a contradiction. Therefore, Y is not finite and so there is an element w of Y

whichdoesnotbelong
to X. Now,w isanelement
of M andw •<suPDX.Thisinvolves
a contradiction.

THEOREM 2. Suppose G is a finite set of elementsof R, M is a type-1 subsetof
R, and each element of G is the supremum in D of a finite subsetof M. Then the set
W, to which u belongsonly in caseu is an element of M and there is an element h of G

suchthatu •<h, isfiniteandSUPDW
= suPDG.
PROOF. By Theorem 1 no element of G is the supremumin D of two subsetsof
M and, since G is finite, W is finite. Let f be the function to which {h,k} belongs only
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of G and k is the subset of M to which

belongs only in case u •h.

the element

u of M

Since f*(G) is W and if h is an element of G then

h = suPDf(h)
, it followsthatSUPDG
= SUPDW.
THEOREM 3. If M is a subset of R such that if u and v are elementsof M then
there is no element t of R such that t • u and t • v, then M is a type- 1 subsetof R.
PROOF. Suppose that the subset M of R is not a type-1 subsetof R. Let X be a
finite subset of M and y be an element of M which does not belong to X and t be an

elementof R suchthatt • suPDXandt • y. Withreference
to theSubdivision
Axiom
andTheorems
1 and2, let W bea finitetype-1subset
of R suchthatsuPDW
= SUPDX
and if s is t or s belongs to X then s is the supremum in D of a subset of W. It follows

from Theorems 1 and 2 that, if r is an element of W, there is an element u of X such
that r •u.

Let q be an element of W such that q • t, and u be an element of X such

that q • u. Now, u and y are elements of M and q is an element of R such that q • u
and q •y.

THEOREM 4. The subset M of R is a type- 1 subsetof R only in casethere is no

elementof R" which belongsto two membersof 3,-'(M).
PROOF. Supposethat M is a subsetof R. It is clear from the Definitions that, if
M is a type-1 subset of R, no two members of M belong to any type-2 subsetof R so

that no elementof R" belongsto two membersof 3,-'(M).If no elementof R" belongs
to two membersof 3,-'(M) then no two membersof M belong to any type-2 subsetof R
so that, by Theorem 3, M is a type-1 subsetof R.

THEOREM 5. If P is an elementof R" and W is a.finite type-1 subsetof R such

thatsuPDW
belongs
to P, thenonlyoneelement
of Wbelongs
to P.
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that u belongsto the member P of R" and W

is a finitetype-1subset
of R suchthat u = sUPDW
andit isnot truethatonlyone
element of W belongs to P. Since (from the Definitions) no two elements of any
type-1 subset of R can both belong to some type-2 subsetof R, there is no element of
W which belongs to P. If Q is a finite subsetof P to which u belongsthen (1) there is
an element t of R such that if n belongs to Q then t •n,

(2) by the Subdivision

AxiomandTheorem
2 thereis a finitetype-1subset
X of R suchthatu = SUPDX
and
if s is t or s belongs to W then s is the supremum in D of a subsetof X, (3) it follows
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from Theorem 2 that if v belongsto X then there is an elementy of W suchthat v •< y,
and therefore (4) there is an element y of W suchthat, for some element v of X, v •< t
and v •< y. Accordingly, there is a function g suchthat if Q is a finite subsetof P then
g(Q) is the set to which y belongsonly in casey belongsto W and there is an element v

of R suchthatif n belongs
to Q thenv •<n andv •<y. If Q1andQ2arefinitesubsets
of P andy belongs
to g(Qi+Q2) thenthereisanelement
v of R suchthatif n belongs

to Q1 or to Q2 thenv •<n andv •<y, sothaty belongs
to g(Q1)andto g(Q2). Since
the setW isfinite,thereisa finitesubset
Q0 of P suchthat,for eachfinitesubset
Q of

P, g(Q0) isa subset
of g(Q).Letz beanelement
of g(Q0). Sincez belongs
to W,z does
not belong to P; if Q is a finite subsetof P then z belongsto g(Q) so that there is an
element v of R suchthat if n belongsto Q then v •< n and v •< z. Since P is a full type-2
subset of R, this involves a contradiction.

THEOREM 6. If u is an elementof R then,for eachfinite type-1subsetW of R

suchthatu = SUPDW,
3,(u)istheset7•(W)*.
PROOF. Supposethat u is an element of R and W is a finite type-1 subsetof R

suchthat u = SUPDW.
It is clearfrom the Definitionsthat, if t belongs
to the full
type-2 subsetP of R and t •< u, u must belongto P. Hence, 7•(W) * is a subsetof 7(u).

By Theorem5, if P belongsto 7(u) then thereis only onesetin the collection7-'(W)
to which P belongs.Hence 7(u) is a subsetof 7-'(W)*.
THEOREM 7. If u is an element of R and Y is a finite subset of R such that

u •<suPDY,then3,(u)isa subset
of 7-'(Y)*.
PROOF. Suppose that u is an element of R and Y is a finite subset of R such

that u •<suPDY.Withreference
to the Subdivision
AxiomandTheorems
1 and2, let

V be a finitetype-1subset
of R suchthatsuPDV= suPDYandif sisu or sbelongs
to
Y then s is the supremum in D of a subsetof V. It follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that
if t belongs to V then there is an element x of the set Y such that t •< x and that there

is only one subsetW of V suchthat u = suPDW.If t is an elementof W then,since
there is an element x of Y such that t •< x, 3,(t) is a subsetof 3,*(Y) *. Now, 3,(u) is a
subsetof 3,*(Y)* since,by Theorem 6, 3,(u) is the set 3,*(W)*.
THEOREM 8. If u is an element of R and Y is a finite subset of R such that 3,(u)

isa subset
of •,*(Y)*, thenu •<SUPDY.
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PROOF. Supposethat u is an element of R and Y is a finite subsetof R and it is

not truethat u •<suPDY.Let G be the sumof thesetY andthesetof whichu isthe
only element. With reference to the SubdivisionAxiom and Theorems 1 and 2, let V

bea finitetype-1subset
of R suchthatsuPDV
= suPDG
andeachelement
of G isthe
supremum
in D of a subset
of V. By Theorem
2, suPDYisthesupremum
in D of the
set W to which s belongs only in cases is an element of V and there is an element t of

Y suchthat s •< t. It follows from Theorem 6 that •,-'(Y)* is •,-'(W)*. Sinceit is not true

thatu •<suPDW
, WisnotV: let z beanelement
of V whichdoesnotbelong
to W, and
P be a full type-2 subsetof R to which z belongs.By Theorem 2 there is an element h
of G such that z •< h: it follows that h is u, so that P belongsto •,(u). Sincez doesnot
belong to W, it follows from Theorem 4 that P does not belong to any set in the

collection'¾-'(W).Therefore, '¾(u)is not a subsetof'¾-'(Y)*

THEOREM 9. The collection'¾-'(R)is a pre-ringof subsetsof the set R".
PROOF. Supposethat G is a finite set of elements of R. By the Subdivision
Axiom, there is a type-1 subsetM of R such that each element of G is the supremum
in D of a finite subset of M. Since G is nondegenerate, it follows that M is

nondegenerate.Since, by Theorem 8, the transformation ,¾is reversible,it follows
from Theorem 4 that '¾-'(M)is a collection of mutually exclusivesets.It follows from
Theorem 6 that eachset in the collection'¾-'(G)is filled up by a finite subcollectionof
,¾-'(M).Therefore, '¾-'(R)is a pre-ringof subsetsof R".
Realizations. Throughout this section, R is understood to be a collection of
subsetsof a set L and the implicit partial ordering has the meaning "lies in" or "is a
subsetof," and the upper semi-lattice D is understoodto be the additive extension of

R so thatif X is a subcollection
of R thenthe assertion
thatH = suPDXmaybe
replacedby the assertionthat X fills up H (cf. Introduction, third paragraph).Now, E
is the collection to which H belongsonly in caseH is a subsetof L which is filled up
by a finite subcollection of R.

The Definitions from the preceding section take the following form: a type-1
subcollection

of R is a subset M of R such that if X is a finite subset of M then no

element of R lies both in X* and in a member of M which does not belong to X; a
type-2 subcollection of R is a subset P of R such that if Y is a finite set of members of
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P then some element

of R lies in all the sets in the collection

Y. The Subdivision

Axiom takes the following form: if G is a finite subcollection of R then there is a

type-I subcollection M of R such that each set belonging to G is filled up by a finite
subcollection

of M.

It can not be proved that if Q is a collection of subsetsof L such that the additive

extension of Q is a ring then Q is a pre-ring; this could not be proved even if it were
further stipulated that the additive extension of Q be an algebra (a ring to which L
itself belongs, [9, 12] ) and that the common part of each two intersecting members of
Q should belong to Q. Consider the following Example.

EXAMPLE 1. Let L be the right-closed number interval (0,1],

and Q be the

minimal collection of subsetsof L determined as follows. Both (0,2/3] and (1/3,1]

belong to Q; if 0 •<a <b •< 1 and both (a,a+2b/3] and (2a+b/3,b] belong to Q then
all five of the following sets belong to Q:

(a,7a+2b/9 ], (8a+b/9,2a+b/3 ], (2a+b/3 ,a+2b/3], (a+2b/3 ,a+8b/9], and (2a+7b/9 ,b].
Clearly the additive extension of Q is an algebra of subsets of L. If u and v are
intersecting members of Q neither of which is a subset of the other then uv belongs to

Q, but no one of the three sets u-uv, v-uv, and u+v either belongs to Q or is filled up
by a finite collection of mutually exclusivemembers of Q.
That Theorem 3 is not a consequenceof the Definitions, independently of the
Subdivision Axiom, may be seen by consideringthe following Example.
EXAMPLE 2. Let L be the real line, and R be the collection of all number
intervals [s,t] such that s is an integer and t is s+2. Clearly there are not two members
u and v of R such that some member of R lies in both u and v. Each member of R,
however, lies in the sum of two other members of R.
It follows from the Subdivision Axiom (with the help of Theorem 5) that if P is a

full type-2 subcollectionof R then P is a filter-base,i.e., that if u and v are elementsof
the member P of R" then there is some element of P which lies in both u and v. That

this is not a consequenceof the Definitions, independently of the Subdivision Axiom,
may be seen from the following Example.
EXAMPLE 3. Let L be any infinite set, R be the collection of all degenerate
subsetsof L together with all complements (in L) of degeneratesubsetsof L, and P be
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the collection of all nondegenerate elements of R. Clearly P is a full type-2
subcollection of R. There are, however, no two elements of the collection P such that
some element of P lies in both of them. (This Example was called to the attention of
the present author by J. A. Schatz in a conversation which took place on May

8, 1973.)
The following Theorem may be proved on the basis of the Subdivision Axiom,

with the help of Theorems 7, 8, and 9.
THEOREM

10. If u and v are elements of R such that some element of R lies in

both of them and W is a finite type- 1 subcollectionof R of which somesubsetfills up
u and some subsetfills up v, (i) there is a subset X of W such that X* lies in both u
and v and each element of R lying in both u and v lies in X*, and (ii)

if v is not a

subset of u then there is a subset Y of W such that Y* lies in v, no element of R lies

both in u and in Y*, and if t is an element of R lying in v such that no element of R
lies both in u and in t then t lies in Y*.

It can not be proved on the basisof the SubdivisionAxiom, however, that if u
and v are elements

of R such that some element

of R lies in both of them then some

subcollection of R fills up the common part of u and v, nor that if u is a proper subset
of v then some element of R lies in v-u, nor that even if some element of R does lie in

v-u then v-u is filled up by some subsetof R. Indeed, none of these propositions could
be proved even if it were further stipulated that L itself should belong to the
collection R. Consider the following Example.
EXAMPLE 4. Let L be the interval [0,4]

of real numbers, and R be the

collection consisting of L itself together with the six subsets of L enumerated as

follows:to istheinterval[0,3], t 1 istheinterval[0,1] together
withthenumber2, t2
isthehalf-open
interval[ 1,2),t3 isthehalf-open
interval(2,3], t4 istheinterval[3,4]
togetherwith the number2, t5 is the interval[1,4]. Considerthe collectionM of

whichtheelements
arethesetstl, t2, t3, andt4: it maybeshown
thatM isa type-1
subcollectionof R filling up L. There are three-elementsubcollectionsA and B of M

fillingupto andt5, respectively.
Thecommon
partX of A andBisthesetof whicht2
andt3 aretheonlyelements,
but the common
partof to andt5 istheinterval[ 1,3]:
X* is the sum of the sets [1,2) and (2,3], but no element of R which contains the
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number2 is a subsetof the interval[ 1,3]. Moreover,
tOisa propersubset
of L but no

elementof R liesin L-to, andt 1 isa propersubset
of to butt3 istheonlyelementof
R whichliesin t0-tI .
Contrary to what might be expected from the instances cited in the section on

Geometric Perspectives,it can not be proved on the basis of the Subdivision Axiom

that there is a function 0 from R such that if v is an element of R then 0(v) is an
element of L which belongs to v but does not belong to any other set in any type-1
subcollection of R containing v. Consider the following Example.
EXAMPLE 5. Let L be the interval [0,1]

of real numbers, and R be the

collection of all subsetsof L having positive (Lebesgue) measure.This may be shown:
a subcollection M of R is a type-1 subcollection of R provided there are not two
elements

u and v of M such that some element

of R lies in both u and v.

There are casesin which the pre-ring7-'(R) of subsetsof R" has a simple
realization.

One such case is the primitive

instance cited earlier (Geometric

Perspectives,secondparagraph). Consider the following final Example.
EXAMPLE 6. Let L be the real line, and R be the collection of all number
intervals. If P is a member of R" then there exists a number c such that either P

consistsof all [a,b] guch that a •< c < b or P consistsof all [a,b] such that a < c •< b.

LetL" bethesubset
of L X L to which{c,m}belongs
onlyincase
m2 = 1,withthe
familiar lexicographic ordering: { c,m} < {d,n} only in caseeither c is d and m < n or

c < d. Let/3 be a functionfrom R" into L" suchthat ifP is in R" then b(P) is {c,1} or
{c,-1 }, accordinglyas P consistsof all [a,b] such that a •< c '( b or of all [a,b] such

that a < c •< b. Now, /3is a reversibletransformationfrom R" onto L" andif [c,d] is
an elementof R then the/3-imageof the set'y([c,d] ) is the L"-interval [ { c,1}, (d,- 1} ].
Summary. Suppose that R is a collection of subsetsof the set L. It seemsthat
the idea of a nonoverlapping subcollection of R is adequately encompassedby the idea
of a type-1 subcollection of R. Accordingly, the following Definitions seem to be
appropriate.

DEFINITIONS.

The subcollection M of R is nonoverlapping relatively to R

providedthat if X is a finite subcollectionof M then no memberof R which is covered

by X lies in any memberof M whichdoesnot belongto X. A function f from R to an
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additive Abelian semigroup is R-additive provided that if M is a finite subcollection of
R which is nonoverlapping relatively to R and M*

belongs to R then f(M*)--

Zu in Mf(u)'
It may be noted, in passing,that (i) one might say that the subcollection M of R
is nonoverlapping relatively to the collection T of subsets of L provided that if X is a

finite subcollection of M then no member of T which is covered by X lies in any
member of M which does not belong to X, and (ii) to say that the collection M of

membersof R is nonoverlappingrelatively to the collection L' of all degenerate
subsetsof L, in the sense(i), would be equivalent to saying that M is a collection of
mutually exclusion members of R.

The Solution given for the Central Problem, in the present report, may be

interpreted as an assertion that the following SubdivisionAxiom is a provision for the
existence of R-additive

functions

from

R to the real numbers and for such functions

to be endowed with the usual properties of finitely additive functions. Indeed, it is a
consequence of that Solution that this Subdivision Axiom is a necessaryand sufficient
condition on the collection R relatively to its additive extension for there to exist a

function q, from R onto a pre-ring of subsetsof some set such that, if u is a set in R
and Y is a finite subcollection of R, u is coveredby the collection Y only in caseq,(u)
is covered by the ')'-imageof Y.

SUBDIVISION

AXIOM. If G is a finite subcollection of R then there exists a

subcollection M of R which is nonoverlappingrelatively to R such that each set
belongingto the collection G isfilled up by a finite subcollectionof M.
It may be noted that, in order that this Axiom should be satisfied, it is necessary

and sufficient that there should be at least one subdivision-refinementprocess for R,
i.e., at least one family F such that (i) each member of F is a subcollection of R which

is nonoverlapping
relativelyto R, (ii) if M1 andM2 aremembers
of F thenthereisa

member
M3 of F suchthateachsetbelonging
to M1 or to M2 isfilledupby a finite
subcollection
of M3, and (iii) eachset belonging
to R is filled up by a finite
subcollection of F*. Moreover, if F is such a subdivision-refinementprocessfor R and
q, is the function indicated in the section entitled Sufficiency of the Condition, the
•-image of each nondegenerate member of F is a collection of mutually exclusivesets,
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and the family 7-•(F) is itself a subdivision-refinement
processfor the 74mageof the
collection

R.

Prospectus. In a secondreport, it will be assumedthat R is a pre-fing of subsets

of a set L, filling up L, and a new representation(cf. Hildebrandt [ 10, 11] or Dunford
and Schwartz [8, page 392 ff.]) will be given for the dual of a normed linear space

{S,II'll} such that: S is the spaceto which f belongsonly in casef is a finitely additive
function from R to the (real or complex) numbers and there exists a nonnegative
number b such that if M is a finite collection of mutually exclusivemembers of R then

Zt in MIf(t)l•<b, in whichcaseIIfllis theleastsuchb. Thatanalysis
willbepresented
in the somewhat more general context wherein the members f of S are functions from

R to a complete (real or complex) inner product space (Y,(-,-)},

with norm ll'l]

corresponding to the inner product function (-,-) and the preceding inequalities

replacedby Zt in MIlf(t)[1•<b. Representations
are givenfor the spaceC of all
continuous linear transformationsin the space (S,I['ll}, for the space D of all
continuouslinear transformationsfrom {S,II'll} to the scalars,and for the spaceE of

all continuous linear transformationsfrom {S,Iloll} to {Y,[I-[I}. Each of these
representations is a linear isomorphism, is an isometry (with respect to the usual
norm), and is determined by integrals based on the general subdivision-refinement

process F, to which M belongs only in case M is a finite subcollection of R and no
element of L belongs to two sets in M.
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ABSTRACT. Let S be the spaceof all functionsof bounded

variation
on[0,1]which
areanchored
at0, S+ bethesetofall
real nondecreasing
functionsin S, and, for eacht in [0,1] and f

in S, Ptf be the function
h in S suchthath(u)is f(u) or f(t)
accordingly
asu •<t or u •>t. Theequations
A(X)(t•)(t)
= X(Ptt•),

for3.inthedualDofSandt•inS+ andt in [0,1],define
alinear
isomorphism
A fromD ontothesetof allfunctions
g fromS+
intoSsuch
that(1) thereisa b•>0 such
thatif t• isinS+ and
0 •<u < v •< 1 then [g(t•Xv)-g(t•Xu)l
•< b[t•(v)•(u)] { the least

such
b isthenorm
ofthemember
A'l(g)ofD}and(2) ifs and
15arein S+ andthereis a c>0 suchthat [a(v)•(u)]•<

c[•v)-•u)]
for0•<u< v•<1then
g(t•)(t)
=f(•[dg(•dt•]/dO
for
eacht in (0,1]. If g = A(X) andf is in S then3.(0 is an integralin

this sense:for each t• in S+ suchthat Hellinger's

(subdivision-refinement)
integral
f•)ldfl2/da
exists,
3.(0
=
f•)[dg(a)df]/da.
All thisremains
truein case,
fromthe
beginning,all the functions in S are further required to be
right-continuousat each number between 0 and 1. These,and
related results about representationof linear operations,are
presentedin the somewhatmore generalcontext whereinS is a
spaceof finitely additive set functionsfrom a pre-ringR to a
completeinner productspaceY, and the norm of a functionh in
S is the total variation of h relatively to the usual norm on Y.
There are also, then, representationsof the space E of all
continuouslinear functionsfrom S to the evaluation-space
Y of
S: E, with the standard norm, is shown to have the additional
natural structureof a B*-algebrawith an identity.

Introduction.

The reader is invited to consider, as primitive instances of the

present situation, the following two possiblecases:(1) L is the real line (i.e., the set

of all real numbers)and R is the collectionof all right-closedintervalsof real numbers,
and (2) L is the set of all nonnegativeintegersand R is the collection of all degenerate
subsets(i.e., one-element subsets) of L.
*Presentedto the AmericanMathematicalSocietyon November23, 1974.
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Initially, in this report, it is supposedthat R is a pre-ring oœsubsetsof a set L [ 1,

2, 15] filling up L, i.e., that R is a collectionof subsetsof the set L, filling up L, such
that if G is a finite collection of members of R then there is a collection M of mutually
exclusive members of R such that each set belongingto the collection G is filled up by
a finite subcollection of M; the letter F stands for the family of all finite

subcollectionsM of R such that no element of L belongsto two setsin M. If (X,lol) is
a normed linear space, h is a function from R to X, and K is a subset of L which is

filled
upbysome
subcollection
ofRthen
thestatement
that
T=fK/F
h(with
respect
to the norm 1'1), the integral over K relatively to F of the function h, means that T is
in X and, if e is a positive number, there is a member M of F filling up a subsetof K
such that, if W is a member of F filling up a subsetof K and each set in M is filled up

by a subcollection
of W, IT - Zv in Wh(v)l< e. Thisis a slightextension
of the usual
notion of a subdivision-refinement integral, or o-integral, wherein it would be assumed

that some member of F actually fills up the set K (as, e.g., by T. H. Hildebrandt [8,
page 27 ff.] and A. Kolmogoroff [11, page 682 ff.]).

If X is the real line or the

complex plane, I' I is understood to be the absolute value or modulus function and the

parenthetical phraseinvolvingthe norm I' I is implicit.

The orderedpai• (Y,(-,-)) is supposedto be a nondegenerate
complete(real or
complex) inner product space, the norm correspondingto the inner product function

(',-) is denoted by 1]'I•, and the phrase "the scalars"refers to the real line or to the

complexplane accordinglyas { Y,(-,')} is a real or a complexspace.Elementary
properties of such spaces(as in M. H. Stone [24] and J. yon Neumann [25, 26]) are

used without explicit reference.The letter j denotesa conjugationin {Y,(-,')}, as

defined
byStone
[24,page
357]:j isatransformation
fromY toY such
thatj2 isthe
identity function on Y and (j•jr/) = (r/,•) for every • and r/ in Y. The set of all linear
transformations from Y to Y is denoted by L(Y); if B is a member of L(Y) which is

continuous (with respect to fl-l]) then B* denotesthe adjoint of B with respect to the

inner product (-,-), sothat if {•,r/} is in Y X Y then (•,B*r/) = (B•,r/). If G is a function
from R to L(Y) and • is in Y, G-• is the function from R suchthat (G-•)(t) = G(t)•

for t in R. It may be noted that the equations•(r/)(•) = (•jr/) = (r/•j•), for • and r/in Y,
would define a linear isomorphism •

from Y onto the spaceof all linear functions
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from Y to the scalars,continuouswith respect to [[-[l, and • would be an isometry
with respectto the usual norm on the •-image of Y.

Let SObe thefamilyconsisting
of all functions
f fromR to Y suchthat(i) f is
finitely additive in the sensethat if the member M of F fills up the member u of R

thenZt in Mf(t) = flu) and(ii) f is of bounded
variation
in thesense
thatthereis a
nonnegative
numberb suchthat Zt in M[lf(t)[I•<b for everyM in F: theleastsuch
number b is the total variation of f and is denoted by [Ifil. From the completenessof Y

with respectto l['fl, it is clearthat SO,coupledwith the functionII'll, is a linear
normed complete space (a space of type B, a Banach space); in case Y is finite

dimensional,it is linearly homeomorphicto a spacesometimes[3, page 160] denoted

by ba(L,RA,Y),thepointsof whicharefinitelyadditive
extensions
of functions
in SO
to the ringRA whichisgenerated
by R. Suchextensions
to RA, although
available,
are of only peripheral interest here. Attention will be drawn to linear operations on a

certaintypeof subspace
of S0.
Of central interest are the following three functions: (1) the function P from R

suchthat,for eacht in R, Ptisthefunction
fromSOto SOsuchthatif f isin SOthen,
for eachu in R, Ptf(u)is 0 or Zv in Mf(v) accordingly
asu doesnotintersect
t or M is
a memberof F fillingup the commonpartof u andt, (2) the functionV fromSO

suchthat if f is in SO thenVf is the functionfromR suchthat,for eacht in R,
Vf(t) = IlPtfll(if f is in SO and[ is in Y, Vf-[ denotes
thefunctionfromR to Y such
that (Vf-[)(t)= I[Ptfll
• for eacht in R), and(3) the functionJ fromSO to SOsuch
that(Jf)(t)= j(f(t)) for eachf in SOandt in R. Thefollowing
formulas,
validfor {u,t}

inRXRand
f inSOand
[ inY,may
benoted'
PuPt
=PtPu
, {[PtVf'[[I
=[l[[Ift/F[lfll,
and [IJfl[ = Ilfl{.

Suppose,
now, that S is a nondegenerate
linearsubspace
of SO,closedwith
respect to the norm I[oll, such that if t is in R and f is in S and [ is in Y then the

functionPtVf.[ belongs
to S. It maybenotedthatSO,itself,issucha linearsubspace
S. Here is a description of the Central Problem for which some solutions are provided
in the present report.

CENTRAL PROBLEM. Find an isometrically isomorphic representation, which
is determined by integration over L relatively to F, for each of the following:
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(1) the linear space D consisting of all continuous linear functions from the

space {S,II'l[• to the scalars - the norm of the member • of D is the least nonnegative
number b such that if f is in S then IX(F)[
(2) the linear space E consistingof all continuous linear functions from the space

{ S,II' II} to the space{Y,II'I] } -the norm of the member• of E is the leastnonnegative
number b such that if f is in S then []g(f)l] •< bllfll, and
(3) a linear space C(S,X) consisting of all continuous linear transformations

(norreedin the usualway) from (S,II'll> to a linearnorreedcompletespace(X,i'l } of

functions
from somesetR0 into Y with thisproperty:if s is in R0 thenthereis a
positive number p such that, for every member g of X, [[g(s)[1•< Plgl.
In connection with the discovery by F. Riesz [21] concerning the dual of the

space of all continuous (real or complex) functions on the unit interval, there seemsto
be some special interest in the aforementioned linear space D, even when it arises

subject to the following (admissible) conditions: (i) R consistsof all subsetst of [0,1 ]

such that t is one of the types [0,p], (p,q], and (q,1 ], for numbers p and q such that
0 < p < q < 1, (ii) the space Y is one-dimensional, and (iii) the subspaceS consistsof

all functions
f in SO suchthat,if e > 0 and0 < p < 1, thereis a numberr in (p,1]
such that if q is a number in (p,r] then [f((p,q])[ < e (cf. Chapter III of Riesz and
Sz.-Nagy [22],

concerning the connection between S and the dual of a space of

continuous functions). There is T. H. Hildebrandt's representation [6,7] for D, under

the conditions
that the space
Y isone-dimensional
andS isSO,but there[7] thetotal
variation norm is replaced by the supremum norm on the finitely additive extensions

of members
of SO to the ringRA generated
by R (of. footnoteon page374 and
remarks

on

pages 392-393

of

Dunford

and

Schwartz

[3]):

Hildebrandt's

representation
is determinedby Stieltjes-type
integrationover RA relativelyto the

family of all finite collections
of mutuallyexclusive
subsets
of RA fillingup RA.
There are, also, R. D. Mauldin's contributions [I 6, 17] to the theory of the spaceD.
In Mauldin's departure [17] beyond scalar-valued measures, hypotheses on the space

(Y,[I'[]•} are relaxed from those of the present treatment but countably additive
extensions are assumedfor the members of S (as in [ 16] ), and questions of cardinality

persist. The investigation reported here has been independent of Mauldin's work but
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points of contact occur in use of Hellinger-type integrals for recovery of functionals.

Description
of Solutions.
LetS+ betheV-image
of S andH bea function
from

S+ such
that,foreach
crinS+, Ha isthefamily
towhich
f belongs
onlyincase
f isa
finitely additive function from R to Y and there is a finitely additive function h from

Rtothe
nonnegative
numbers
such
that
fL/F
hexists
and
[lf(t)•
2•<cr(t)h(t)
for
each
t

inR- sothatf isinSOandIlfll
2•<fL/F•
. crfL/Fh(bySchwarz's
inequality).
It isclear
that if f isin S thenVf isa membercrof S•- suchthat f belongs
to Ha.

It isshown
thatthereexists
a function
Q fromS+, opposite
to Solutions
of the
Central Problem, such that

(1) if crisinS+ thenHa isa linear
subspace
ofS,Qaisaninner
product
forHa
suchthatthespace{Ha,Qo•}
iscomplete,
if t isin R thentherestriction
of Pt to Ha is
a Qcr-orthogonal
projection
in { Hcr,Qcr},
andtherestriction
of J to Ha isa conjugation

in {Hcr,Qo•},
(2) thereis a function
,r fromthesubset
of S+ X S+ to which{ cr,/3
} belongs
only

in case
Ha isasubset
ofHi•, inwhich
case
,r(cr,/3)
isa function
fromH/3toHa towhich

{g,h}belongs
onlyincase
Qcr(f,h)
= Q•3(f,g)
foreach
f inHa,and
(3) the ordered triple {H,Q,,r} determinesan inverselimit systemin the sense

thatif each
ofcr,I•,and3'isinS+ then
(i) If Ha isasubset
ofHi•then
,r(a,/3)
isa
continuous
linear
transformation
from{Hi•,Q/3
} to {Ha,Qcr}
, (ii) if Ha isasubset
of
H/3andH• isa subset
ofH3,then,r(a,3,)
isthecomposite
transformation
and(iii) if Ha isH/3then,r(/3,cr)
istheinverse
of
Sucha function
Q fromS+ is provided
by a variantof anintegral
whichwas
introduced by E. Hellinger [4], and extended by J. Radon [ 18]: the variant is

Qa(f'g)
=fL/F
(f,g)/a
for
each
ainS+and
{f,g}
inHaXHa,
with Hellinger's notational convention to the effect that, for each set t in the

<f(t),g(t))accordingly
collection
R,(f'g)
asa(t)is0ornot.It isshown
thatif
a (t)is0or •(t)
each
ofcrand
• isinS+ then
Ha isasubset
ofH•only
incase
there
isanonnegative
number c such that a(t) •< c •(t) for each t in R, in which casethe transformation
,r(a,/3) is given by the formulas

((,r(a,13)g)(t),•)
=ft/F(g,a.•)//3
forginH•,t inR,and
• inY.
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Moreover,
ifeach
ofo•and
/5isinS+then
Ho•+/5
isthevector
sum
ofHaand
H/5,
and
there
isamember
•,ofS+such
that
H•,isthecommon
part
ofHaand
H/5,
and
Q•,is
Qo•+Q/5
onH•,XH•,.Thedegenerate
space
(H0,Q
0} corresponds
tothezeromember
ofS+:omission
of {H0,Q
0} would
entail
awkwardness
ofdescription
here,
inasmuch
asit is shown
(Theorem
10) thattheH-image
of S+ isa distributive
lattice(relatively
to therelation"isa subset
of") withleastelement
H0.
Consistently with standard usage (e.g., by J. L. Kelley, I. Namioka, et al. [10,

page 11]), the inverselimit spacedeterminedby the orderedtriple {H,Q,rr} is the

linearspace
to whichg belongs
onlyin casegisa function
fromS+ suchthat,foreach

o•inS+,g(o0
isafunction
belonging
toHa andif/5isamember
ofS+ such
thatHa isa
subset
of H/5theng(o
0 = rr(a,/5)g(/5):
inv-lim-{H,Q,rr}
denotes
thisspace.
It maybe
noted that there has been no prior assertion of the existence of a non-zero point in
this inverse limit space.

REPRESENTATION
OF D. Theequations
L4•(X)(o0(t),j
•) = X(Pto•'•),for X in D
ando•in S+ andt in R and• in Y, definea linearisomorphism
A fromD ontothe
subspaceof inv-lim-{H,Q,rr} to which the point g of inv-lim-( H,Q,rr} belongsonly in

casethere is a nonnegative
numberb suchthat, for eacho• in S+ and t in R,

[[g(o0(t)[]
•<b o•(t),in whichcase
thenormofthemember
A-l(g)ofD istheleast
such
numberb. If the orderedpair (X,g} belongsto A and f is in S then X(f) is an integral

overL relatively
to F in thefollowing
sense:
for eacho•in S+ suchthatf belongs
to

Ho•,
k(f)=fL/F(g(a),Jf)/o•.
Now, let INV-LIM-(H,Q,rr} denotethe linear spaceto which G belongsonly in

caseG is a functionfromS+ suchthat,for eacha in S+, G(a)isa finitelyadditive
functionfrom R to L(Y) and,if • is in Y, G(a)-• belongs
to Ha andif/5 isa member

ofS+such
thatHaisasubset
ofH/5
then
G(a).•
=rr(a,/5)(G(/5).•).
REPRESENTATION
OF E. The equations
co(g)(a)(t)•= g(Pta-•), for g in E
anda in S+ andt in R and• in Y, definea linearisomorphism
cofrown
E ontothe
subspaceof INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} to which the point G of INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} belongs

onlyin casethereisa nonnegative
number
b suchthat,foreacha in S+ andt in R and

• in Y, l]G(a)(t)•H
•<ba(t)•[l, inwhich
case
thenormofthemember
co-l(G)
ofE is
the leastsuchnumberb. If the orderedpair(g,G} belongs
to coandf is in S then•(f)
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isanintegral
overL relatively
to F inthefollowing
sense:
foreachc•in S+ suchthatf

belongs
toHa,/a(f)
=fL/FG(OO'f/o•
with
respect
toI•'
In the preceding Representation, Hellinger's riorational convention persiststo the

effect
that,foreach
sett in thecollection
R, G(•)'f(t)is thepoint
0 or
G(c•)(t)f(t)/c•(t) in Y accordingly as c•(t) is the number 0 or not. Moreover, it is shown

that if G is in the co-imageof E then so is the function G', defined by: G'(c•)(t)=

G(cO(t)*for c•in S+ andt in R. Hence,
thereisa natural
norm-preserving
involution
in

E,to which
theordered
pair{/a,•'}belongs
onlyincase/a
isinE and/a'
= co'l(co•)'),

i.e.,(g(Pto•-•),r/)
=(•,•'(Pto•-r/))
foro•inS+ andt inRand{•,r/)inY XY.
Now,letN bethefunction
fromS+ such
that,foreach
o•inS+,No•
isthenorm

forHa corresponding
totheinner
product
Qo•
- sothatNo•(f
) =Qo•(f,f)1/2
foreach
f
in Ha. Let C be the spaceof all continuous
lineartransformations
in {S,[[-II), normed
in the usual manner: the norm of the member B of C is the least nonnegative number
b such that if f is a member of S then [[Bfll •< blffl[.

REPRESENTATION
OF E IN C. The equations
(•'Oa)f)(t)
= •(Ptf), for• in E
and f in S and t in R, define an isometric linear isomorphism •' from E onto the

subspaceof C to which the member B of C belongsonly in case,for each t in R and f

in S, B(Ptf)= Pt(Bf).In orderthatthe lineartransformation
B fromS into S should
belong to the •'-image of E, it is necessaryand sufficient that (i) for each t in R and f

inS,B(Ptf)
=,Pt(Bf),
(ii) foreach
o•inS+,Bshould
mapHa intoHa,and(iii)there
should
exista nonnegative
number
b suchthat,foreacho•in S+ andf in Ha,
No•(Bf)
•<bNo•(f),
inwhich
case
thenorm
ofthemember
•.-1
(B)ofEistheleast
such

number
b.If theordered
pair
{•,B}
belongs
to•'and
f isinSthen
•(f)=fL/FBfwith
respect to •.[].

Each of the foregoing integral representationsis effected by the existence of a

function
I1fromS+ such
that,foreach
o•inS+,Ilo•isafunction
from
F such
thatif M
is in F then Ha(M) is an orthogonal
projectionin the space{HovQo
•} with the
propertythatif eachof f andg isa memberof Ha then

Qo•
(f-llo•(M)figllo•(M)g)
=Qo•
(f,g)
-ZtinM(--•(t);
there are, of course,the associatedinequalities(for all sucho•,M, and f)
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IIf-IIa(g)fll
2•<Na(flla(g)f)2
fL/F
a.
In terms of the Representation •', there is a natural multiplication defined in E:

/a1-/a
2= •'-l(•'(/.•l)•'(,•t2))
for(/a1,/a
2} inEXE.Theidentity
element
eofE,forthis

multiplication,
isgiven
by:e(f)=fL/F
f forf inS.Itisshown
that
if/aisinEthen,
for

each
a in S+, therestriction
toHa of•'(•')istheadjoint
(withrespect
toQa)ofthe
restriction
to Ha of •'(•).Let{X,(',')} bethedirect
sumoverS+ ofthespaces
( Ha,Q
a): X isthelinear
space
towhich
f belongs
onlyincase
f isafunction
from
S+

such
that,
foreach
• inS+,f•isamember
ofH•5
and
there
isapositive
number
psuch
thatZainoNa(fa
)2•<p foreach
finite
subset
o ofS+,and(f,g)= ZaQa(fa,ga)
for
{f,g) in X X X. Now, it is clear from the aforementioned facts about •' and cothat the
equations

(Z(gt)f,g)
= ZaQa(•'(•)fa,ga),
forgtin E and{f,g},inX X X,
define an isometric involution-preserving algebra-isomorphism Z from E onto what is
sometimes [20, 23] called a B*-algebra of continuous linear transformations in the

space(X,(.,.)). Identification
of theZ-image
of E in thealgebra
A0 of allcontinuous
lineartransformations
in {X,(-,')) maybemadeby considering:
thealgebra
A1 of all
members
B of A0 witha representation
,I, suchthat

(Bf,g)= ZaQa(XI'(B)afa,ga
) for {f,g} in X X X,

where,
foreach
a inS+, •I,(B)
a isacontinuous
linear
transformation
in (Ha,Q
a} and
there
isapositive
number
psuch
thatNa(•I,(B)ah)
•<pNa(h)foreach
a inS+ andhin
Ha;thealgebra
A2 ofallmembers-B
ofA1such
thatifa isinS+ andt isinRandhis
in Ha then•I,(B)aPth
= Pt•I,(B)ah;
and,finally,thealgebra
A3 of allmembers
B of A2

such
thatif a and
• aremembers
ofS+ such
thatHa isasubset
ofH•5
then
,I,(B)
ais
therestriction
to Ha of thetransformation
•I,(B)g.
It isshown
(Theorem
25)thatthe
Z-image
A3 of E isweaklyclosed
in thealgebra
A0.

It istheaforementioned
family
oforthogonal
projections
IIa(M),fora inS+ and
M in F, which makesavailablethe general representation(Theorem 20) for any such
space C(S,X) as is indicated in the statement of the Central Problem. This latter

representation f•, defined in terms of INV-LIM-(H,Q,•r),
extension of the representation co of the space E.

may be viewed as an
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The Inverse Limit System.

THEOREM1. Suppose
f isa finitelyadditive
function
fromR to Y, a isin S+,
and if v is a member of R such that a(v)=O

then f(v) =0.

Then, if M and Ware

membersof F such that each set in M isfilled up by a subsetof W,

2sinMuffs)fl2/a(s)
•<2tinW[]f(t)•2/a(t)'
PROOF. It follows from Schwarz's inequality as applied to finite sums,together

withHellinger's
notational
convention
totheeffect
that[]f(v)]]2/a(v)
beinterpreted
as
the number 0 in casea(v) = 0, that if U is a member of F then

•ZvinUf(v)•2
•<(Y'v
inUuf(v)u)2
•<Y'v
inUa(v)Y'tinU•f(t)•2/a(t)'
Hence, the conclusionis a consequenceof the finitely additive characterof f.

THEOREM2. If f isafinitelyadditive
function
fromR to Y anda isin S+ andb
is a nonnegativenumber then the following three statementsare equivalent.'
(1) there is a finitely additive function h from R to a set of nonnegativenumbers

such
that
fL/F
h•<band,
foreach
tinR,flf(t)
f12
•<a(t)h(t),
(2) if g is a member of F then, for eachfunction x from g to Y,

IZuing(ffu),x(u))12
•<bEuinga(u)•x(u)u2,
and
(3) if v is a member of R such that a(v) = 0 then f(v) = 0 and, for each member

g ofF,Euing•f(u)•2/a(u)
•<b.
PROOF. If the statement (3) is true then it is a consequenceof Theorem 1 that

the
equations
h(t)
=ft/F•f•2/a,
for
tinR,define
afinitely
additive
function
hfrom
R
which fulfills the conditions given in the statement (1).

If, now, the statement (1) is true then, for each member M of F and each
function x from M to Y,

{Eu
inM<f(u),x(u))l
•<23u
ing{h(u)a(u)}
1/2Ux(u)•,
so that the statement (2) is a consequenceof Schwarz's inequality.

If, finally, the statement (2) is true then (i) it is clear that if v is a member of R

such that a(v) = 0 then f(v) = O, and (ii) if M is a member of F and x is the function
defined by x(u) = 0 or f(u)/a(u) for u in M, accordinglyas a(u) is 0 or not, then the
inequality indicated in the statement (3) is apparent.

THEOREM
3. If a isin S+ then(1) Ha isa linear
subspace
ofSO,(2) there
isa
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norm
Nafor
Hasuch
that
iffisinHathen
Na(f)
2=fL/Fl]f02/a,
(3)iffisinHathen
IIfll
2• Na(f)
2fL/F
a,and
(4)Haiscomplete
with
respect
toNa.
Theorem 3 may be proved as a consequenceof Theorems 1 and 2, with the help

of the observations
that, for eacha in S+, (i) Theorem2 provides
additional
characterizations
of the familyHa and(ii) if f is in Ha thenNa(f) isthe squareroot
of the least nonnegative number b such that one of the three numbered statements
indicated

in Theorem

2 is true.

THEOREM
4. If a isin S+ thenthefamilyUa, to which
gbelongs
onlyincase
there is a member M of F and a function x from M to Y such that g is the function

•;uin MPua'x(u)' isa linearsubspace
of Ha.
PROOF. It follows from the definition of the function P that, if u is in R and W

isa member
of F fillingupu andf isin S0, Puf = 2t in wPtf' It isclearthat,if t isin R

anda is in S+ and• isin Y, l](Pta-•)(u)•
• a(u)O•0
foreachu in R sothatthe
functionPta-• belongs
to thefamilyHa.

Suppose
a isinS+.It isclear,
from
thelinearity
ofHa,thatUa isasubset
ofHa.
Suppose M is a member of F, x is a function from M to Y, and W is a member of F
such that each set in M is filled up by a subcollection of W. Let K be a function from
M such that if u is in M then K(u) is the subset of W to which the element t of W

belongs only in case t lies in u. There is a function z from W to Y such that (i) if the
member t of W lies in the member u of M then z(t) is x(u) and (ii) if the member t of
W does not lie in any member of M then z(t) is 0. If u is in M then K(u) is a member of
F filling up u; hence

ZuinMPu
a'x(u)= ZuinMZtinK(u)Pt
a'x(u)= Zt inwPta'z(t)'
Theassertion
of theTheorem
follows,
withthehelpof thefactthatif M 1 andM2 are
members
of F thenthereis a memberW of F suchthateachsetin M1 or M2 isfilled
up by a subcollection of W.

THEOREM
5. If a isinS+ andt isinR then
each
ofJandPtmaps
Ha intoHa

and,
for
each
finHa,
Na(Jf)
=Na(f)
and
Na(Ptf)2
=ft/F•f•2/a.

PROOF.Suppose
a is in S+. The assertions
concerning
the functionJ are

immediateconsequences
of the definitions
since[]jf(t)•= •f(t)• for eachf in Ha and

eacht in R. Suppose
f is in Ha, h is sucha functionfromR asis indicated
in the
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statement
(1)ofTheorem
2 withb=Nc•(f)
2, andt isinR.If uisinR andMisa
member of F filling up the common part of u and t,

HPt
f(u)l]2
• (2vinM•œ(v)[1)2
• (2vinM(c•(v)h(v)•1/2)2
• c•(u)h(u).
Hence,Ptf belongs
to Hc•andNc•(Ptf)•Nc•(f).The indicated
integralformulafor

Ncr(Ptf)
2may
beverified
byconsidering
members
ofFhaving
subcollections
filling
up
t, in conjunction
withtheformulaforNc•indicated
in Theorem
3.

THEOREM
6. If orisinS+,then
(1) there
isafunction
Qcrfrom
Her
XHer
such

that
Qo•(f,g)
=fL/F(f,g)/o•
foreach
(f,g)inHo•
XHo•,
(2)Qo•
isaninner
product
for
Ho•to whichNo•is the corresponding
norm,(3) the restriction
of J to Ho•is a
conjugation
in (Ho•,Qo•),
and(4) for each{ f,g)in Ho•X Ho•andt in R

Qo•(Ptf,g)
=ft/F(f,g)/o•=
Qo•(f,Ptg),
sothattherestriction
ofPt toHo•isa Qo•-orthogonal
projection
in (Ho•,Qo•}.

PROOF.
Suppose
o•isinS+.Theexistence
ofthefunction
Qt•from
Ho•
XHo•
, as
indicatedin (1), is a simpleconsequence
of the followingequations:

ZuinMfif(u)+g(u)
H2/ø•(
u)-ZuinM•f(u)-g(u)fi2/ø•(u)
=4ReZuinM(f(u),g(u))/ø•(u)
for (f,g} in Ho•X Ho•andeachM in the familyF, with the customary
notational
convention
(cf Theorem1) in casethereis a memberu of M suchthato•(u)= 0. It is

similarly
clear
thatif f isinHo•
then
Qo•(f,f)
=No•(f)2
, and
thatQo•
isaninner
product
forHo•
, sothat(2)istrue.
Moreover,
since
Jmaps
Ho•
intoHo•
andj2 istheidentity
on
SOand,foreach(f,g) in Ho•X Ho•andM in F,

Zu inM(Jf(u)•jg(u))/ø•(u)
= 23uinM(g(u),f(u))/ø•(u),

it follows
thattherestriction
of J to Ho•isaconjugation
in {Ho•,Qo•}.
Now,lett bea

member
ofR.Itisclear
that
Pt
2=PtonSOand,
byTheorem
5,Ptmaps
Ho•
into
Hoc
If
{f,g) isin Ho•X Ho•thentheindicated
integral
formula
forQo•(Ptf,g),
andthatfor
Qo•(f,Ptg),
maybeverifiedby considering
members
of F havingsubcollections
filling

up t, in conjunction
with the formulafor Qo•whichis givenin (1). Thus,the

restriction
of Ptto Ho•isHermitian
withrespect
to theinnerproduct
Qo•,
andsoisa
Qo•-orthogonal
projection
ofHo•ontoa closed
linear
subspace
of {Ho•,Qo•
).

THEOREM
7. If o•isinS+ then(1) if f isinHo•
andt isinRand• isinY then
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(f(t),•) = Qc•(f,Ptc•-•)
, (2) thefamilyUc•(asdescribed
in Theorem
4) isa denselinear

subspace
of {Hc•,Qc•
}, and(3) Ha isa linearsubspace
of S.
PROOF.Suppose
c•isin S+. It should
berecalled
thatif t isin R and• isin Y
thenPtc•-•is a member
of S.SinceSisa linearsubspace
of SO,Uc•isa subset
of S;by
Theorem4, Uc•isa linearsubspace
of Ha.
If f is in Ha andt isin R and• is in Y then,for everymemberW of the familyF
filling up the set t,

(f(t),•)= Zu in W(f(u),•)= Zu in W(f(u),(ø•'•)(u))/ø•(u),
so that, in accordance with assertion (4) of Theorem 6,

(fit),•)
=ft/F(f,o•.
•)/o•
=Qo•(f,Pto•-•).
Thisestablishes
assertion
(1). Sincethe space
(Ho•,Qo•}
iscomplete,
if Uo•werenot
densein thisspacethentherewouldbe a non-zeromemberf of Ha belonging
to the
Qo•-orthogonal
complement
(in Ha) of Uo•- this wouldinvolvea contradiction
to (1).
Hence, assertion (2) is true.

Suppose,
now, that f is a memberof Ha whichdoesnot belongto S. If g is a

memberof the familyUo•then,by theassertion
(3) of Theorem3,

Ilf-gl[
2•<Nc•(f
-g)2
fL/FO•
'
SinceUo•is densein (Ho•,Qo•},and S is closedwith respectto the norm II'll, this
involves a contradiction.

THEOREM
8. Suppose
thato•is in S+ and,for eachM in F, llo•(M)
isthe
functionfrom Ha determined
asfollows:if f isin Ha andx isa functionfrom M to Y
such that, for each t in M, x(t) is 0 or f(t)/o•(t) accordingly as o•(t) is 0 or not, then

llo•(M)f= Zt in MPtø•'x(t)'Then
(1) if M is in F, llo•(M)istheQo•-orthogonal
projection
from Ha ontothesubset

of Uo•(cf Theorem
4) to whichthemember
g of Uo•belongs
onlyin casethereisa
fimctionx fromM to Y suchthatg = 23
t in MPtc•'x(t),and

(2) if (f,g} isin Ho•X Hob
andM isin F,

Qo•(
f- Ilo•(M)f,g
-IIo•(M)g)
=Qo•
© -ZtinM(--•
(t)'
PROOF.For eachM in F, let Uo•(M)be the subsetof Uo•indicated
in the
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assertion (1). If M is in F then, for each function x from M to Y, it follows from
Theorem

7 that

Na(Zt
inMPt
a'x(t))2
=ZtinMa(t)•x(t)H2,
whenceUa(M) is a closedlinearsubspace
of {Ha,Qa}ßmoreover,
for eachsuchM and
x, if f isin Ha thenby Theorem7, for eachv in M and• in Y,

Qa(f - Zt in MPta'x(t),Pv
a'•) = if(v)-a(v)x(v),•).
Thisestablishes
theassertion
(1). Suppose,
now,that (f,g} is in Ha X Ha andM isin
F: it follows from assertion (1) that

Qa(f- 11a(M)f,g
- Ila(M)g) = Qa(f,g)- Qa(Ila(M)f,Ila(M)g).
If each of x and y is a function from M to Y such that, for each t in M,

x(t) = 0 or f(t)/a(t) and y(t) = 0 or g(t)/a(t)
accordingly as a(t) is 0 or not, then (again by Theorem 7)

(f,g)

Qa(Ila(M)f,
Ila(M)g)= Zt in Ma(t)(x(t),y(t))
= Zt in•(t).

THEOREM
9. If each
of a andt•isin S+ then,in order
thatHa should
bea
subset
of Ht•,it isnecessary
andsufficient
thattherebea nonnegative
number
csuch
that a(t)•<

c l•(t) for each t in R, in which case rr(ad3) is a continuous linear

transformation
from{Hfi,Qfi
} to (Ha,Qa}
given
bytheformlas

((rr(a,/•)g)(t),•)
=ft/F(g,a'•)/t•
forginHi3
,t inR,and
• inY.
PROOF.Suppose
eachof a and/•belongs
to S+. It isclearfromTheorem
2 that

theindicated
condition
issufficient
forHa to bea subset
of H/3.Suppose,
now,that
Ha isa subset
of H/•.ByTheorem
7, if f isin Ha andt isin R and• isin Y then
Qa(f,Pta-•)
= (f(t),•)= Q/•(f,
Pt/•-•).Therefore,
if M isinF andx isafunction
fromM
to Y then,for eachf in Ha,

Qa(f,Zt inMPta'x(t))= Q/3(f,Zt
inMPt/•'x(t))'

Since,
byTheorems
4 and7, thefamily
U/•isa dense
linear
subspace
of {H/3,Q/3}
, it

follows
that{Ha,Q
a} is continuously
included
in {H/•,Q/3},
i.e.,thattheidentity
transformation
on Ha is a continuous
lineartransformation
from {Ha,Qa} into

{H/•,Q/•}.
Hence,
thetransformation
rr(a,/•),
towhich
{g,h}belongs
onlyincase
gisin
H/3andh is in Ha andQa(f,g)
= Q/•(f,g)
foreachf in Ha,isa continuous
linear
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transformation
from{H/5,Q/5)
into{Ha,Qa).
Thus,
there
exists
anonnegative
number
c such that

Qa(•r(a,•)g,•r(a,/5)g)
• cQ/•(g,g)
foreach
ginH/5
,
and,if t isin R and• isin Y, theordered
pair(Pt•'•,Pta•) belongs
to•r(a,/5)
sothat

a(t)g•O
2=Qa(Pta'•,Pta'D
•<cQ/5(Pt/5-•,Pt/5-•)=
c/5(t)•]•D
2,whence
it follows
that
a(t)• c/•(t);finally,
if gisinH/•andt ish•Rand• isinY,

((•r(a,/5)g)(t),•)
=Qa(•r(a,/5)g,Pta.•)
=Q/5(g,Pta.
•)=ft/F(g,a.•)/•,
the latter formula being justified on the basis of Theorem 6. For the continuous

inclusion
of (Ha,Qa)in (Hg,Qg),
onehasyonNeumann's
extension
(seeStone's
footnote[24, pageiv]) of the Hellinger-Toeplitz
Theorem(cf. Rudin[23, page110]).

THEOREM
10.If each
of a and15
isin S+, thefollowing
statements
aretrue:

(1) Ha+
• isthevector
sumofHa andH•,towhich
hbelongs
onlyincase
there
isamember
(f,g)ofHa XH[•such
thatf +g=h,

(2)the
formulas
'y(t)
=ft/FOq3/(oetg)fortin
R,define
amember
3'ors
+such
that
H3,
isthecommon
partHaH
• ofHaandHi5
andQ3'
=Qa+Ql5
onH3,XH3,,
and

(3)forevery
member
3'ofS+,thecommon
part
ofHaand
Hg+,y
isthevector
sum
ofHaH• andHaH3,.
PROOF.Supposing
thateach
ofa andgisin S+,onesees
fromthelinearity
of S

that
a+g
belongs
toS+.It follows
from
Theorem
9that
each
ofHaand
H•isasubset
ofHa+/5;
moreover,
if hisinHa+/5
thentheformulas
f = •r(a,a+/5)hand g = •r(/5,a+/•)h

definea member
{f,g}of Ha X Hi•suchthatf+g= •r(a+/5,a+/•)h
= h. Hence,
the
statement (1) is true.

Now, by the type of reasoningemployedin the Proof of Theorem 6, here are

formulasfor the function7 whichareequivalentto thoseindicatedin (2):

•(t)=¬[a(t)+/•(t)]
-¬ft/F(a-/5)2/(a+J•)
for
each
tinR.
Hence, the indicatedformulasdefine a finitely additivefunction 7 from R to the
nonnegativenumbers. Moreover, by Theorem 9, for each • in Y

•' • = ,r(a,a+•)(•. •) = ,r(•,a+g)(a. •),
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sothat'),'•belongs
toHo•
andtoH•,'¾belongs
toS+,andH,¾
isa subset
ofthe
common
partHo•H
• ofHo•andH•.Clearly,
Qo•+Q•
isaninner
product
Q'for
such
thatthespace
(Ho•H•,Q')
iscomplete.
Moreover,
if f isinHo•H
• then

Q'(f,Pt•'•) =Q•(Pt
f,•(•,•+•)(•
'•))+Q•Ptf,•(•,•+•)(•'
•))
= Q•+•Ptf,•.•)+ Q•(Ptf,•'•)
= Qa+•(f,Pt(a+fi)'•)
= <fft),•>
for every t in R and } in Y; hence, if M is in F and x is a function from M to Y,

letinM<f(t),x(t)>[2
• Q'(f,DZt
inM7(t)•x(t)•2,
sothat,byTheorem
2,f belongs
toH7andQT(f,O
• Q'(f,O:
thus,
HTisH•H•.Since
(by the foregoingsecondarydescriptionof 7) [•(t)+•(t)]7(t)•

•(t)•(t)

for each t in

R,it follows
thatif f isinH7then,foreach
MinF,
ZuinM•

tu)+ ZuinM

(u)• ZuinM

(u),

sothat
N•(O
2+N•O2• NT(O
2.Therefore,
Q•(f,O
+Q•f,O
=QT(f,O
forevery
f in
HT.Now,bythetypeofreasoning
indicated
inthefirstpartoftheProof
ofTheorem
6,Q• + Qfi= Q7onH7XHT.Therefore
(2)istrue.

Apropos
ofthestatement
(3),now,
let7 beanymember
ofS+.By(1),H•+7
is
thevector
sumofH• andHT;hence,
thevector
sum
ofHaH•andHaH7isasubset
of

HaH•+7.
By(2),there
isamember
6ofS+such
that,
foreach
t inR,

b(t)=ft/F•'(•+•)/(•+•)• ft/F•/(•) +ft/F•/(•+•)
andHb isHaH•+7;
by(1)and(2)andTheorem
9,Hbisasubset
ofthevector
sum
of
HaH•andHaHT.
Thiscompletes
theProof
ofTheorem
10.
Representation of Linear Operations. It should be recalled that •v-lim-{H,Q,n }

denotes
the linearspaceto whichg belongs
onlyin caseg isa functionfromS+ such

that,foreach
a inS+,g(a)isamember
ofHaandif • isamember
ofS+ such
thatHa
is a subset
of H• theng(a)= n(a,•)g(•);
andINV-LIM-{H,Q,n)
denotes
thelinear
space
to whichG belongs
onlyin case(i) G is a functionfromS+ to a setof finitely
additive functions from R to L(Y) and (ii) if Wis in Y then there is a member g of the

space
inv-lim-{H,Q,n
} suchthatg(a)= G(a)-Wfor evewa in S+. Onemaynotethat,
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by Theorem9, if B is in L(Y) then thereis a memberG of INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} such

that,foreachcrin S+ andt in R and• in Y, G(cr)(t)•= cr(t)B•.
THEOREM11. If crisin S+ andgisafinitelyadditive
function
fromR to Y and
b is a nonnegativenumber, then the following two statementsare equivalent.'
(1) if t is in R then •g(t)[1 •< b cr(t),and

(2) g belongs
to Ha and,for eachf in Ha, IQcr(g,f)l
•<bllfll.

PROOF.Suppose
cris in S+ andgisa finitelyadditive
function
fromR to Y and
b is a nonnegative number. If the statement (2) is true and t is in R then

I(g(t),•>l
= IQcr(g,Ptcr'•)l
•<b[IPtcr'•11
= b cr(t)[]•[]
for each • in Y, so that Hg(t)• •< b or(t).
Suppose that if t is in R then Hg(t)• •< b or(t). It follows from Theorems 2 and 3

thatgbelongs
toHa and
Nor(g)
2•<b2fL/F
If f isinHathen
or'

(g,13,
,,•<23uinMb•f(u)•
•<bllfll
12;u
inlVI•a
tull
for eachM in F, sothat lQcr(g,f)l
•< b[lf[I.

THEOREM
12.Theequations
(A(X)(cr)(t)3•)
= X(Ptcr'X),
forXinDandcrinS+
and t in R and • in Y, define a linear isomorphismA from the space D onto the

subspace
of inv-lim-(H,Q,rr}to whichthe point g of inv-lim-(H,Q,rr}belongs
only in

case
thereisa nonnegative
number
bsuchthat,for eachcrin S+ andt in R, [lg(cr)(t)[]
•<

bor(t),in whichcasethenormof themember
A-l(g)of D istheleast
such
number
b.
If the ordered pair {X,g} belongsto A and f is in S then X(f) is an integralover L

relatively
toF inthefollowing
sense.'
foreach
crinS+such
thatf belongs
toHa,X(f)=

fL/F(g(cr),J
f)/or.
PROOF. Supposethat b is the norm of the member X of D. It is clear that the

equations
(g(cr)(t)•j•)
= X(Ptcr-•)
, forcrinS+ andt inRand• inY,define
afunction
g
fromS+ to a setof finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to Y, andthat(foreachsuch

t, and•) I(g(cr)(t)•j•)]
•<bcr(t)fl•;byTheorem
11,if orisinS+,g(cr)
belongs
toHa and
IQcr(g,f)l
•<bllfllforeach
f inHa.If orisinS+ andMisinF then,
foreach
f inHa,

23u
inM(g(cr)'Jf)(u)
=X(llcr(M)f)
sothat,byTheorems
3 and8,X(f)= Qcr(g(cr),Jf).
If crand/3aremembers
ofS+ such
thatHa isasubset
ofH/3then,foreach
f inHa,
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Qo•(g(o0,f)
= X(Jf)= Q•(g(•),f)
so that g belongs to inv-lim-{H,Q,rr}.

All other allegations involved in Theorem 12

may be establishedby similar appeals to preceding Theorems, with the help of the fact

thattheH-image
of S+ fillsupthespace
S(cf.Theorem
7, andremarks
accompanying
the initial description of the function H).

THEOREM
13.Suppose
each
ofc•andfiisinS+,mo•
5isthesettowhich
P
belongs only if case F is a function from R X R such that (i) if t is in R then each of
F(.,t) and P(t,-) is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) and (ii) there is a
nonnegative number b such that if M is a member of F and each of x and y is a
function from M to Y then

12;
{u,v}
inMXM(x(u),F(u,v)y(v))12
•<b22;u
inMø•(u)•x(u)[]22;v
inM•(v)•y(v)•2,
andTc•
• is the setto whichB belongs
onlyin caseB is a continuous
linear

transformation
from{H•,Q•} to{ Ho•,Qo•}.
Then
theequations
cI)(B)(u,v)•
= B(Pv•-•)(u),
forBinTc•
• and{u,v}inR X Rand• inY,
definea reversible
lineartransformation
ß fromTo43
ontotoo43,
suchthatif the
orderedpair {B',F} belongs
to ß then
(1) in order that the nonnegativenumber b should satisfy the condition (iO it is

necessary
andsufficient
that,foreach
member
f ofH•,No•(Bf)
•<bN•(f),
(2) foreachmember
f of H•,andeach
t in R andr?inY, thefunction
I'(t,.)*r/
belongs
toH•and(Bf(t),r/)
= Q•(f,I'(t,.)*r/),
and
(3) for eachf in H•, Bf isanintegral
overL relatively
to F in thefollowing
sense.'the function h from R to a set of functions from R to Y, such that if t is in R

then h(t) is the constant 0 or the function I'(',t)f(t)/l•(t)

accordinglyas •(t) is the

number
0ornot,
maps
Rinto
Haand
Bf=fL/F
hwith
respect
toNc•.
PROOF.
Suppose
B is a member
of Toefl,
andletk betheleastnonnegative
number
b suchthatif g isin H• thenNo•(Bg
) •<b N•(g).It is clearthatthereisa
function F from R X R to L(Y) such that

P(u,v)•= B(Pv•'•)(u)foreach{u,v} inR X R and• inY,
and that if t is in R then each of I'(',t) and P(t,-) is finitely additive. If M is in F, each
of x and y is a function from M to Y,
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f = Zu in MPuot'x(u),andg = Zv in MPv/•'y(v),

then{f,g}isinUotXUi3(cf.Theorem
4)andit follows
fromTheorem
7 that
Qot(f,Bg)
= 2;{u,v}inM XM(x(u),I'(u'v)y(v))'

Not
(f)2=2;uinMot(u)
•x(u)[]2,
and

N•g)2=2;v
inM13(v)•y(v)[12:
hence,
thecondition
(ii) issatisfied
withb thenumber
k, andF belongs
tomo•.Now,
(a) it follows from the pattern of argument indicated in the Proof of Theorem 4 that if

{f,g} isinUot
XUi3thenthere
isamember
MofF,afunction
x from
MtoY,anda
functiony from M to Y suchthat {f,g} isdeterminedby the foregoingformulas,and

(b)byTheorem
7,Uot
isdense
in {Hot,Qot}
andUi3isdense
in {H13,Qi3}:
hence,
kis
the least nonnegativenumber b such that the condition (ii) holds. Let A denote the

{Qot'Qi3
}-adjoint
ofB,sothatA isacontinuous
linear
transformation
from(Hot,Qot
}
to{H/•,Q/•
} and
Qot(f,Bg)
= Ql3(Af,g)
foreach{f,g}inHotX Hi3.
If t is in R and r/is in Y then by Theorem7, for eachu in R and • in Y,

(r(t,u)•,r/)
=Qot(B(Pul3'
•),Ptot'r/)
= Q13(Pui3'
•,A(Ptot'r/))
=(•,A(Ptot'r0(u)),
so that I'(t,u)*r/= A(Ptot-r/)(u);
therefore,
if t is in R andr/ is in Y, the function

F(t,-)*r/belongs
toH/•and,foreach
ginH/•,

(Bg(t),r/)
=Qot(Bg,Ptot'r/)
=Q/•(g,r(t,')*r/)
=fL/F<r(t,.)g,n)/g.
Suppose,
now,thatF belongs
tomo•andthatk istheleast
nonnegative
number
b such that the condition (ii) holds. In consequenceof Theorems 2, 4, and 7, the
equations

B0(2;vin MPv
t3'x(v))= 2;vin MF(',v)x(v),
for members
M of F andfunctions
x fromM to Y, definea lineartransformation
B0

fromU/•intoHotsuch
thatNot(Bog)
•<k Nl3(g)
foreach
ginU/•.Inasmuch
asUi3is
dense
in {H13,Qi3
} (byTheorem
7),it follows
thatthere
isonlyone
member
BofTotl3
ofwhich
B0 isasubset,
andthatif f isinHi3thenNot(Bf)
•<k N•f).
The foregoing
arguments
sufficeto establish
all but assertion
(3) of thisTheorem;
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(3) isa consequence
ofTheorem
8, since
2;t inMh(t)= B(IIi(M)f)forf in Hi andh
theindicated
functionfromR (to Ha) andM in thefamilyF.

THEOREM
14.Suppose
each
ofo•andi isinS+,mc•i(P
) isthesettowhich
G
belongs only in case (i) G is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) and (ii) there
is a nonnegative number b such that

I(•,G(t)r/)l
2 •<b2cr(t)i(t)D•D2Drl[]2
foreach
t in Rand(•,r/}inY X Y,
andToni(P)
is thesetto whichB belongs
onlyin caseB isa continuous
linear
transformation
fromthespace
{Hi,Qi}tothespace
{Hc•,Qtx}
such
that,foreach
t in
Randf inHi, B(Ptf)= Pt(Bf).Thentheequations
ß(B)(t)•= B(l'•)(t),forBinToqS(P)
andt inRand• inY,

define
a reversible
linear
transformation
• fromToqS(P)
ontomoji(P)
such
that,if the
orderedpair {B,G} belongsto ß then
(1) in order that the nonnegativenumber b shouldsatisfy the condition(ii) it is

necessary
andsufficient
that,foreach
member
f ofHi, Nc•(Bf)
•<b Nil(f),
(2) for eachmember
f of Hl, andeacht in R andrl in Y, thefunction
G'r/
belongs
toHi and(Bf(t),r/)
= Ql(Ptf,G*r/),
and
(3) in case o• is l, in order that the nonnegative number b should satisfy the

condition
(ii)it isnecessary
andsufficient
that,if f isinHi, IIBfll
•<b Ilfll.
PROOF.
Suppose
B isa member
ofToqs(P),
andletk betheleast
nonnegative
number
b such
thatif f isin Hi thenNcr(Bf)
•<b Nil(f).It follows
fromTheorem
3

that
if• isinYthen
t'•isinH•and
Ni(t-•)
2=•112fL/Fi:
hence,
there
isafinitely
additive function G from R to L(Y) such that

G(t)• = B(i'•)(t)

for each t in R and • in Y,

and that if • is in Y then the functionG-• belongs
to Ha. With ß the functionas
described in Theorem 13, let F = •(B):

if {u,v } is in R X R and • is in Y,

F(u,v)•= B(Pvi'•)(u)= Pv(B(i-•))(u)= Pv(G-•)(u);
hence, if M is in F and each of x and y is a function from M to Y,

2;(u,v}
inM XM(x(u),p(u,v)y(v))
= 23u
inM(x(u),G(u)y(u)),
so that, by Theorem 13, the condition (ii) of the present Theorem is satisfied with b
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thenumber
k. Therefore
G belongs
to mc•/3(P).
Fromtheimplicit
symmetry
of the
aforementionedcondition(ii), if t is in R andr/is in Y then the functionG'r/belongs

to H/3andF(t,-)*r/= Pt(G'r/)'theassertion
(2) follows
fromtheassertion
(4) of
Theorem 6 and the assertion(2) of Theorem 13.

Suppose,
now,thatG belongs
to mc•(P
) andthatk istheleastnonnegative
numberb suchthat the condition(ii) holds. If r/is in Y then, for eacht in R,

HG(t)r/[I
2 •<k2o•(t)/5(t)•r/•
2 and•G(t)*r/[I
2 •<k2o•(t)/5(t)•n•
2,

sothatthefunction
G'r/belongs
to Ha andthefunction
G'r/belongs
toH/5:
hence,
there is a function F from R X R to L(Y) suchthat

F(u,v)•= Pv(G'•)(u)foreach{u,v}in R X R and• in Y.
It is clear that if t is in R then eqch of F(-,t) and F(t,-) is finitely additiveand, for

eachr/ in Y, F(t,')*r/= Pt(G'r/). Moreover,
if M is in F andeachof x andy is a
function from M to Y, then

IZ{u,v}
ing Xg(x(u),F(u,v)y(v))12
= IZuing(x(u),G(u)y(u))12

•<k2Zu
ingø•(u)[lx(u)[12Zv
ing/5(v)fly(v)[12,
so that the condition(ii) of Theorem 13 is satisfiedwith b the numberk; hence,the

function
F belongs
tothesetmc•.WithcI)thefunction
asdescribed
inTheorem
13,

letB=cI)-I
(F).Iff isinH/5
then,
byTheorems
6and
13,
No•(Bf)
•<k N/5(f)
and(Bf(t),r/)
= Q/5(Ptf,G*r/)
fort inRandr/inY:

it follows
that,if f isinH/5anduisinR,B(Puf)
= Pu(Bf)
sothatBbelongs
toToq•(P).
If M is in F and x is a function from M to Y then

B(Zuin MPu/5'x(u))
= 23uin MPu(G'x(u)):

thus,
thereversibility
ofq•follows
from
thedensity
ofU/5
inthespace
{H/5,Q/5
}.
Suppose, finally, that o• is/5 and the ordered pair {B,G} belongsto q•. If b is a

nonnegative
number
such
thatthecondition
(ii)holds
then,
foreach
f inH/5andt inR
and r/in Y, •G(t)*r/• •< b/5(t)[Ir/• so that, by Theorem 11,

I(Bf(t),r/)[
= IQ•Ptf,G*r/)l
•<bllPtfll
In[I,
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whenceflBf(t)l]•
< bllPtfl[:thereforeI[Bfll•<bllfll.Suppose,then, that b is a

nonnegative
number
such
thatif f isinHi3thenIIBfll
•<bl[fll.If t isinRandr/isinY
then

l]g(t)r/0= {]B(/•'r/)(t)fl
•<[IPt(B(i3.r/))l[
= IlB(Pt/•.r/)ll
•<bllPti3.r/ll
= b/•(t)llr/fl,
so that the number b satisfiesthe condition (ii). This completesthe proof.

THEOREM
15.Suppose
1•isinS+,andthesets
mi3/•(P),
TI3/•(P),
andqg
areas
describedin Theorem14 (with c•= 1•).Thefollowing statementsare true.'

(1) if {B,G}belongs
to,J,,
andA isthead]oint
ofBwithrespect
toQi•'sothat
Q•(f,Ag)
=Q/•(Bf,g)for
each
{f,g}inHi•XHi•,then{A,G*
} belongs
to•,

(2)ifc•isamember
ofS+such
that
Haisasubset
ofHi3
and
Gisinmi3/•(P)
and
K is a function from R to L(Y) such that K'r/= rr(a,i3)(G-r/)for each rl in Y, then K

belongs
to thesetmozoz(P)
andK*• = rr(oz,/•)(G*•)for
each• in Y, and

(3) if eachof {B1,G'}and {B2,G"} belongs
to ß andG = xI,'(B1B2)
then,for

each
t inRand
rlinY,G(t)r/=
ft/FG'G"rl/l•
with
respect
tothe
norm
•'•.
PROOF. Suppose(B,G} belongsto 'J,'and A is the adjointof B with respectto

Q/•:if t isinRand{f,g} isinH/•XHi3then,
asjustified
byTheorem
6,
Q/•(A(Ptf),g
) = Q•(Ptf,
Bg)= Q/•(f,Pt(Bg))
= Qi3(f,B(Ptg))
= Q/•(Af,Ptg
) = Qi3(Pt(Af),g).
Therefore
A belongs
to Ti313(P).
If t is in R and{•,r/} is in Y X Y then,with
computations justified by Theorems 6 and 7,

fiG* •)(t),r/) = (G(t) *•,r/) = (•,G(t)r/) = (•,B(/•-r/)(t))

= Qi3(Pti3'
•,B(i3'r/))
= Q/•(A(Ptl
3-•),i3.r/)
= QI3(Pt(A(/•-•)),i3'r/)
= QI3(A(/•'
•),Pt/•
'r/)= (A(/•.
•)(t),r/).
Hence,for each• in Y, G*• = A(i3-•) so that (A,G*} belongsto

Suppose
oz
isamember
ofS+such
thatHaisasubset
ofHi3,
Gisinm/•(P),
and
K is a function from R to L(Y) suchthat K-r/= rr(oM•)(G-r/)for each r/in Y. Let b be
a nonnegative number such that (cf Theorem 14)

•G(t)r/• •< b i3(t)•r/{]for each t in R and r/in Y.

Ift is in R and (•,r/} is in Y X Y then by Theorems6 and 9
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(•,K(t)r/)
= (•,•r(c•,fi)(G'r/)(t))=
Qfi(Ptc•'•,G-r/),
so that, by Theorem 1 1,

I(•,K(t)r/)l•< IIPta'•llb[lr/fl
= b a(t)•

fir/fl.

Therefore,the functionK (clearlyfinitelyadditive)belongs
to marx(P).
Now,if t isin
R and (•,r/) is in Y X Y then, from the formulasin Theorem9,

((K*•)(t),r/)
=(•,K(t)r/)
=ft/F(a'•,G'r/)/fi
=ft/F(G*•,a'r/)/fi,
whence K*• = •r(a,fi)(G*•).
Finally, the assertion(3) is justified by Theorems 13 and 14, with the help of the

fact
that
ift isinRand
fisinHfithen
•f(t)[1
•<fi(t)l/2Nfi(f).
THEOREM16. Suppose
that B is a lineartransformation
from S into SOwhich
is continuous with respect to the norm ]l' II, and that if t is in R and f is in S then

B(Ptf
) =Pt(Bf).
Then
(i) if a isinS+ thenBmaps
HaintoHa,sothatBmaps
Sinto
S, and (ii) if b is a nonnegative number then the following two conditions are
equivalent:
(1) if f is in S then IlBfll •< bllfll,and

(2) if rxisinS+andf isinHathen
No•(Bf)
•<bNo•(f).
PROOF. Suppose that b is a nonnegative number such that if f is in S then
IIBfll •< bllfll. It may be noted that, if t is in R and f is in S,

IlPtBf[I
= IIBPtfll•<b IIPtfll.

Suppose,
now,thatc•isin S+ andf isa member
of Ha:byrepeated
application
of
Theorems 2, 3, and 5, it follows that if t is in R then

0Bf(t)•
2•<IlPtBfll
2=IIBPtfll
2•<b2llPtfll
2•<b2c•(t)
Nc•(Ptf)2,
and,fromthis,thatBfbelongs
toHa andNc•(Bf)
•<bNc•(f).
Therefore,
if c•isinS+
thenB mapsHc•into Hc•andcondition(1) impliescondition(2). That(1) isimplied
by (2), is a consequenceof the terminal assertionin Theorem 14, and the fact that if f

isinSthen,
forsome
c•inS+,f belongs
tothesetHc•.
THEOREM17. Theequations
(•'(•)f)(t) = •(Ptf), for tJin E andf in S andt in
R, define a linear isomorphism•' from the space E onto the collection of all
continuouslinear transformationsB in {S,II' II} with the property that if t is in R and f
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is'in S thenB(Ptf)= Pt(BE).If the ordered
pair {/a,B}belongs
to •' and b is a
nonnegati•'enumber, then (i) the following three conditionsare equivalent.'
(1) if f is in S then •/a(f)• •< bilE[l,
(2) if f is in S then liBEl[•< bllfl], and

(3) if crisinS+andf isinHa thenNcr(Bf)
•<bNcr(f),

and
(ii)foreach
f inS,g(f)=fL/FBf
with
respect
tothe
norm
{].•.
PROOF. Supposeg is in E and b is a nonnegativenumber such that condition
(1) holds. Clearly there is a linear transformation B from S such that if f is in S then Bf
is a finitely additive function from R to Y and

BE(t)= g(Ptf) for eacht in R.
If f is in S then, for each member M of the family F,

Zt in MfiBf(t)O
•<b Zt in MlIPtfll
sothatBfis in SOand]lBf[l•<bllf[l;iff isin S andeachof t andv isin R,

Pt(Bf)(v)= g(PtPv
f) = g(PvPtf)= B(Ptf)(v
)

sothatB(Ptf)
=Pt(Bf).
ByTheorem
16,Bmaps
SintoS,ifc•isinS+ then
Bmaps
Ha
into Ha, andconditions
(2) and(3) hold.
Suppose, now, that B is a continuous linear transformation in { S,[l-II) with the

propertythat if t is in R andf is in S thenB(Ptf) = Pt(Bf).ByTheorem16,if c•isin

S+ thenBmaps
Hc•intoHc•and,foreach
nonnegative
number
b,theconditions
(2)
and (3) are equivalent. Let b be a nonnegative number such that condition (2) holds.
Clearly there is a linear transformation g, from S to Y, such that if f is in S then

g(f)=fL/FBf
with
respect
tothenorm
[J'
•.
If f is in S then, for each member M of the family F,

[lEtin MBf(t)fl•<Zt in M[IBf(t)[j
•< IlBf[l•<bllfl[,
sothat •g(f)• •< bllfll.Hence,g is in E and,for each{t,f} in R X S,

g(Pt
f)=fL/FB(Pt
f)=fL/FPt(Bf)
=j't/FBf
=Bf(t).
The foregoing argumentssuffice to establishTheorem 17.

THEOREM
18.Theequations
cogt)(a)(t)•
=/,t(Pta.•),
fort•inEandcrinS+and
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t in R and • in Y, define a linear isomorphism cofrom E onto the subspaceof

INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} to which the point G of INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} belo•tgso•tl)' i•t case

thereis a nonnegative
numberb suchthat,for eachc•in S+ andt i•r R a•td• in Y,

•G(c0(t)•l]
•<bc•(t)I]•l],
inwhich
case
thenorm
oftlremember
co-1
(G)ofEistheleast
such number b. If the ordered pair {/x,G} belongsto coand f is in S theft /x(f) is art

integral
overL relatively
to F in thefollowingsense.'
for eachc•i•t S+ stroht/tatf

belongs
toHa,t•(f)
=fL/FG(COf/c•
witIt
respect
to•.•.
Theorem 18 may be proved as a consequenceof Theorems 14, 15, 16, and 17,
with the help of Theorem 8: regarding the nature of the integral representation, one
G(o0f

lets--•-•(t) denote
0 orG(c0(t)f(t)/c•(t)
accordingly
asc•(t)is0 or not.

In the next two Theorems, it is supposed that {X,l'l } is a linear norreed

completespaceof functions
froma setR0 into Y suchthat,if s is in R0, thereis a
positivenumber p such that, for every member g of X, [lg(s)••< Plgl.The linear space
C(S,X), of all continuouslinear transformationsfrom {S,Iloll• to the space{X,l' I}, is
norreed in the usual manner: the norm of the member B of C(S,X) is the least

nonnegativenumber b suchthat if fis in S then Igfl •< bllfll.

THEOREM
19.Suppose
c•isin S+, mc•(X)
isthesettowhich
F belo•tgs
onlyin
caseF is a functionfrom R0 X R to L(Y) suchthat (i) if {t,r/} is in R X Y then
P(.,t)r/ is in X, (ii) if u is in R0 thenF(u,') isfinitelyadditive,and(iii) titereisa
nonnegativenumber b such that if M is a member of tile family F and x is a fit•tctiort
from M to Y then

I•;t in MF("t)x(t)l •<b •;t in Mc•(t)•x(t)•,
andTc•(X)is thesetto whichB belongs
onlyin caseB isa lineartra•tsformatio•t
from

Ha to X and thereis a nonnegative
numberb suchtitat,jbr eachmember
f of Ha,
lBf[ •< bllfll. Then the equations

Zoe(B)(u,t)r/=
B(Ptc•'rl)(u),for
Bin Tc•(X)and{u,t} in R0 X Ra•Mr•in Y,
definea reversible
lineartransformation
Za from To•(X)otttomc•(X),sttchthatif the

ordered
pair {B,F} belongs
to Za then
(1) in order that the nonnegativenumberb shouldsatisfythe conditio•t(iii) it is

necessary
andsufficientthat,for eachmemberf of Hc•,[Bfl•< bllfl[,

(2) for eachmember
f of Ha, andeachu in R0 and• in Y, tirefimctio•tF(u,')'*•
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belongs
to Ha a•d (Bf(u),•)= Qo•(f,F(u,')*•),and
(3) for eachf in Ha, Bf is at• integraloverL relativelyto F in thefollowing
se•se.' if h is the function from R to X such that, for each member t of R, h(t) is the

constant 0 or F(-,t)f(t)/o•(t)

accordingly as o•(t) is the number 0 or not, then

Bf=fL/F
hwith
respect
tothenorm
I'I.
PROOF. Suppose
B is a memberof To•(X),andlet k be the leastnonnegative

humberb suchthat if f is in Ha thenIBfl•<bllfll.It isclearthatthereisa functionF
fromR0 X R to L(Y) suchthat

F(u,v)r/=
B(Pto•'r/)(u)
foreach{u,t}inR0 X R andr/inY,
and that, for each such{u,t} and r/, F(u,') is finitely additiveand F(',t)r/is in X. IfM

is in F andx is a functionfrolnM to Y andf = •t in MPtø•'x(t)thenf is in Ha and

Ilfll= •t in Mc•(t)•x(t)l]:hencethecondition
(iii) issatisfied
withb thenumber
k, and
F belongs
to mo•(X).Moreover,
if u is in R0 thenthereis a positive
numberp such
that, for every t in R and r/in Y,

•F(u,t)r/[I •< plE(',t)r/I •< p k o•(t)Dr/•,so that
•F(u,t)*•l] •< p k o•(t)D• for every • in Y:

hence,
if {u,t}isin R0 X R and{•,r/} isinY X Y, F(u,-)*• isin Ha and
(B(Pto•'
r/),ti)= (F(u,t)r/,ti)
= (r/,r(u,t)*ti)= Qo•(Pto•r/,r(u,')*ti).
Assertion (2) follows since, by assertions(3) of Theorem 3 and (2) of Theorem 7, the

family Uo•is densein Ha with respect
to the normI1'II.
Suppose,now, that F belongsto mo•(X)and that k is the leastnonnegative
number b such that the condition (iii) holds. It follows that the equations

B0(Xtin MPtø•'x(t))= Xt in MF("t)x(t)'
for members
M of F andfunctionsx fromM to Y, definea lineartransformation
B0

fromUo•into X suchthat Ig0f[•< kllfllfor eachf in Uo•.By the densityof Uo•in Ho•
with respect to IIolI, as noted in the preceding paragraph, there is only one member B

of To•(X)of whichB0 isa subset
and,if f isin Ha, IBfl•<kllf[l.
As in the Proof of Theorem 13, the foregoingargumentssuffice to establishall
but assertion(3) of this Theore,n; (3) is again a consequenceof Theorem 8.
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THEOREM20.Theequations12(B(c•)(u,t)r/=B(Pta-rl)(u),
for B in C(S,X)

andc•in S+ and(u,t}in R0 XR andrl,in Y,define
a liteear
isomorphism
12from
C(S,X)ontothesetto whichF belongs
onlyincaseF isafunction
fromS+ toa setof

functions
fromR0 X RtoL(Y)such
that(i) if crisinS+ andt isi•tRandrl,isinY
then F(a)(.,t)r/ belongsto X, (ii) if u is in R0 then thereis a memberG of

INV-LIM-{H,Q,•r}
suchthat,for eacha in S+, G(o0 = F(c•)(u,-),
and(iii) thereisa
nonnegativenumber b such that, for each member M of F and eachfunction x from M
to Y,

IZt in Ml-'(a)(',t)x(t)l•<bZt in Ma(t)•x(t)[]'

in whichcase
thenormof themember
12-1(P)ofC(S,X)istheleast
such
number
b.If
the ordered pair {B,I-'} belongsto 12 and f is in S then Bf is an integralover L

relatively
to F in thefollowing
sense:
for each
member
a of S+ suchthatf belongs
to
Ha, if h is thefunctionfrom R to X suchthatif t isin R thenh(t) istheconstant
0 in

XorP(c•)(.,t)fft)/a(t)
accordingly
aso•(t)
isthenumber
0ornot,
Bf=fL/F
hwith
respect to the norm I'1.
Theorem 20 may be proved as a consequenceof Theorem 19 - with the help of
assertion (2) of Theorem 15, the type of argument given in the first paragraphof the

Proofof Theorem
19,andthefactthattheH-image
of S+ fillsupS.
THEOREM 21. If the orderedpair {B,I-'} belongsto the isomorphism12,defined
in Theorem 20, then the following two statements are equivalent:

(1) if f is in S then IBf[ = Ilfil, and

(2) if c•isin S+ andM isin F andx isafunction
fromM to Y then
IZt in Mp(a)(',t)x(t)l = Zt in Ma(t)•x(t)•'
PROOF. If (1) is true then, for each such a and M and x as indicated,

IB(Ztin MPta'x(t))l = IlZtinMPta'x(t)ll= zt inMa(t)•x(t)fl

whence
(2) istrue.Suppose
that(2) istrue.Foreacha in S+ andeachg inthefamily

Ua, [Bg[
= [Igll:
hence
(1)istrue,since
theH-image
ofS+ fillsupSand,
foreach
a in
S+,thefamily
Uo•
isdense
inHa withrespect
toII'[I.
THEOREM 22. Supposethat (1) if l• is in E then n•) denotesthe norm olin,

(2) (X,t'l } is the norreedlinearspaceof all continuouslinear transformations
from
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(E,n) to (Y,•'[]), and (3) o is the memberof C(S,X) givenby o(f)ix = ix(f), for fin S
and lx in E. Then o is an isometry: if f is in S then [o(f')[= ]Ifil.
PROOF. It should be noted that {X,['[}

is an example of the type of space

indicated in the Central Problem (and in Theorems 19 and 20): for each nonzero

member Ix of E, n(g) is a positive number p such that ]•}•)]

•< p[l•] for every member

0Jof X. Thereforethe notationC(S,X) is appropriatein this context.
Moreover, it is clear that the indicated transformationo belongsto C(S,X) and
that if f is in S then Io(01 •< [Ifil, since •ix(01]•< Ilflln(ix)for Ix in E.

Suppose,now, that f is a nonzeromemberof S. To know that Io(f)l = 11fll,it will
suffice to have a member Ix of E such that nqu) = I and •(0[]

= Ilfll. In accordance

with the Hahn-Banach extension theorem (or the Bohnenblust-Sobczyk version

thereof in the caseof complex scalars[3, page 861 ), there is a member 3, of D such

that X(f) = Ilfll and IX(g)l •< Ilgll for every g in S. Let • be a memberof Y suchthat
[I•D= 1: the equations Ix(g)= X(g)•, for g in S, define a member Ix of E with the
indicated property. This completes the Proof.

REMARK 1. By Theorem 12, a second description of the norm of a member 3,

of the spaceD is: the leastnonnegative
numberb suchthat if o•isin S+ andt isin R
then []A(X)(o0(t)• •< bo4t). In accordance with Theorems 17 and 18, there are four

descriptionsof the norm n for the space E: if g is in E then n(ix) is the least
nonnegative number b such that

(1) if f is in S then •ix(f)l] •< bllfll.
(2) if f is in S then II•'(ix)fl[•< bllfll.

(3) ifo•isinS+andf isinHo•
thenNo•(•'(ix)f
) •<bNo•(f
).
(4) if o•isin S+ andt isin R and• isin Y then•co(ix)(o0(t)•
•<b o•(t)[]•[1.
Variants of these descriptions are available from the observation (cf Theorem 8) that

if f isinSthen,
foreach
MinF ando•inS+such
thatf belongs
toHo•,
Iln•(M)fll= Zt in Mflf(t)•-

REMARK2. If f is in S and M is in F then lietinMPtfl[= 2;tinMllPtf[[-

whereas,
foreach
o•inS+such
thatf isinHo•
,(cfTheorem
6)

No•(Zt
inMPt
f)2=23t
inMNo•(Pt
f)2.
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This seeminganomaly may be resolvedby showingthat if f is in S then Vf is a member

bofS+ such
that,foreach
t inR,IIPtfl]
--Nb(Ptf)2:
a proof
may
bebased
onsuch
a
system of inequalities as is indicated in the Proof of Theorem 1.
Modification of the Initial Supposition. Henceforth, instead of supposingthat R

is a pre-ring of subsetsof the set L filling up L, it is supposedonly that the following
Axiom

holds.

SUBDIVISION AXIOM.

The collection R of subsetsof the set L fills up Land,

if G is a finite subcollection of R, there is a subcollection M of R such that
(i)

if X is a finite subcollection of M then no member of R which is covered by

X lies in any member of M which does not belong to X, and
(ii) each set in the collection G is filled up by a finite subcollection of M.
It has been shown earlier [15] that this Axiom is a necessaryand sufficient
condition on the collection R (relatively to its additve extension) for there to exist a

function 3' from R onto a pre-ring of subsetsof some set such that, if u is a member of

R and G is a finite subcollection of R, u is covered by G only in case7(u) is covered
by the '),-image of G. The following definitions have been introduced [15]:(1)

the

subcollection M of R is nonoverlapping relatively to R provided that condition (i) of
the Subdivision Axiom holds, and (2) the function f from R to an additive Abelian
.semigroup is R-additive provided that if M is a finite subcollection of R which is
nonoverlapping relatively

to

R and M

fills up the member u of

R then

2;tin Mf(t) = f(u). If '), is a functionfrom R, of the type indicatedearlierin this
paragraph then, inasmuch as [ 15, Theorem 0] the '),-imagesof those nondegenerate
subcollections of R which are nonoverlapping relatively to R are the collections of

mutually
exclusive
members
of the'),-image
of R,it isclear
that'),and7-1provide
for
a translation of all the results from the precedingsectionsof this report to the present
context.

A more direct transition

is available

here: let the letter

F now stand for the

family of all finite subcollectionsM of R such that M is nonoverlapping relatively to
R, and let "R-additive" replace "finitely additive" everywhere the latter has appeared.
Only one more change need be made, this in the definition of the function P, in
order to validate the resulting body of propositions: P is now a function from R such

that, for eacht in R, Pt is a functionfromSO to SO suchthat if f is in SO then,for
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eachu in R, Ptf(u)is 0 or 'Y'vin Mf(v) accordingly
as(i) nomemberof R liesbothin
u and in t or (ii) M is a member of F such that each set in M lies both in u and in t and

each set in R which lies both in u and in t is covered by M. This changeis sufficient:

by [ 15, Theorem l 0], if u and t are sets in R such that some set in R lies in both of
them and W is a me•nber of F of which some subcollection fills up u and some

subcollection fills up t, there is a subcollection M of W such that each set in M lies in
both u and t and each set in R which lies in both u and t is covered by M. The change

is necessary: there may be sets u and t in R such that some set in R lies in both of
them but there is no subcollection of R which fills up the common part of u and t
[ 15, Example 4].

REMARK. The primitive instance of the SubdivisionAxiom is the casethat L is
the real line and R is the collection of all (closed and bounded) intervals of real

numbers. Another instance, one where the existence of a function q, (of the type
indicated) from R onto a pre-ring of subsetsof some set is perhaps somewhat less
obvious, is the case that L is the ordinary Euclidean plane and R is made up of all
subsetst of L such that t consistsof a triangle plus its interior.
Continuous and Quasi-Continuous Functions. Suppose, for the purposes of

illustration in this section,that L belongsto the collection R and (X,I' 1} is the usual
norreed algebraof all continuouslinear transformationsin {Y,(-,')}:

if the member k

of L(Y) belongs to X, [kl is the least nonnegativenumber b such that if • is in Y then

l]k•] •< b[]•[]. If 13is a function from L to a boundedsubsetof (X,l'l } and t is in R

then101
t denotes
the leastupperboundof 10(P)Ifor p in t; therearetheimplicit
multiplication and involution, in the classof suchfunctions0, as determinedby the
equations

(0102)(p)
• = 01(P)02(p)
• and0'(P)= 0(P)*,forp in L and• inY,
as well as the customary addition among functions from a set L to a linear space.

Let A(R,X) denote the set of all function 0 from L to X suchthat if e > 0 then
there is a member M of F filling up L such that, if t is in M and both p and q belong to

t, 10(P)-0(q)]
< e. Let B(R,X)denotetheclosure,
withrespect
to I' IL, of thesetof all
finite linear combinations (with coefficients from X) of characteristic functions of sets

in R. It is clear that A(R,X) is an involution-algebra,that B(R,X) is a linear space,and
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that eachof A(R,X) andB(R,X) is completewith respectto thenormlOlL. It canbe
shown that if R is a pre-ring of subsetsof L then B(R,X) is A(R,X); it can happen,
however, that B(R,X) is an algebra of which A(R,X) is a proper subalgebra.Consider
the following Example.
EXAMPLE

1. Let L be the unit interval [0,1]

and R be the collection of all

subintervalsof [0,1]: A(R,X) is the set of all continuous functions from L to X, and
B(R,X) is the set of all quasi-continuous functions from L to X which are continuous

at 0 andat 1, i.e., the setof all functions• from [0,1] to X suchthat • is continuous
at 0 and at 1 and such that if p is a number between 0 and 1 then each of the limits

0(P-) and O(p+) exists(with respectto i'[). It may be shownthat if [a,b] is an interval
lying in (0,1) then the set QC([a,b] ,X) of all quasi-continuousfunctions from [a,b] to

X is the set of restrictions
to [a,b] of members
of B(R,X). If R 1 is the collection
consisting of [0,1 ] together with all subsetst of [0,1 ] such that either t is degenerate

or thereis a member[p,q] of R suchthat t istheopeninterval(p,q),thenA(R1,X) is
the set QC([0,1 ],X). (From investigationsby J. A. Reneke [19, pages 106-112], there
are other cases of this type of example - with L a rectangular interval in some

Euclidean space.)

As implicitly suggested
by Reneke[19], if 0 is a function from L to X and fis

R-additive
from
• toYthen
theStieltjes
integral
fLOf
(of• "with
respect
tof")may
be interpreted as a member TofY

such that, if c is a choice function for R (i.e., c is a

function
from
Rsuch
that
if uisinRthen
c(u)
isinu),then
T=fL/FO[C]
f with
respect to •'U 0 in the sensepreviously indicated in the Introduction, with h the

function given by h(u)= O(c(u))f(u), for u in R. Here, now, is an adaptationto the
present context of one of T. H. Hildebrandt's results [6] (which might be termed the
Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch Theorem, see [3, argument pages258-259 and

comment page 373] ). The adaptation seemsto include someinstancesof A(R,X) as a
linear subspaceof QC([0,1],X); for such instances,with Y the complex plane and X
identified with Y, cf. G. F. Webb [27].

THEOREM 23. If R is a pre-ring,then the Stieltjesintegralequations

A(f)(0)
=fL0f,
forf inSOand
• inA(R,X),
definean isometric
linearisomorphism
A from(S0,llßII>ontothespace
consisting
of
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all continuous
linearfunctions
Xfrom (A(R,X),I'IL) to {Y,•'•), normed
in theusual
manner,suchthat ilk is in X and 0 is in A(R,X) then •,.(k0)= k•,.(0).

INDICATIONOF PROOF.For eacht in R let 1t be the functionfromL to X

defined
byIt(P)=j2 or0,forpinL,accordingly
aspisorisnotint. Since
Risa
pre-ring of subsetsof L, it follows that A(R,X) is B(R,X), as noted previously, and

that if X is sucha functionasindicated
thenthefunctionf definedby fit) = X(1t), for
t in R, is finitelyadditiveandis clearlythecandidate
to bea memberof SOsuchthat
X = A(F). The essence of the Theorem will therefore be established provided that

(given a nontrivial X, and an f which is so defined) if W is in F then there is a member

M of F filling up L, such that each set in W is filled up by a subcollectionof M, and a

member
0 of A(R,X) suchthat 101
L= I andflX(0)[I
= Zt inM[If(t)ll'Thismaybe
shown as follows.

SupposeX is a nontrivial linear function, as indicated, and that f is the function

definedby fit) = X(I t), for t in R. SinceA(R,X) is B(R,X), thereisa memberu of R
such that f(u) 4=0; let W be a member of F. There is a member M of F filling up L,
with a subcollection filling up u, such that each set in W is filled up by a subcollection
of M: there is at least one t in M such that f(t) is not 0 (in Y). Let • be a member of Y

such that •

= 1, let k be a function from M to X such that if t is in M and r/is in Y

then

(r/,f(t))•:

k(t)r/=
0or•f(t)[l' accordingly
asfit)is0ornot,
andlet0 = Et inMk(t)lt, sothat
X({3)= Et in Ml]f(t)• and[]M0)[]
= Et in M[]f(t)•Now, if p is in L, there is only one t in M which containsp: therefore, if r/is in Y then
•0(p)r/• = []k(t)r/[I•< •r/•, whence I•(P)I •< 1. Since there is some t in M such that

fit) 4=0 and, for eachp in t, [l(•(p)f(t)[I
= Ill(OH,it followsthat 1•1L= 1. This
completes the suggestedargument.

As an instance of this type of theorem, for a casewhere the collection R is not a

pre-ring
andS is notall of S0, the lollowingExampleisbasic.
EXAMPLE

2. To establish

connection

with

the Riesz Theorem

alluded to in the

Introduction, let (i) L be [0,1 ] and R be the collection of all subintervalsof [0,1 ],
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(ii) Y be the complex plane,j be ordinary complex conjugation,and (',-) be the usual
complex inner product for Y given by (•,r/)= •j(r0, and (iii) S be the set of all

functions
f in SO suchthat,if e > 0 and0 < p < 1, thereis a numberr in (p,1] such
that if q is a number in (p,r] then If([P,q] )l • e. Inasmuchas Y is one-dimensional,
there is the usual identification of X with Y: the spaceD from the Central Problem of

this report is the same as E, the spaceINV-LIM- {H,Q,rr} is identified with the inverse
limit space inv-lim{H,Q,rr}, and there is a coalescenceof Theorems 12 and 18. A
statement of the Riesz Theorem is this: the Stieltjes integral equations

A(f)(0)
=fL0f,forf inSand
0inA(R,X),
define an isometric linear isomorphism A from {S,II'[I } onto the dual of the normed

linearspace{A(R,X),I.IL} (cf. Example1). Hence,the space{E,n} (Theorem22) is
identifiableas the seconddualof {A(R,X),I'iL} with the naturalembedding
6 of
A(R,X) in E taking the form 6(0)(f) = A(f)(0), for 0 in A(R,X) and f in S. Composites
of the isomorphisms•' and co(Theorems 17 and 18) with 6 have the forms

(•'(6(0))f)(t)
=ft0fand
co(6(0))(a)(t)
=ft0a,
for 0 in A(R,X)andf in S andt in R anda in S+. It follows
fromTheorems
15,17,
and 18 that the •'-imageof E is commutative and it may be seen,with the help of these
Theorems, that •'[6 ] is an involution-preservingalgebra-isomorphism.
It can be proved, independently of the special suppositionsof this section, that

(in the contextof Theorem18) if the orderedpair(/•,G} belongs
to coanda isin S+

then
/•(f)=fL/FG(a)f/a,
with
respect
to•-[1,
forevery
f intheclosure
ofHawith
respectto the normII'll - onemightinvoketheobvious
extension
of eachIla(M) (for
M in F) to include f by the formulas from Theorem 8, and then use the consequent

inequalities
[lIla(M)f- II•(M)gll •< IIf-gll(in continuation
of theobservation
at theend
of Remark 1 after Theorem 22), with which the identities

tiilla(M)f) = Zt in lVl• •tt•, forM in F,
serve to establish the result. There is, however, a limitation to the procedure.

It can not be proved that if the ordered pair (/a,G} belongs to co, and a is a

positive
member
ofS+,then
(cf.
Theorem
18)/a(f)
=fL/FG(a)f/a
for
every
finSsuch
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that the latter integral exists. This could not be proved even in the real version of
Example 2. Consider the following Example.
EXAMPLE 3. Let (i) L be [0,1] and R be the collection of all subintervals of

[0,1], (ii) Y be the real line, j be the identity function on Y, and (',')be

real

multiplication so that (•,r/) = •r/ for • and r/in Y, and (iii) S be the set of all functions

f in SOsuchthat,if e > 0 and0 < p < 1, thereisa number
r in (p,1] suchthatif q isa
numberin (p,r] then If([P,q])l<e. Consider
the membero• of S+ definedby
o•([p,q]) = q-p, for [p,q] in R: let c be a number between 0 and 1,0 be the function
defined by 0(P) = Ip-cl, for p in L, and f be the member of S defined by f([p,q]) = 1
or 0, for [p,q] in R, accordingly as the number c does or does not belong to (p,q]. Let

?,bethefunction
defined
bytheStieltjes
integral
equations
X(g)
=fLOg,
forginHa'
it maybe shownthat Ilfll-- 1 andthat,if gisin Ha, Ilf-gll= 1 + Ilgll>• I + IX(g)lsothat
X(g)- 11f-gll•< -1 < 1 •< X(g) + Ilf-gll.

According
to the Hahn-Banach
extension
process,
E contains
extensions
IX1 andIX2of

2, suchthat/.tl(f) = -1 and/.t2(f)= 1 andn(ixl)= n(ix2)= 1: identifying
L(Y) withY
itselfas in the complexcase,one may seethat if IXisIX1 or IX2andG -- coO.
t) then

G(o0(t)
=ft0o•,
foreach
t inR,and
fL/FG(rz)f/•
=04=Ix(f).
As recorded, e.g., by Dunford and Schwartz [3, pages373-381 ], there have been
extensions of the Riesz Theorem to contexts more general than that in which L is the

unit interval. Accordingly, it seems appropriate to record some consequencesof
present results in a theorem in which the Riesz Theorem (in the form suggestedin

Example 2) is taken to be part of the hypothesis. The space E is regarded as an

involution-algebrawith multiplication induced by •' and involution induced by co (as

indicated in the section Description of Solutions,justified by Theorems 15 through
18). With these conventions,the following is such a Theorem.

THEOREM24. Suppose
S is a linearsubspace
of SO suchthat (i) S is closed
with respect to the norm IIßII, (ii) if t is in R and f is in S and • is in Y then the

functionPtVf-• belongs
to S,and(iii) theStieltjes
integralequations

A(f)(fJ)
=fLCf,
forfinSand
0inA(R,X),
define an isometriclinear isomorphismA from (S,II' II} onto the spaceconsistingof all
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continuous
linearfunctions)t from •A(R,X),I'IL• to •Y,0'fl•, normedin theusual
manner, such that if k is in X and 0 is in A(R,X) then )t(k0) = k)t(0). Then (1) the
equations 5(0)(f)=

A(f)(0),

for 0 in A(R,X)and

f in S, define an isometric

involution-preserving
algebra-isomorphism
• from •A(R,X),l-lL• into the normed
algebra •E,n•

(taking the multiplicative identity in A(R,X)

to that in E),

(2) compositesof • and cowith • are given by the Stieltjes integral equations

(•(fi(0))f)(t)
=ftOfand
co($(O))(o0(t)•
=ftOo•-•,
for 0 in A(R,X)andf in Sandt in Randa in S+ and• in Y, and(3) if Atisin Eand0
isin A(R,X)then,for eacha in S+andt in Rand• in Y,

co(•-I
(•'(5(0))•(/.t)))(a)(t)•
=ft0co(/.t)(a)'•.
INDICATIONOF PROOF.SinceflA(f)(0)••<10lLllf[[
for0 in A(R,X)andf in S,
the indicated equations clearly define a linear transformation 5 from A(R,X) into E

suchthat if 0 is in A(R,X) then n(5(0))•<[0[L: suppose
00 is in A(R,X) and
n(5(00))(1001Lß Thereis a memberp of L suchthat n($(00))( 100(P)land,
therefore,
a member• of Y suchthat fl•H= 1 andn(5(01))• 000(P)•[1.
Let X be the
function defined by X(0) = •(P)•, for • in A(R,X): there exists a member f of S such

thatIlfH
•<1and
if0isinA(R,X)
then
X(0)
=fL0f.Now,
n(5(00))< l100(P)•ll
= [IX(00)H
= U5(00)(•O•<n(5(Oo))llfll
• n(5(00)).
This involves a contradiction, so that 5 is an isometry. The other assertionsof the

Theorem may be establishedwith the help of Theorems 15, 17, and 18.
There is another type of problem, involving caseswhere R is not a pre-ring, which
falls within the scope of the present report. In 1962, in connection with a survey [ 14]

of some investigations concerning the notion of an ordinary linear differential

equation, I presented a result (loc.cit., pages321-322) from which it is easyto arrive
at the following Example.
EXAMPLE 4. Let L be the unit interval [0,1]

and R be the collection of all

subintervals
of [0,1]: co,Cl, andc2 denotechoicefunctions
for R suchthatift isthe
member[p,q] of R thenco(t)= p < cl(t) < q = c2(t). If X is sucha linearfunction
from QC([0,1],X) to a setof R-additivefunctionsfrom R to Y that, if k is in X and0
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is in QC( [0,1 ] ,X), X(k0) = dX(0), then the following two conditionsare equivalent:
(i)

there is an R-additive function 18from R to the nonnegative numbers such

thatif0 isin QC([0,1],X) andt isin R thenI]X(O)(t)•
•< 101tfi(t),
and

(ii) thereis a member{f0,fl,f2} of S0XS 0XS O suchthat if I• belongs
to
QC([ 0,1 ] ,X) and t is in R then

X(0)(t)
=ft/F0[C0
]f0+ft/Fl•[Cl
]fl +ft/F½[C2
]f2'
Let A(f0,fl,f2) denoteX in (ii), andnotethatTheorems
1-22areapplicable
withthe

interpretation
that S is SO. For f in SO and0 in QC([0,1],X),it maybe seenthat
A(f,-f,f)(0) is W. H. Young'sversion[28] of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integraldesignedto

yield interval-additivefunctions,i.e., R-additiveX(0). A substitutiontheorem for the
Young integral [8, page 91 ], readily adaptable to the presentcontext, can be used to

produce
an algebra-isomorphism
b, fromthe space{QC([0,1],X),IO[L
} into {E,n},
having the same character as that in Theorem 24 and justified by much the same type

of argument as indicated there. Thus, W. H. Young's idea may be regarded as
producing a somewhat general notion of integral.
There is another interpretation of the result from [14] cited in Example 4,

making explicit use of the possiblemulti-dimensional character of the spaceY in the
present report. J. A. Reneke [19] has discoveredhigher dimensional versionsof the
result, with Y the complex plane and X identified with Y, exhibiting (for each positive

integerr) a setqbof 3r+l choice
functions
for thecollection
R of all rectangular
subintervals
of [0,1] r+1such
thattheintegral
equations

A(f)(0)(t)
=I2c
inqbft/F½[C]
fc,
forf inS• and0 inQC([0,1]r+I,x)
andt inR,define
alinear
homomorphism
/x
from
thesetS• ofallfunctions
from
qbintoSOonto
thesetconsisting
ofalllinear
functions
Xfrom
QC([0,1]r+I,x)
intoSOsuch
that,forsome
R-additive
18
from
Rto
thenonnegative
numbers,
flX(0)(t)•
•<101t18(t)
foreach
function
0 inQC([0,1]r+I,x)
and each set t in R. Reneke's results are readily adaptable to the present situation by

adding the condition X(k0) = kX(0) for k in X. More generally, however, Reneke has
investigated conditions on the ordered pair {L,R}

which imply [15, Geometric

Perspectives]the SubdivisionAxiom (but are not implied by it [ 15, Example 5] ) and
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which, together with the assumption that the set B(R,X) is an algebra, are consistent

with the existence of a finite set ß of choice functions yielding A(f)(0 ) as above, for f

inS0•
and
0inB(R,X).
Now,
supposing
only
such
afinite
set
•, consider
thefollowing
procedure:
replace
thespace
(Y,(',')}bytheproduct
space
(Y•,(-,')•},where

(•,*/)•=Zcin•(•c,*/c
) for• and
,/inY•,
throughout
appropriate
earlier
sections
of thisreport,
andregard
X• asa subset
of

L(Y•) intheusual
way
- (k•,r/)•
=Zcin•(kc•c,r/c)
forkinX•. Because
ofthefinite

cardinality
of•, S0(Y•)
iseasily
identified
with
S0•,
and
certain
linear
embeddings
of
Y in Y• canbe madeto yieldlinearembeddings
of B(R,X)in thealgebra
E

corresponding
to S0(Y•).To avoid
notational
complications
here,
details
and
variations of all this are left to suggestthemselvesto the reader.

Finally,to seethatcertaintypesof linearsubspaces
of SOwhichsometimes
occur
in measure theoretic investigations(with bounded nonnegativemeasures)are instances
of the tyep S of the present report, consider the following Example.
EXAMPLE 5. Independently of the special suppositionsof this section, let b be

anontrivial
R-additive
function
from
Rtothenonnegative
numbers
such
that
fL/F
b
exists,and let S be the closurewith respectto the norm I['[[ of the spaceUb as

described
in Theorem
4. NotethatTheorems
1-22holdwithS takento beSOandthat

bbelongs
toS•andthat,foreach
• inY,b'•belongs
toHb.Now,
byTheorem
7,Ub
is densein Hb withrespect
to Nb andtherefore,
by Theorem3, with respect
to IIßI[:
hence,S istheclosure
withrespect
to [l'II of Hb. If g isin Ub and• isin Y thenit may
be seenthat Vg.• is in Ub; by Theorem5, if t isin R thenPt mapsHb intoHb;from
thisit maybe arguedthat if t is in R andf is in S thenPtVf'• belongs
to S: thus,S
satisfies the condition stipulated in stating the Central Problem of this report.

Moreover,
since
b-• belongs
toHb foreach
• inY, thefunction
b belongs
toS+.
Therefore, Theorems 1-22 hold as stated for this space S and, as has been noted in the

first
paragraph
following
Example
2,if/aisinEand
G=coO.
t)then/aft)
=fL/FG(b)f/b
forevery
function
f inS.Asimilar
result
holds
ofcourse
foreach
o•inS+such
thatUo•
is densein (S,II øII}.
REMARK 1. Suppose Y is the complex plane, X is identified with Y, and R is a
+

pre-ring.
Let o•bea nontrivial
member
of S0, M bea member
of F, x bea function
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from M to Y, and g be the memberZu in MPuø•'x(u)of the familyUa: it maybe
shownin thiscasethatif G isthememberZu in MX(U)luof B(R,X)then

g(t)=ftGa,foreach
sett inR,and
Ilgl[
=fLlGIoc
Thus, some of the present resultshave obvious measuretheoretic interpretations.
REMARK

2. One effect

of the introduction

of the Subdivision

Axiom

has been

provision of a framework witttin which the Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch
Theorem (in the form of Theorem 23) is seen as the instance of the Riesz Theorem in

whichR isa pre-ring
andSisall of S0. Thissuggests
aninquiry,then,asto thegeneral
existence
of sucha subspace
S of SOaspostulated
in Theorem
24.
REMARK 3. The questions of cardinality alluded to in the Introduction, in
connection with R. D. Mauldin's investigations [16, 17], may be viewed (in the
general context of Theorems 1-22) as suggestingan inquiry as to conditions on the

ordered pair (R,S) which might insure that, if ?• is in D and g = A(?•) as in the

statement
of Theorem
12,thereexists
a member
a of S+ suchthat

?•(f)
=fL/F(g(oO,JD/o•
foreach
f inS.
The effect of Examples 3 and 5 is not representedas obviating any suchinquiry.

THEOREM25. In thealgebraA0 of all continuous
lineartransformations
in the
product space (X (H,Q),Q^),

the Z-image of E is closed in the weak operator

topology - the representation Z beinggiven by

Q^(Z(#)f,g)= Zo•Qo•(•(la)fo•,go•)
for Iain E, f andgin X {H,Q).
REMARK. The indicated weak operator topology is that introduced by yon

Neumann
(cf. [9, page53]), andtheindicated
product
space
isthedirectsumoverS+
of the spaces{Ho•,Qo•)
whichwasdenotedby {X,(',')) in the sectionentitled
Description of Solutions. As

indicated in that section, and as now justified by

Theorems
14-18,the Z-image
of E is theB*-algebra
A3' A1 denotes
thealgebra
of all
members
B of A0 iwitha representation
,I, suchthat
Q^(Bf,g)= ZaQa(•(B)afa,ga)for f andgin • (H,Q)

where,
foreach
a inS+,,I,(B)a
isacontinuous
linear
transformation
in(Ha,Qa),
A2
isthealgebra
ofallmembers
BofA1such
thatif o•isinS+andt isinRandhisinHo•
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then•(B)o•Pth
= Pt•(B)o•h,andA3 isthealgebra
of allmembers
Bof A2 suchthatif

o•and
t3are
members
ofS+such
that
Haisasubset
ofH13
then
•(B)o
•istherestriction
to Ho•of •(B)13.Hence,
it is asserted
herethattheZ-image
of E iswhatiscalled
a
(W*)-algebra in the caseof complex scalars(cf [9, page 161] ). It should become clear
that this assertion is independent of the special supposition of this section that L
belongs to the collection R.

PROOF.Suppose
B is in the weakclosure
of the Z-image
A3 of E. Foreach
Q"-orthogonal
projection
ß in thecommutant
(inA0) of A3 andeach/,t
in E,
Q"(B•f- •Bf,g) = Q"((B-Z(/,t))•f,g) + Q" ((Z(/a)-B)f,•g)

for all f and g in X {H,Q}: sinceeachweakneighborhood
of B containsZ(/.t)for some

/ain E, it followsthat B• = •B. It is immediate
thatB belongs
to A 1;by considering

•t = Z(•-I(Pt))foreach
t inR,one
may
see
thatBbelongs
toA2.Ifo•and
13
areinS+
andHa isasubset
ofH/3then,foreach
h inHa andt in R andr/inY and/,t
inE,

(•(B)13h(t)
- •(B)o•h(t),r/)
=Q•(•(B)13•(/a))h,Pt/3'r/)
+Qo•((•'0x)-•(B)o)h,Pto•-r/)
It follows,asabove,that B belongs
to A3. Thiscompletes
theProof.
Hierarchy of Dual Spacesin the Scalar Case. Suppose,throughout this section,
that the space Y is one-dimensional, and that the algebra { X,I'[}

of the preceding

section is identified with the scalarsin the usual manner, L(Y) being all of X. There
are three Observationswhich are useful in this specialsituation.

OBSERVATION 1. In every instance of a triple {L,R,S} as postulated in the
Introduction, it follows from assertion (3) of Theorem 15 that the multiplication
induced in E by the representation • (cf Theorem 17) is commutative. In the caseof

real scalars,
eachmemberof the Z-imageA3 of E (cf Theorem25) is seento be
Hermitian with respect to the inner product Q"; in the alternative caseof complex

scalars,
eachmember
of A3 is normalwithrespect
to Q". SinceTheorem
25 implies
thatA3 is closed
in the strong
operator
topology
for A0,it follows
thatin eithercase
the spectral
resolution
of eachmemberof A3 hasall of its valuesin A3 (thismaybe
seen from the argument due to Riesz [22, pages 272-288] for Hilbert's spectral

theorem).ThereforeA3 is the closure,
withrespect
to theuniformoperatornormfor

A0, of thesetof all finitelinearcombinations
(withcoefficients
fromX) of nonzero
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Q"-orthogonal
projections
belonging
to A3. Of course,if B is sucha linear

combination
ZpinMk(p)pandpq= 0 for eachtwomembers
p andq of M then

n(Z-I(B))
=SUpp
inMIk(p)l'
One may note in passingthat is a consequence,
due to Stone (cf [9, pages

162-163]), of Theorem25 that the setof all Q"-orthogonal
projections
belonging
to

A3 is a complete
Boolean
latticerelatively
to theusualpartialordering
thatisinduced
by the inner product Q".

OBSERVATION2. In amplificationof the patternof ideasfrom Observation1,

letR'bethez-l-image
ofthesetofallnonzero
Q"-orthogonal
projections
inA3and
<• denotethe partialordering
determined
for R' by theQ"-induced
partialordering
of

theZ-image
ofR':if each
of/a0and/a
I isinR'thenthestatement
that/a
0 <•/a
I means
thatQ•'(f,Z(/a0)f)
<•Q"(f,Z(/al)f
) forevery
f in X(H,Q},clearly
equivalent
tosaying

thatif o•isinS+ then
Q•(f,•'(•0)f)
•<Qo•(f,•'½
1)f)forevery
f inHa,this
latter
inturn
being
equivalent
to saying
thatif o•isin S+ andt isin R thenco(/a0)(o0(t
)•<
co½1)(o0(t)(cf Theorems
17 and 18). If/a isin E and6 > 0, thereexistsa functionk
from a finitesubsetM of R' into X suchthat Z(p)Z(q)= 0 for eachtwo members
p

and q of M, ZpinMZ(p) is the identitytransformation
on X(H,Q}, and
nqu- ZpinMk(p)p)< 6. It maybenoted
that,inorderthatthenonzero
member/a
of
E shouldbelongto R', it isnecessary
andsufficient
thatifo•isin S+ andt isin R then

co(/a)(o0(t)
bereal
and
•'(/a)
2=•'(/a),
i.e.,
ft/FCO(la)(•)2/•
=co(/a)(o0(t
) (cfTheorem
15).

OBSERVATION3. With (R', <•} the uppersemi-lattice
fromObservation
2, let

R" bethecollection
of allsubsets
x of R' suchthatx has,andismaximal
withrespect
to having,the propertythat if g is a finite subsetof x then thereis a memberp of R'
suchthat p <• q for eachq in g. Let 7 be a functionfrom R' suchthat if p is in R' then

7(P) is the subset
of R" to whichthe memberx of R" belongs
onlyin casep belongs

to x. In consequence
of the properties
of the algebra
A3 fromObservation
1,
especially the commutativity of multiplication, it follows from [15] that the

collection
•'->(R'),the •'-image
of R', is a pre-ring
of subsets
of R" to whichR"
belongsand that, if p is an elementof R' and M is a finite subsetof R', p <•

sup
{R,,<•}M
onlyin case
theset7(P)iscovered
bythecollection
7->(M).
Moreover,
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Observation

2,

there

exists

an

isometric

involution-preserving

algebra-isomorphism,
here denoted simply by the suffix ", from the •'-imageof E onto
the spaceB(q, (R),X), determined by the formulas

•'(ZpinMk(p)p)"
= ZpinMk(p)lq,(p)
for functionsk from finite subsetsM of R' to X, and takingthe identity on the space
S to the constant 1 on the set R". Hence,the HildebrandtTheorem (scalarversionof
Theorem 23, Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch Theorem) may be seen to yield a

representation
of thedualof B(q,-•(R'),X)
asthespace
S0(q,-•(R')),
of allfinitely
additive
functions
of bounded
variation
fromq,-•(R')to thespace
Y.
The suggestedhierarchy now emerges.Explicitly, one may imagine starting with

a triple• L1,R1,S
1) suchaspostulated
in theIntroduction,
or asamended
in the
section
Modification
of theInitialSupposition,
andsuchthatif t isin R1 thenfit) 4:0

forsomefin Si: useTheorems
17and18to arriveat •' andcoforthedualspace
E1 so
thatTheorem25 is applicable;
useObservations
1, 2, and3 to determine
thesetL2,
the pre-ring
R2 of subsets
of L2 to whichL2 belongs,
andthespace
S2 asS0(R2);the

way is now opento repeatthis procedure
startingwith the triple (L2,R2,S2).
Integrals of the Hellinger and Stieltjes type arise, alternately, as this process is

continuedindefinitely.Integralformulas,for the transition
from {Lk,Rk,Sk,Ek)to
thenextstage(Lk+1,Rk+1,Sk+l,Ek+l), maybewrittenasfollows:
=
•(•)"o
(•'(/•)f)(t)
ft/Fkco(i.•)(oOf/o•
and
?•(•'(/•)")
=fLk+l

(?•),

whereFk is the familyof all finitesubcollections
of Rk nonoverlapping
relativelyto

Rk, •' andcoarethefunctions
fromEk asdetermined
by Theorems
17 and18, the

notation•'(gt)"(forgtin Ek) describes
therepresentation
of •'(•) asa member
of the
spaceB(Rk+1,X) asin Observation
3, ando istheHildebrandt
mapping
(inverse
to the

/xof Theorem
23) fromthedualof B(Rk+1,X) ontoSk+1.
Implicit in the foregoing hierarchy, also, are the following functions:

(1) with P(Rk) the functionfromRk into the •'-image
of Ek asamended
from
the Introduction,
thereis the inclusion-preserving
mapping,fromRk into Rk+1, to

whichthemember
(t,T) of Rk X Rk+1 belongs
onlyin caset isin Rk andT is the
subset
of Lk+1 to whicha pointx of Lk+1belongs
onlyin case
P(Rk)•(x)= 1'
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(2) with the assurance of isometry provided, e.g., by Theorem 22, there is the

linearisomorphism
from Sk into Sk+1 whichconsists
of all orderedpairsof the form

{f,o(Xf)} suchthat f is in Sk and Xf is the memberof the dualof B(Rk+1,X)
determined
by the equations
Xf(•'(•)")= •(f) for • in Ek [withthemapping
(1)from

Rk intoRk+l,inview
oftheintegral
formulas
f(t)= fLk+lP(Rk)•'o(Xf)
fort inRk,
onemightregard
o(Xf)asanextension
to Rk+1 of anf in Sk];and
(3) thereis the isometric
linearisomorphism
fromEk into Ek+1 whichconsists
of all orderedpairsof the form (•,b(•'(•)")} suchthat• is in Ek andb is the linear

functionfromB(Rk+1,X)intoEk+1 determined
by theformulas

b(0)(o(X))
=3,(0)
=fLk+lOO(X)
for
0inB(Rk+
1,X)and
3,initsdual.
REMARK. Independently of the dimensionality of the spaceY, it may be seen

from Theorem15 that the centerof the Z-imageA3 of E (cf. Observation
1) is the

Z-imageof the set of all • in E suchthat if a is in S+ andt is in R thenthe
transformation co(/a)(a)(t) is in the center of the algebraX, i.e., is a scalar.Hence, the

heuristic
evidence
of thescalar
case
suggests
thatingeneral
R'betheZ-1-image
ofthe
setof all nonzero
Q"-orthogonal
projections
in the centerof A3, with<• thepartial
ordering indicated in Observation 2. There is the natural multiplication of members of

E by members of X, leading one to note that if k is a function from a finite subsetM

of R' into X such that Z(p)Z(q)= 0 for each two membersp and q of M then

n(2;p
inMk(p)p)= SUpp
inMlk(p)lasinthescalar
case.
Therefore,
the•'-image
ofthe
closure in {E,n} of the set of all such finite linear combinations(with coefficients

from X) of members
of R' hasa representation
asB(•?(R'),X), justasin the scalar
case (Observation 3). Thus the question naturally arises as to whether or not that
closure is all of E.

Recapitulation and Extension of Results. The pattern of ideas in Theorems 1
through 10, and the arguments given in support of those theorems, have been
presented in such a way as to allow for an extension, with minor modifications, to a
somewhat more general situation. This section includes a re-examination of that
pattern from such a viewpoint. The Subdivision Axiom, as previously enunciated,

continues to supplant the pre-ring hypothesis, and the propositions arising from the
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aforementioned
Theorems
by takingS to be all of SOaredesignated
asTheorems
1-0
through10-0.Let S2 bethesetof all R-additive
functions
f fromR to Y suchthat,for
some nonnegativeR-additive function o•, •f(t)• •< o•(t) for each t in R; let the functions
+

Pt (for t in R) andV andJ be extended
to S2 in the naturalway;let S2 be the
V-imageof S2, i.e. , the setof all nonnegative
R-additive
functions.
It maybe noted

that
ift isinRthen
Ptmaps
S2into
SOand
[]Ptf•
=ft/Fllfll
foreach
f inS2.
Attentionis nowdirectedto the intermediate
setS1 to whichf belongs
onlyin

case
f isanR-additive
function
from
RtoYand,
forsome
member
hofS•and
some
member
o•ofS•,ift isinRthen
•f(t)fl
2•<h(t)o•(t):
letHnow
denote
afunction
from
S•such
that,foreach
o•inS•,Ha isthesettowhich
f belongs
onlyincase
fisinS1
and,forsome
h inS•,thepreceding
inequalities
holdforeach
t inR.Bydefinition,
now,S1isfilledupbytheH-image
ofS•.It canhappen
thatSOisaproper
subset
of
S1 andS1 is a propersubset
of S2:thecasein whichL isanuncountable
set,andR is
the collection of all degenerate subsetsof L, may easily be seen to present such a
siutation (with R a pre-ring).
There now arise Theorems 1-1 through 10-1, from Theorems 1-0 through 10-0,

upon(i) replacing
S• by S• throughout,
(ii) changing
assertions
(1) and(3) in
Theorem3-0 to read,respectively,
that Ha isa linearsubspace
of S1 andthatift isin

R andf isin Ha thenIIPtf[12•
< No•(f)2o•(t),
and(iii)deleting
assertion
(3)from
Theorem 7-0. A survey of the indicated argumentsrevealsthe necessityof two explicit
+

+

modifications,
calledforsinceSOmaynotbeallof S2:
(1) In the firstparagraph
of the Prooffor Theorem
4-0, Pto•'•maybeshownto

belong
toHa bycomputation
(from
Theorem
2-0)yielding
No•(Pto•-•)2
=o•(t)fl•[12.
(2) The seconddisplay in the secondparagraphof the Proof of Theorem 10-1 is

Pu'•'• = rr(o•,o•+/3)(Pu/3'
•) = X(/3,o•+/3)(PuO•
ß•),

asserted
asholding
foreachu in R and• in Y, andshowing
U,•tolieinHo•H/3.
Only
minor modifications, consistent with (1) and (2), now serveto establish the suggested

sequence
oftheorems;
and
theH-image
ofS•isadistributive
lattice.
What
isintended,
now,
istoprovide
anextension
co
1ofco[•
'-1] asdescribed
in
Theorems17 and 18 to a collectionof lineartransformations
in the spaceS1. The

function
rrhaving
been
defined
(inTheorem
9-1)onthesubset
ofS•XS•towhich
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{a,is}belongs
onlyin caseHa isa subset
ofHis,INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr}
isnowtaken
to

denote
thelinear
space
towhich
Gbelongs
onlyincase
Gisafunction
from
S•such
thatif otisinS•and• isinY and
t isinRthen
(i) G(a)isanR-additive
function
fromR to L(Y), G(ot)-•belongs
to S2,andPtG(ot)-•belongs
to Hot,and(ii) if isisa
+

member
ofS2 such
thatHa isasubset
ofHi5then
PtG(a)ß• = • a,is)(P
tG(is)'•).
On the foregoing basis,the following Theorem may be interpreted as arisingfrom the

circleof ideasindicated
in Theorems
16, 17, and18 (with S takento be SO),andas
beinga partthereofin casethecollection
R issuchthat S1 is S0.
THEOREM 26. Suppose(X,l'l } is a normed linear spacesuchthat B is in X only

in caseB isa lineartransformation
in S1 suchthat(i) if t is in R andf isin S1 then

B(Ptf
) =Pt(Bf),
(ii) if otisin S• thenB maps
HotintoHot,
and(iii)there
isa
nonnegative
number
bsuch
thatNot(Bf)
•<bNot(f)
foreach
otinS•andeach
f inHot,
in whichcaseIBI is the leastsuchnumberb. Then,the equations
col(B)(ot)(t)•
=

fL/FB(Ptot'•),
forBinXand
otinSJand
t inRand
• inY,define
alinear
isomorphism
co1fromX ontothesubspace
of INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr}
to whichthepointG
of INV-LIM-{H,Q,rr} belongsonly in casethere is a nonnegativenumber b such that if
+

otisinS2and
t isinRand
• isinYthen
[IG(ot)(t)•H
•<bot(t)•[],
inwhich
case
ico•l(G)l
is theleastsuchnumber
b.If theordered
pair{B,G} belongs
to colandf isin S1 then

Bfisanintegral
over
Lrelatively
toFinthefollowing
sense.'
foreach
member
otofS•
suchthat f is in Hot,if h is the functionfrom R to Hotsuchthatif t is in R then

h(t)
=0orot(t)
1 PtG(ot).f(t)
accordingly
asot(t)
isthe
number
0ornot,
Bf=fL/F
hwith
respect
tothenorm
Not
- inparticular,
foreach
member
otofS•such
thatf isinHot

and
each
set
uinR,Bf(u)
=fu/FG(ot)f/ot
with
respect
tothe
norm
fi'H.
INDICATION

OF PROOF. It may first be noted that Theorem 13, and its Proof,

holdasstated
withS•replacing
S+:letTheorem
13-1
denote
theresult
when
so
amended. Similarly, a result which may be designated as Theorem 14-1 arises from

Theorem 14 with this same replacement and the following amendments:
(1) the displayed description of the transformation ß should be made to read

"xI,(B)(t)•
=fL/FB(Ptis-•),
forBinToqS(P)
and
t inRand
• inY,"
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(2) theassertion
(2) should
bemade
to read,
inpart,"PtG*r/belongs
toH/•and
(Bf(t),r/)
= Q•f,PtG*r/),"
withsimilar
amendments
intheProof,
and
(3) the assertion(3), and the last paragraphof the Proof, should be deleted.

l•inally, a suitable Theorem 15-1 is available from Theorem 15, and its Proof, as
amended consistently with (2) of Theorem 14-1. Theorem 26 may now be established
directly on the basisof the emergingpattern of ideas.
REMARK

1. There is a context in which the present results may be given an

interpretation analogous to that suggested in Remark 1 following Example 5. One

may, e.g., start with a sequential-ring(or o-ring [8, page 147] ) •; of subsetsof L filling
up L and a (nontrivial and finite-valued) nonnegativemeasure6 on •;, and let R be the
collection of all members of •; having positive 6-measure. It is not difficult to see that

the Subdivision
Axiomis satisfied,
andthat members
of S2 (suitablyextended
to •;)
are absolutely continuouswith respectto the measure6.
REMARK 2. With the help of the Theorem 15-1, the algebra X in Theorem 26 is

equipped with a natural norm-preservinginvolution and is amendable to the type of
representation indicated, in Description of Solutions, for the •'-image of E.

REMARK 3. The algebra X in Theorem 26 contains the identity transformation

on S1 aswellas,for eacht in R, the restriction
of Pt to S1. It alsocontains
certain
transformations arising from Stieltjes integral equations of differential type [14].
Suppose, e.g., that W is a function from L to a bounded collection of continuous

linear transformationsin the space {Y,(',-)} and that c is a choice function for R such

that
ft/FW[C]O•'•
exists
with
respect
to•-•]foreach
t inRand
o•inS•and
•inY'it
may
beshown
that
theequations
Blf(t
) =ft/FW[C]
f,forf inS1and
t inR,define
a
memberB1 of X and that if {B2,G2} belongs
to coI andG = col(BIB2)then

G(o0(t)•
=ft/FW[C]
G2(o0-•
for
allo•
inS•and
•inY.
It cannot beproved
thatif SOisa propersubset
of S2 thenS1 isa propersubset
of S2. Consider
thefollowing
Example:
EXAMPLE

6. Let L be the real line and R be the collection of all intervals of

realnumbers,
andsuppose
f isa member
of S2 whichdoesnotbelong
to S1ßlet• bea

member
of S• such
that•f(t)•]
•</•(t)foreach
t in R.There
exists
a continuous
function p, from L to the positive numbers, such that the Stieltjes integral equations
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h(t)
=ft•/3,
for
tinR,define
amember
hofS•:let&be
the
member
ofS•defined
by
theStieltjes
integral
equations
c•(t)
=ftp/5,fort inR.It may
beseen
that
ift isinR
then•f(t)•2•<h(t)c•(t):
thefunction
f thus
belongs
toHa,andsotoS1.This
involves
a contradiction.Aproposof the foregoingRemark 3, there are specialinterpretations

in this instanceof the algebra {X,l'l} from Theorem26, whichare availableby
analogy with Theorem 16.

REMARK 4. There is a simple device for contemplating additive extensionsof

members
f of suchspaces
asSO,S1, or S2, whichissomewhat
in thespiritof theRiesz
and Daniell approaches[22] to measurablesetsin the senseof postponementuntil
after identification of certain dual spaces.Typically, one might replace each f (from

theappropriate
space
S)bya function
• defined
ontheBoolean
ringwhich
is
generated by the restrictions to S of members of the P-image of R - by setting

f(PtPu
) = Ptf(u)andf(Pt+ Pu' PtPu
) = f(t) + f(u)- Ptf(u),for (t,u} in R X R. There
are then extrapolations of the functions f to some of the idempotent elements of an

algebraof operators, closedwith respectto one of the usual linear operator topologies,
which includes the aforementioned Boolean ring.

Apropos of lattice-theoretic questions,it can not be proved that if c•and/5 are in

S•and
Haisaproper
subset
ofH/3
then
there
isanontrivial
member
3'ofS•such
that
theintersection
HAH,),
isH0.Consider
thefollowing
finalExample.
EXAMPLE 7. Let L be the set of all nonnegative integers, and R the pre-ring of

all degeneratesubsetsof L; let Y be the real line, with (-,-) ordinary real multiplication
(as in Example 3). There is a natural identification of Y-valued R-additive functions

with infinite real number sequences,i.e., with functions on L to Y: with this

identification,
letc•and/5
bemembers
ofS•such
that
ifmisinLthen
c•(m)
=(m+l)-4
and/5(m)
=(m+l)-2.
It follows
from
Theorem
9-0thatHa isaproper
subset
of

and
from
Theorem
10-1
that
if'yisinSJand
HAH,),
=H0then
c•(m)q,(m)
=0foreach
m in L- so that 'y is the constant 0.
+

Prospectus.Consider
thefamily S4, consisting
of all functions
c• from R to
L(Y) suchthat c•is R-additiveand (c•(t)•,r/) = (•,c•(t)r/) and (•,c•(t)•) •> 0, for each t in R

and
{•,r/}
inYXY.Special
members
c•ofS•,such
that
if• isinYthen
fL/FC•'•
=
with respect to flo•, are important in the general theory of Hilbert spaces;the entire
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family
S• isimportant
inthetheory
ofStieltjes
integral
equations
ofdifferential
type
(as indicatedin [14, page328] ). In extrapolationof an idea introducedin [13], the

(R-additive)functionf from R to Y issaidto be of boundedvariationwithrespectto

theinner
product
(',')provided
there
isamember
hofS•and
amember
o•ofS1 such

thatI(f(t),•)l
2•<h(t)(•,o•(t)•),
foreach
t inRand
• inY'letS3denote
thesetofall
such functions f. In a third report it will be shown that the pattern of ideasfrom

Theorems
1-1through
10-1canbeextended
to thefamilyS3,withlossonlyof the
distributivity which is indicatedin Theorem 10-1, but with a corresponding
extension

of Theorem 26. This proposed extension involves, in part, integrals of the
Hellinger-typewhich were indicated in [13, pages76-77], and includesthe ideas

introducedin [ 12] whenthereseemedto be a technicalconvenience
in requiringthat,
for each t in somesuchcollection as R, the o•(t)-imageof Y be closedwith respectto

the norm {]-fl. It may be noted that Hellinger'sideasoriginally[4,5] involveda study

of the scalarfunctionsg(t;•) = (f(t),•> derivedfrom the aforementioned
functionsf, a
study incorporated in [24, Chapters V-VII]

by use of Radon-Stieltjes integrals.

Suppose,however, that R is the collection of all right-closedintervalslying in (0,1 ]

and
S•isidentified
asasubset
ofS•inthe
natural
way
and,
foreach/3
inS•,H/3
isthe
subset
of S3 clearlysuggested
above- it will be seenthat if Y is infinitedimensional

thenthere
isaprojection-valued
member/3
ofS1 such
that(1) /3((0,1
]) istheidentity

j2onY,(2)if o•isinS•and
Haisasubset
ofH/3
then
o•=
0,and
(3)there
isno
member
3'ofSd-such
thatH/3
lies
inH3,:
inthis
case,
H/3
consists
ofallR-additive
f
fromR to Y such
thatif t isinR thenf(t)isinthel•(t)-image
ofY, andQ/3(f,g)
=

fL/F(f,g)
forf and
ginH/y
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ABSTRACT. Let R be a pre-ringof subsets
of the set L filling up
L, F be the family of all finite subcollectionsM of R suchthat

no elementof L belongs
to two setsin M, {Y,(-,')} be a
completeinner productspacewith [l'I] the norm corresponding

to the innerproduct
(','), andL(Y)+ be the setof all
nonnegative
Hermitianlinear transformations
in { Y,(-,')}.
SuppeseH is a linear spaceof finitely additivefunctionsfrom R

to Y, andforeach{t,f } inRX H,Ptf(s)
is0 (inthespace
Y)or
Y•vinM
f(v) accordingly
as s doesnot intersect
t or M is a
member of F which fills up the common part of s and t.
THEOREM. In order that Q should be an inner product for H

suchthat(i) { H,Q} is complete,
(ii) if s is#• R thenevaluation
at s is continuous
from {H,Q} to {Y,(-,-) }, and (iii) for eacht

in R, Pt mapsH intoH andisHermitian
withrespect
to Q,it is
necessaryand sufficient that there be a finitely additivefunction

a fromR to L(Y)+ suchthat(1) H consists
of all finitely
addt'tive
functionsf from R to Y suchthat if u is in R thenf(u) is

•'na(u)l/2(Y)
and,
forsome
b>•0,ZvinM•a(v)'l/2f(v)•2
•<b
for eachM in F, and (2) fi•r each{ f,g} it• H X H, Q(f,g)is the

integralf(a'1/2f,a'l/2g)over L relate'rely
to the
subdivision-refinement
process
F. Theclass
of allsuchspaces
Ha,
with an innerproductQ asin the Theorem,is shownto be closed
with respectto intersectionand vector addition: this fact leads
to integral representationsfor certain linear operationson the

linearspan
Sof a familyof such
spaces
Ha.
Introduction. Throughout the body of this report, except where explicit
relaxation of the condition is indicated, it is assumed(as in [ 12] ) that R is a pre-ring
of subsetsof a set L filling up L, i.e., that the collection R of subsetsof the set L fills
up L and has the property that, if G is a finite collection of membersof R, there is a
collection M of mutually exclusive members of R such that each set belongingto G is
filled up by a finite subcollection of M. The letter F again standsfor the family of all

*Presentedto the AmericanMathematicalSocietyon January22, 1976.
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finite subcollections M of R such that no element of L belongs to two setsin M. If K is
a member of R or is L itself, and h is a function from R to a norreed linear space, the

notion of the integral over K relatively to F of the function h is that introduced in
[12].

However, (Y,(',-)) is now taken to be a completecomplexinner productspace,
i.e., either a complex Euclidean spaceor a Hilbert spaceor a hyper-Hilbert space (in

the terminology followed by J. von Neumann [25, especially96-104] shortly after his
introduction [23] of the phrase "a Hilbertspace"): most of what is used here,
concerningcontinuous (or bounded) linear transformations in and between spacesof

this type, is adequately describedin von Neumann's lectures [25] and in the book
[20] by M. H. Stone, with some augmentationfrom the book [14] by F. Riesz and B.

Szokefalvi-Nagy.The norm D'D for Y is that arisingfrom the inner product (',-),

so

that• =(•,•)1/2for• inY,L(Y)isthesetofalllinear
transformations
fromY toY,
and L(Y) c is the setof all members
of L(Y) whicharecontinuous
with respectto • 'fl.
If B is in L(Y) c then B* denotesthe adjointof B with respectto the innerproduct

(','), andB-1 denotes
theinverse
of therestriction
of B to theD-l]-closure
of the
B*-image
of Y; L(Y)+ denotes
thesetof all nonnegative
andHermitian
members
of
L(Y)c, i.e., all B in L(Y) suchthat if • is in Y then(•,B•) is a nonnegative
realnumber;

if Bisin L(Y)+ thenB1/2denotes
thatsquare
rootofBwhich
belongs
toL(Y)+,and
B-1/2denotes
(B1/2)
-1.Customary
identification
ofcomplex
scalars
withmembers
of
L(Y) c leadsto this notationalconvention:if B is a complexnumberthen B* denotes
the complex conjugate of B.

Now,for eachsett in R, Ptisa transformation
suchthatif k isa finitelyadditive
functionfromR to Y orto L(Y) thenPtk isa function
fromR determined
asfollows:
is s is in R, Ptk(s)--0or Zv in M©

accordingly
ass doesnot intersect
t or M is a

member of F which fills up the intersectionst of s with t. In [12] it was established,

among
otherthings,
thatif SOisthelinearspace
of allfinitelyadditive
functions
from
R to Y whichareof bounded
variation
with respect
to fl-DandSOiscoupled
withthe
total variation norm I[oll then members of the space E (of all continuous linear

functions
fromœSo,II.ll}
to {Y,11'I]})
maybedescribed
in terms
of integrals
overL
relativelyto F: theserepresentationswereseento arisefrom the existenceof a family
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of complete inner product spaces(of finitely additive functions from R to Y)

{ Ha,Qa}, indexed
by thefinitelyadditive
functions
a fromR to thenonnegative
real

numbers
such
thatfL/F
a exists,
having
certain
special
properties
including
the
following.(1) In each{Ha,Qa}, if t is in R, evaluation
at t is continuous
from

{Ha,Qa) to (Y,(',')} hadthe restriction
to Ha of Pt is an orthogonal
projection
relatively
to the innerproductQa; (2) asa ranges
overtheindicated
class,
thespaces
Ha constitute
a latticewithrespect
to intersection
andvectoraddition,
andthelinear
spanof theHa isall of SO.
The following Central Problem of the present report is thus seen to involve a

pattern of ideaswhich includesthe developmentin the precedingreport [ 12] as an
instancein which attention wasfocussedon boundedvariationwith respectto • 'D.
CENTRAL

PROBLEM. Characterize those complete inner product spaces

{H,Q}, of finitely additivefunctionsfrom R to Y, suchthat if t is in R then

evaluation
at t iscontinuous
from(H,Q}to {Y,(-,-)}andtherestriction
to H of Pt
maps H into H and is Hermitian with respectto Q; investigateintersectionsand vector

sums of pairs of such spacesH (each with such an inner product Q); seek integral

formulasfor continuous
lineartransformations
in and betweensuchspaces{H,Q},
and for certain linear operationson the linear spanS of a family of suchspacesH; and
,investigatethe possibleexistenceof a significantnorm for sucha linear span S.

After the (essentially self-contained) presentation in Theorems 1-7 of some

elementaryarithmeticabout completeinner productspaces{ H,Q } of functionsfrom
a (nonstructured) set R to Y such that evaluation at each element of the set R is a

continuouslinear transformationfrom {H,Q} to (Y,(',-)}, all suchspaces(H,Q} as
specified in the Central Problem are characterized. It is shown (cf. Abstract and
Theorems 8-13) that the only such spacesare those Hellinger integral spacesgenerated

by finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to L(Y)+. Namely,in orderthat (H,Q} should
be sucha complete inner product spaceas indicated in the Problem, it is necessaryand

sufficient
thattherebea finitelyadditive
function
a fromR to L(Y)+ suchthat(i) H
is the setHa consisting
of all finitelyadditivef fromR to Y suchthatif u is in R then

f(u)isin thea(u)l/2-image
of Y and,forsome
nonnegative
number
b, if M isin F

then
2;vinMIla(v)-l/2f(v)[12
•<band(ii)Qisthefunction
Qafrom
HXHsuch
that
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if {f,g}isinHa XHa then
Qa(f,g)
istheintegral
f(a-1/2f,a
-1/2g)
over
Lrelatively
to
the family F, i.e.,

Qa(f,g)
--fL/F
h,with
h(u)
=(a(u)
'1/2f(u),a(u)
-1/2g(u))
for
each
uinR;
moreover,
foreach
finitely
additive
function
a fromRtoL(Y)+,theindicated
setHa
is a linear family of functions and the foregoing formulas do define an inner product

QaforHa suchthatthespace
{Ha,Qa}iscomplete.
As a special instance of the results described in the preceding paragraph, it may

be noted that, in caseL is the real line and R is the pre-ring of all bounded right-closed
intervals of real numbers and a is a finitely additive function from R to the

(orthogonal)
projections
inL(Y)+,thespace
{Ha,Qa}
isasfollows:
Ha isthespace
of
all firdtely additive functions f from R to Y such that if u is in R then f(u) is in the
a(u)-image

of

Y

and, for

some nonnegative number b, if M is in F then

23v
inMl]f(v)ll2
•<b;and
Qa(f,g)
=fL/F(f,g)
for
each
(f,g}
inHaXHa.
In Theorems 14-20, there are developed integral representations for all the
continuous linear transformations in and between (the pairs of) Hellinger integral

spaces
{Ha,Q
a} generated
by themembers
a of anunrestricte
family•2 of finitely
additivefunctions
from R to L(Y)+. Peculiar
to the contextof finitelyadditiveset
functions are the representations (Theorems 17 and 20) for the transformations

which,for eachset t in R, commutewith the restrictions
of Pt•to the appropriate
Hellingerintegralspaces.
In particular,for a and15in •2 suchthat Ha liesin (i.e.,isa

subsetof) H15,the specialtransformation
rr(a,15)
whichis determined
by

Qa(f,rr(a,/3)g)
=Q15(f,g)
for{f,g}inHa XH15
isalso
given
(Theorem
18)by

rr(a,15)g(s)
=rs/F[15
-1/2a]
,15-1/2g
with
respect
to[1
'[1,
for
each
sinR.
In thissame
Theorem
18,it isshown
thatif a and/3
arein•2thenHa+15
isthevector

sum
Ha-•H15
ofHa and
H15
and
thattheformulas,
for(t,,?
} inRXY,

(a:15)(t)r/=
ftlF
[(a+15)-1/2a]
*[(a+15)-1/215],1
with
respect
toD'[1,
definea finitelyadditive
function
a:15
(theparallel
sumof a and15)fromR to L(Y)+

such
thatHa:15
istheintersection
ofHa withH15
andQa:15
= Qa+ Q15'
Forany15
in•2,

thespace
ofallcontinuous
linear
functions
from
{H15,Q15}
to{Y,(-,-))
ischaracterized
(Theorem 15) in terms of the Hellinger operator integrals studied by Yu. L. Shmulyan
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[ 17] (see Remark 2 following Theorem 15; the papers by Shmulyan [ 18] and by
Habib Salehi [16] are concerned with the case of finite dimensional Y) and this new

connection
between
those
integrals
andthespace
{H/3,Q/3}
isshown
toarise
asone
caseof the somewhat more general Theorem 5 reinforced by Theorem 14.
After Theorem 20 it is assumedthat if c•and/3 are such members of the set •2, of

finitely
additive
functions
from
R toL(Y)
+,thatneither
ofHa andH/3
lies
inthe
otherthenbothof c•+/3
andc•:/3
belongto •2. Thelinearspanof thespaces
Ha, for c•in
•2, is denoted by S(•2): there are integral representationsfor certain normed spacesof

linear functions from S(•2) to Y, and for certain normed algebras of linear
transformations from S(•2) to S(•2). These algebras have (Theorem 25)isometric
algebra-isomorphisms onto

weakly

closed

algebras of

continuous

linear

transformations
in thedirectsum{Zi2{H,Q},i2i2}of thespaces
{Hc•,Qc•}
(forc•in
•2). It is the space S(•2) to which reference is made in the title of this report, as a
linear span of a family of functional Hilbert spaces,although it may happen that some

ofthespaces
{Ha,Qa}arefinitedimensional
andsome
failtobeseparable.
Finally, in Theorem 26, it is further assumed that if a is in •2 and } is in Y then

c•-}
belongs
toHc•
(i.e.,
the
integral
œL/Fa'}
exists
with
respect
to•-[]):
anorm
II'llfor
S(•2) is then describedby such a procedure that, in the case [12] of each member of
•2 being (real) scalar valued, II'll is the total variation norm. The miscellany of
examples illustrates some effects of this and of other procedures.

Elementary Arithmetic of Kernel Systems. A kernel system (relatively to the

space{Y,<-,-)}) is a sequence{K,R,H,Q} suchthat {H,Q} is a completeinnerproduct
space of functions from the set R to the linear space Y and K is a function from
R X R to L(Y) such that if {t,,/} is in R X Y then K( ',t),/is in H and, for each fin H,

Q(f,K(-,t),/) = <fit),,/). The Examples5 and 6, at the end of the presentreport, may be
viewed as models of the general notion of a kernel system, described here but taken

from [8, page 259].
In this section, no specialstructure need be assumedfor the set R. All the results
accumulated here in Theorems 1,2, and 3, together with the special casesof Theorems

1sp, 2sp,and 3sp,havebeencustomary
classroom
exercises
in my usualintroductory
Hilbert Spaces course since the paper [8]

was written in 1955 (see Abstracts
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728t-733t, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc., 61(1955), 537-539). Proofs may be based on the

Hellinger-Toeplitz Theorem, as extended by von Neumann [24] (Stone's footnote
[20, page iv], and Rudin's contemporary version [15, page 110], may be noted)and

incorporated in the following Theorem which is stated here for easyreference.

THEOREM
0. If theinnerproduct
space
{H1,Q1
} iscomplete,
D isa dense
set

in the innerproduct
space{H2,Q2},A isa function
fromH1 to H2, andB isa

function
fromD to H1 suchthatQl(x,By)
= Q2(Ax,y)
for each{x,y}inH1 X D,
then(i) A islinear
andcontinuous
from{H1,Q1
} to {H2,Q2},
(ii) there
isonlyone
linearextensionC of B mapping
H2 to H 1 suchthat Ql(x,Cy) = Q2(Ax,y)for each

(x,y} in H1 X H2,,and(iii) thenormof A isthenormof C,in thesense
thatifb >•0

then,
in order
thatQ2(Ax,Ax)•<
b2Q1
(x,x)foreach
x inH1,it isnecessary
and
sufficient
thatQ1(Cy,Cy)
•<b2Q2(y,y)
foreach
yinH2.
INDICATIONOF ELEMENTARYARGUMENTFOR CONTINUITY.Let N2
be the norm for H2 corresponding
to the inner prottuctQ2' Suppose
k is a

nonnegative
number
andx isa pointin H1 suchthatk < N2(Ax). Letu = Ax/N2(Ax),
sothatN2(u)= 1 andN2(Ax)= Q2(Ax,u):thereis a numbere suchthat0 < 2e< 1
andsuchthat if v is a pointin H2 andN2(v-u) < 2e thenk < IQ2(Ax,v)l.Lety bea
pointin D suchthatN2(Y-(1-e)u)
< e:
N2(Y) •<N2(Y-(1-e)u
) + (l-e) < 1 andN2(Y-U
) •<N2(Y-(1-e)u
) + e < 2e,

sothatk < {Q2(Ax,y)l= IQ1(x,By)I.Thereisa positive
number
r suchthatif N 1 isthe
normfor H1 corresponding
to Q1 andz isin H 1 andNl(Z-X)< r then

k < ]Q1(z,By)l = [Q2(Az,y)
l •<N2(Az)N2(Y)< N2(Az).
Now, thislowersemi-continuity
withrespect
to N 1 of the composite
of N2 with A,
coupledwith the completeness
of H 1 with respectto N1, leadsdirectlyto the

N2-boundedness
of the A-image
of someN 1-opensetin H1; continuitythenfollows
from the easily establishedlinearity of the transformation A.

THEOREM 1. If {H,Q} is a completeinnerproductspaceof functionsfrom the
set R to the spaceY then the following are equivalent:

(1) there is a denselinearsubspaceD of {Y,(',')) and a function gfrom R X D
to H such that, for each {f,t,r/} in H X R X D, Q(f,g(t,r/)) = (f(t),r/),
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(2) for eacht in R, evaluationat t isa continuouslineartransformation
from the

space{ H,Q} to thespace{ Y,(', ->}, and
(3) there is a function K from R X R to L(Y) suchthat if {t,r/} is in R X Y then
K( -,t)r/is in H and,for eachf in H, Q(f,K(-,t)r/) = ff(t),r/).

THEOREM 1sp. If Q isan innerproductfor the linearsubspace
H of Y suchthat

{ H,Q• iscomplete
thenthefollowingareequivalent:
(1) thereis a denselinearsubspace
D of {Y,(',')} anda functiongfrom D to H
suchthat,for each{x,r/} in H X D, Q(x,g(r/))= (x,r/),

(2) theidentityfunctioniscontinuous
from (H,Q) into (Y,(-,-)•, and
(3) there is a memberA of L(Y) such that if • is in Y then AT is in H and,for
each x in H, Q(x,Art) =
Theorem 1 is a direct consequenceof Theorem 0 as applied, for each t in R, to

the pair (H,Q) and (Y,(-,'))

of spaces,with A the function consistingof all ordered

pairs(f,f(t)) for f in H. Theorem1sparisesfromTheorem1 in the casethatthesetR
is degenerate,with the identification of functionsfrom R to Y aspointsin Y, and of
functions from R X R to L(Y) as elements of L(Y).

TERMINOLOGY. In a kernel system CK,R,H,Q),

the function K is the

evaluation kernel (or reproducing kernel, or kernel function, or kernel) in the space

(H,Q), and functions
of the form Et in MK(-,t)x(t) (for functions
x from finite
subsetsM of R to Y) are called K-polygons.The latter terminology seemsappropriate

from the observationthat, for K(s,t)= 1 + infCs,t) on [0,1] X [0,1], eachfunctionf
on [0,1 ] which is polygonal in the usual sensemay be representedin this form: one

has
f= Z•K(-,Up)Xp
forsome
increasing
number
sequence
Cup}
• withu0=0 and
un=1,f(u0)=
ZgXp,
and
f(uj)-f(uj_l)=(uj-uj_l)Z•x
p(j=1....,n).
OBSERVATIONS. If CK,R,H,Q} is a kernel system then (cf. [8, page 256 ff.])

(1) for each (s,t } in R X R and (•,rt} in Y X Y,

(K(t,s)•,rt) = Q(K( ',s)•,K(',t)rt) = (•,K(s,t)n),

sothat, by Theorem0, K(s,t)isin L(Y)c andK(s,t)* = K(t,s);it maybe shownby this
type of computation that OH,Q) uniquely determinesthe function K.
(2) for each finite subsetM of R and each function x from M to Y,

Cs,t)
inM XM(x(s)'K(s't)x(t))
• 0
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sincethis sumis Q(22
sin MK(',s)x(s),22t
in MK(',t)x(t)); the fact that eachsuch
double sum is real implies Observation1, sincecomplex scalarsare assumed.

(3) The set of all K-polygonsis a denselinear subspace
of {H,Q}: if this were

not densethen,since{H,Q} is complete,therewouldbe a nontrivialmemberf of H in
the Q-orthogonal complement of that set - an immediate contradiction.Thus one sees

that if f is in H then Q(f,f) is the leastnonnegativenumber b with the property that if

gisaK-polygon
thenIQ(f,g)12
•<bQ(g,g).
That the foregoing
Observations
serveto identifythe space{ H,Q} in termsof the
function K on R X R, is the essenceof Theorem 2 (cf [8, pages257-258] ).
THEOREM 2. If R is a set and K is a function from R X R to L(Y) then, in

orderthat thereshouldexista completeinnerproductspace{ H,Q} of functionsfrom
R to Y such that if {t,r/} is in R X Y then K(-,t)r/ is in H and, for each f in H,
Q(f,K(',t)r/) = (f(t),r/), it is necessaryand sufficient that, for eachfunction x from a
finite subset M of R to Y,

Z{s,t} inM XM(x(s),K(s,t)x(t))
•>0;
in case this latter condition is satisfied, there is only one such complete space {H,Q}:

a function f from R to Y belongsto H only in casethere is a nonnegativenumber b
such that, for eachfunction x from a finite subsetM of R to Y,

letinM(f(t),x(t))12
•<bZ{s,t
}inMXM(x(s),K(s't)x(t)),
in which case Q(f,f) is the least such number b.

THEOREM2sp. If A is a memberof L(Y) then, in orderthat thereshouldbea

completeinner productspace{H,Q} suchthat H is a linearsubspace
of Y which
includesA(Y) and suchthat if {x,r/} is in H X Y then Q(x,Ar/) = (x,•), it is necessary

andsufficient
thatA belong
to L(Y)+;in case
A doesbelong
to L(Y)+, thenthereis
onlyonesuchcomplete
space{H,Q}.'for eachmember
Bof L(Y)csuchthatBB*= A,

H = B(Y)andQ(x,y)= (B-1x,B-1y)foreach(x,y} in H XH - a pointz of Y isin H
only in casethereisa nonnegative
number{3suchthat, if rl is in Y, I<z,n)l•<t•B*nrl, in

which
case
[lB-1zflistheleast
such
number
[3.
A proof of thoseassertions
in Theorem2 not coveredby the precedingsetof
Observations
is givenin [8, Theorem2.5 and2.7] andis basedon identificationof the
sequentialcompletionof the spaceof K-polygonswith a spaceof functions;as with
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TheoremlsP, Theorem2sp arisesfrom Theorem2 in the casethat the set R is
degenerate,with the identification of functions from R to Y as points in Y, and of
functions from R X R to L(Y) as elements of L(Y). Alternatively, there is an argument

[7, Theorem1, page665] for Theorem2sPwhichisreadilyaccessible
independently
of the present somewhat more general considerations, and from which (as many

students have seen in classroomexercises)the remaining assertionsfrom Theorem 2
emerge in consequence.Some detail is included here becausethe pattern of argument
seems essential to Theorems 10, 11, and 12 of the present report. It is, therefore,

supposedthat K is a function from R X R to L(Y) satisfying the nonnegativeness
condition indicated in the statement of Theorem 2, that H is the set of all functions f

from R to Y as there indicated, and that if f is in H then N(f) is the squareroot of the
least nonnegative number b suchthat the indicated inequalities hold for each function
x from a finite

subset M of R to Y.

INDICATION

OF

LINEARITY

AND

NORMABILITY.

As

indicated

in

Observation
2, the K-imageof R X R lies in L(Y) c and K(s,t)* = K(t,s) for each{s,t }

in R X R. Since
it istruethatif f isin H thenI(f(t),,/)l
2 •<N(f)2(,/,K(t,t),/)
foreach
{t,,/} in R X Y, it follows that if N(f) = 0 then f is the constant 0 from R to the space

Y. It follows directly from the definition of H and N that, if {f,g } is in H X H and c is

a scalar,
then(i) f+gis in H andN(f+g)
2 •< [N(f)+N(g)]2
and(ii) cf is in H and
N(ct)2 •<Ic[2N(f)2:
hence,
H islinear
andN isanorm
onH.
INDICATION

OF COMPLETENESS. Suppose that f is an infinite H-sequence

which is (Cauchy) convergent with respect to the norm N. Letting e be a positive

number
andj a positive
integer
suchthatN(fj+m- fj+n)< e form,n= 1,2,3,...,
the
first inequality in the precedingparagraph(with the completenessof {Y,(-,-)}) yields

a function g from R to Y which is the pointwiselimit of the sequencef on R with
respect to the norm •-•. Now, for e and j as above, it follows from the defining

inequalities
forN that(forn= 1,2,...)
g-fj+n
belongs
tothespace
HandN(g-fj+n)
•<e.
Hence, with the help of the linearity of the spaceH, one seesthat g itself belongsto H
and is the N-limit of the infinite sequencef.
INDICATION

OF THE INNER PRODUCT Q. Attention is now drawn to the

collection
Rfi ofallfinite
subsets
ofRandalso,
foreach
setMinRfi,tothecomplete
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inner
product
space
(yM,(.,.)M)
ofallfunctions
from
MtoYwith
thecustomary
(x,Y)M
= ZtinM(x(t),y(t))
forœ
x,y} inyMXyM.
ForeachM in Rfi andf in thespace
H, letN(f;M)bethesquare
rootof theleast
nonnegative
number
b such
thatif x isinyM then

[ZtinMff(t),x(t))[2
• bZ(s,t)inMXM(x(s),K(s,t)x(t))'
If f isinHandM1andM2aremembers
ofRfi such
thatM1isasubset
ofM2then,
sinceeachfunctionx fromM1 to Y hasan extension
z to M2 suchthatz(t): 0 in Y
for eacht in M2 - M1, it is clearthat N(f;M1) • N(f;M2):hence,for eachf in H and

e> 0,there
isamember
M0ofRfisuch
that
N(f)- e< N(f;M)
• N(f)forevery
MinRfiwhich
includes
M0.
Now,
withaview
toapplying
Theorem
2spineach
ofthespaces
(yM,(.,
.)M
) , itmay
benoted
thatif MisinRfi thentherestriction
toM X MofK determines,
by

AMX(S)
=ZtinMK(s,t)x(t)
foreach
xinyMandsinM,
a member
AMofL(yM)+:
with
theobvious
notational
conventions,
iff isinHand
M
isin Rfi, it follows
fromthesuggested
application
ofTheorem
2spthatflM (the
restriction
toMoff) belongs
toAI•2(Y
M)andthat•A•/2(fIM)•M
= N(f;M).
Forf

and
ginHand
MinRfi,one
has
QM(f,g)
=(A•/2(fIM),Afi/2(gIM))M
and
N(f+g;M)
2-N(f-g;M)
2=4ReQM(f,g);
hence,
onehasaninnerproduct
Q forH such
thatQ(f,f)= N(f)2 foreach
f inH and

such
that,
if {f,g}
isinHXHand
e> 0,there
isanM0inRfisuch
that
IQ(f,g)
- QM(f,g)l
< eforevery
MinRfiwhich
includes
M0.
INDICATION

OF ACTION OF K IN {H,Q}. Supposef is in H, t is in R, and ,/is

in Y. LetM beanymember
of Rfi which
contains
t, andx bea member
ofyM such
that if s is in M then x(s) = r/of 0 accordinglyas s is or is not t. It may be seenthat, in

the notationof the preceding
paragraph,
AMX= K(',t)r/IM so that it followsfrom

Theorem
2sp(still
asapplied
in{yM,(.,
.)M}) that

QM(
f,K(
-,t)7)=(A•/2(flM),A
• /2(AMX))M
=(flM,X)M
=(f(t),•).
It follows from the definition of the function Q that Q(f,K(',t)r/) = (f(t),r/).
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INDICATION
OFUNIQUENESS
OF (H,Q).Supposing
that(H1,Q1)isalso
a
completeinnerproductspaceof functionsfrom R to Y in whichK isthe evaluation

kernel,
it follows
(see
Observation
3 preceding
Theorem
2)thatthesetH0 consisting
ofallK-polygons
isdense
both
in(H,Q)andin(H1,Q1
); moreover
Q1agrees
withQ
onH0 X H0. It follows
thatif f isaninfinite
H0-sequence
withlimitgin(H,Q)thenf

is(Cauchy)
convergent
in(H1,Q1),andsohasalimithin (H1,Q1):since
Q(fn,K(',t)rt)
= (fn(t),rt)
= Q1(fn,K(-,t)•)for (t,rt)in R X Y (n= 0,1,...),

it follows
thath = g. By symmetry,
H1 is a subset
of H, andsois H. Now,by
Observation
3 again,
Q1(f,f) = Q(f,f)foreachf in H. Fromthefamiliar
4 ReQ1(f,g)= Q(f+g,f+g)- Q(f-q,f-q)= 4 ReQ(f,g)

for (f,g)inH X H,it follows
thatQ1isQ.Thiscompletes
theargument.

THEOREM
3. If (K1,R,H
1,Q1)and(K2,R,H2,Q2)
arekernel
systems
then
(1) H1 isa subset
of H2 onlyin case
thereisa nonnegative
number
b suchthat,
for eachfunctionx froma finitesubsetM of R to Y,

2 {s,t)inMXM(X(s),K1
(s,t)x(t))
• b2•
(s,t)inM XM(X(s),K2(s,t)x(t)
),
andin thiscasetheleastsuchb istheleastnonnegative
numbercsuchthat

Q2(f,f)• cQ1(f,f)foreachf in Hi,

(2) there
isa kernel
system
(K3,R,H3,Q3)
such
thatK3= Ki+K2,
H3 isthe
vector
sum
H1$H2ofH1andH2,and
if hisinH3then
Q3(h,h)
istheminimum
value
OfQl(f,f)+Q2(g,g)
forallfin H1andginH2such
thatf+g= hand

(3) there
isa kernel
system
(K4,R,H4,Q4)
such
thatH4 isthecommon
part
H1H2ofH1andH2,Q4=Q1+Q2'
andK4isgiven
bytheformulas
(withQ3asin(2))
(•,K4(s,t)rt)
= Q3(K1
(',s)•,K2(',t)rt)
= ¬((•,(K1+K2)(s,t)rt)
- Q3((K1-K2)(-,s)[,(K1-K2)(',t)rt))
for each{ •,rt ) in Y X Y and (s,t• in R X R.

THEOREM3sp.IrA andBaremembers
of L(Y)+ then

(1)A1/2(Y)
isasubset
ofB1/2(Y)
only
incase
there
isanonnegative
number
b
suchthat,for each• in Y, (•,A•) • b(•,B•),andin thiscasethe leastsuchb is theleast
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c>•0such
thatlIB-1/2x[12
•<cBA
-1/2x[12
foreach
x inA1/2(y),
(2) A+Bisa member
CofL(Y)+such
thatC1/2(y)isthevector
sum
ofA1/2(y)
andB1/2(Y),andif z is in C1/2(Y)then
•]C-1/2zl]
2 is the minimum
valueof
llA-1/2x•2+[lB-1/2y•2
forall {x,y}inA1/2(y)XB1/2(y)such
thatx+y=z,and
(3) thereisa member
D of L(Y)+ such
thatD1/2(Y)isthecommon
partof
A1/2(y)andB1/2(y),(D-1/2x,D-1/2y)
= (A-1/2x,A-1/2y)
+(B-1/2x,B-1/2y)for
each
x
andy in D1/2(y),andDisgiven
bytheformulas
(withC= A+B)
D= [C-1/2A]
*[C-I/2B]= ¬{C- [C-1/2(A-B)]
*[C'I/2(A-B)]
}.
As with Theorems1sp and2sp,Theorem3sp arisesfrom Theorem3 in the case
that the set R is degenerate, with the identification of fucntions from R to Y as points
in Y, and of functions from R X R to L(Y) as elements of L(Y).

INDICATION

OF PROOF OF 3(1). The sufficiency is a consequence of

Theorem
2. If H1 is a subset
of H2 thenQl(f,Kl(-,t)r/) = (f(t),r/)= Q2(f,K2(',t)r/)for

allf inH1 and{t,r/}in R • Y;density
in(H2,Q
2} ofthesetofallK2-polygons
then
makesTheorem0 directlyapplicable
(A beingthe identityfunctionfromH1 to H2).
INDICATION

OF PROOF OF 3(2). By Theorem 0, 2, and 3(1), there exists a

lineartransformation
A fromH3 to H1 suchthat Q1(f,Ah)= Q3(f,h)for all f in H1

andh in H3: in particular,
for each(t,r/} in R X Y, Kl(',t)r/= A(K3(',t)r/)sothat
(1-A)(K3(-,t)r/)
= K2(-,t)r/.Therefore,
1-A mapsH3 intoH2 and,for each{g,h}in
H2 X H3, Q2(g,(1-A)h)
= Q3(g,h).Now,for eachh in H3,
Qi(Ah,Ah)+ Q2((1-A)h,(1-A)h)
= Q3(Ah+(1-A)h,h)
= Q3(h,h).

If {f,g}isin H1 X H2 andx isa function
froma finitesubset
M of R to Y then(with

23
Mdenoting
2;{s,t
} inM X M)
123t
in M(f(t)+g(t),x(t))[

•<[Q1
(f,f)2;•l(x(s),K1
(s,t)x(t))l
1/2+[Q2(g,g)2;,i•l(X(s),K2(s,t)x(
1/2
•<[Ql(f,f)
+Q2(g,g)]
1/2[2;M(X(S),(K
1+K2)(s,t)x(t))]
1/2,
sothat(byTheorem
2) f+gisin H3 andQ3(f+g,f+g)
•<Q1(f,f) + Q2(g,g)'
INDICATION

OF PROOF OF 3(3). Note that the linear transformation A from

the preceding
argument
is Hermitianwith respectto Q3; moreover,
the firstformula
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defines
K4(-,t)r/=
(A-A2)(K3(-,t)r/),
belonging
toH1 andtoH2 foreach
(t,r/)in
R X Y andisequivalent
to thesecond
since
A-A2 = 1/4(1-(2A-1)2}.
Since
it isclear
that Qi+Q2 is an innerproductQ4 for thecommon
partH4 of H 1 andH2, suchthat

thespace
(H4,Q4}iscomplete,
thereremains
onlythecomputation
Q4(f,K4(',t)n) = Q1(f,A(K2(',t)r/))+Q2(f,(1-A)(K
1(',t)n)) = Q3(f,K3(',t)n),

which
is(fit),r/),forf inH4 and(t,r/• inR X Y, toestablish
theresult.
REMARK 1. An argument for Theorem 3 has been recorded by P. H. Jessner

(his 1962 Dissertation [6, Chapter II], Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and Corollaries), whose
primary interest was the "approximate inclusion" relation between kernel systems:

(H1,Q1
• issaidto beapproximately
included
in (H2,Q2}provided
thatH1 contains
a subset
of H2 whichis densein (H1,Qi•. Among
otherthings[6, Theorem
3.1],
Jessnershowed that this provision is equivalent to each of the following:

(1) thereis a functionF from R X R to L(Y)c suchthat if (s,t• isin R X R then

F(s,t)*= F(t,s)and,for each(•,r/} in Y X Y, F(-,t)n isin H2 and

(•,K1(s,t)n)= Q2(F(',s)•,F(',t)n),

(2) H2 isdense
inthespace
(H3,Q3)of thepresent
Theorem
3(2),and
(3) if A is the transformation given in the Indication of Proof for Theorem 3(2)

andC isthesquare
rootof A-A2 which
isHermitian
andnonnegative
withrespect
to
the innerproduct
Q3 andM is the functionfromR X R to L(Y)c givenby the
equations
M(s,t)n
= C((Ki+K2)(',t)n)(s)
for (s,t)in R X R andr/inY, then
(•,K1(s,t)r/)= Q2(M(',s)•,M(-,t)r/).
As I have shown elsewhere [10], if the space Y is not finite dimensional then this

approximate inclusion relation is not transitive. Neither Jessner'sresults nor my
example constitutes an integral part of the present development, but there is a
Comment following Theorem 18 with an illustrative application of his main results.

TERMINOLOGY.
If eachof (K1,R,H1,Q1}and (K2,R,H2,Q2}is a kernel
system,the parallelsumof K1 and K2, denotedby Ki:K2, is the functionK4

described
in Theorem
3(3),sothat(K4,R,H4,Q4}
-- (K1:K2,R,H
1H2,Q1
+Q2} . From
the Observation 1 preceding Theorem 2, to the effect that if (K,R,H,Q}

is a kernel

systemthen the function K is uniquely determinedby (H,Q}, it is clearthat parallel
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summation
is both commutative
andassociative:
viz.,if eachof {Kj,R,Hj,Qj}
(j = 1,2,3)is giventhenK1:K2 = K2:K1 sinceH1H2 = H2H1 andQi+Q2= Q2+Q1,

andalsoK1:(K2:K3)= (K1:K2):K3 since
Hi(H2H3)= (H1H2)H3 andQi+(Q2+Q3
)=
(QI+Q2)+Q3.
REMARK 2. The foregoing terminology and notation are consistentwith those
used by W. N. Anderson and R. J. Duffin [1], who have investigated this idea in
considerabledepth for the matrix algebra case(R a finite set and Y the complex plane;

or, alternatively, R a degenerate set and Y finite dimensional) using the generalized
inverses of nonnegative definite Hermitian matrices. Attention should be drawn, in

passing,to the penetrating study by M. R. Hestenes[5] of the idea of the generalized
inverse (generalized reciprocal, pseudo inverse). An extension of the parallel sum idea

to the intermediatecaseof Theorem3sp (Y unrestricted)
hasbeenrecordedin 1971
by P. A. Fillmore and J.P. Williams [4, page 276 ff.]: there A:B was taken to mean

A1/2[(A+B)-I/2AI/2]*[(A+B)-I/2B1/2]B1/2,
andthisis easily
seento be theD
indicatedin the former of the last two formulasin 3sP(3)(anothernotation,A:B =

A(A+B)'IB,has already
beenjustified[7, Theorem
4 andtheDefintition,
pages
666-667]; see,also, discussionon page 277 of [4] ). It seems,from the commentsand

query bridging pages279-280 of the latter paper [4], that the affirmative answerto
the general question about the associativity of the parallel summation was not noticed
in that intermediate

context

at that time.

REMARK 3. One of the remarkable discoveriesby Anderson and Duffin [1]

wasthat, in the notationof Theorem3spwith Y finite dimensional,
if eachof A, B, C,

andD belongs
to L(Y)+ thensodoes(A+C):(B+D)
- (A:B+ C:D).A digression
seems
in order here for the purpose of exhibiting in retrospect a general case of that
Anderson-Duffin result in the form of a Corollary to the present Theorem 3.

COROLLARYTO THEOREM3. (Anderson-Duffin).
If eachof K1, K2, K3,
and K4 is the evaluation
kernelin a completeinnerproductspaceof functions
from

thesetR to {Y,(-,-)} thensois thefunction(Ki+K3):(K2+K4)
- (K1:K2 + K3:K4).

PROOF.
Suppose
that(forj = 1,2,3,4)
{Kj,R,Hj,Qj}
isakernel
system,
andthat
{ K0,R,H
1H2•-H3H4,Q
0} and{K5,R,(H
14-H3)(H24-H4),Q5
} arethekernel
systems
with K0 = K1:K2 + K3:K4 andK5 = (Ki+K3):(K2+K4)provided
by Theorem
3, and
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with •- denoting vector sum. By Theorem 3, one has the systems

{Ki:K2,R,H1H2,Qi*Q2}and {K3:K4,R,H3H4,Q3+Q4};
also,the assertion
to be

established
is equivalent
to the assertion
that H1H2-•H3H
4 is a subset
of

(Hi-i-H3)(H2•-H4)
andthatQs(h,h)
•<Q0(h,h)
foreach
h inH1H2•-H3H
4. Inasmuch
astheindicated
inclusion
isclear,
leth bea member
ofH1H2•-H3H
4. ByTheorem
3(2), thereexistsa memberf0 of Hi H2 and a membergo of H3H4 suchthat
f0+g0= h and

Q0(h,h)= (Ql+Q2)(f0,f0)+ (Q3+Q4)(g0,g0).

Alsoby Theorem
3(2),thereexists
a member
{fl,gl} of H1 X H3 anda member
{f2,g2} ofH2 X H4 such
thatfl+gl = h = f2+g2and

Q5(h,h)= {Q1(fl ,fl)+Q3
(g1,g1)}+ {Q2(f2
,f2)+Q4(g2,g2
)}
and suchthat both the following statementsare true:

(i) Ql(fl,fl)+Q3(gl,gl)•<Ql(f,f)+Q3(g,g)
for {f,g}inH1 X H3,f+g= h.
(ii) Q2(f2,f2)+Q4(g2,g2)
•<Q2(f,f)+Q4(g,g
) for {f,g}in H2 X H4,f+g= h.
As a particular consequence,there is the inequality:

Qs(h,h)•< {Q1(f0,f0)+Q3(g0,g0)
}+{Q2(f0,f0)+Qa(g0,g0)}
= Q0(h,h)Thus the equivalentassertionis established,and the Proof is complete.

REMARK 4. As a prelude to the next Theorem, one might consider the

following
special
situation:
let R bethesetof allnonnegative
integers
andC0,C1....be
an infinite sequence
of Hermitianmembersof L(Y) c. The conditionthat, for each

finitesubset
M of R, thereshould
existaninterval[aM,b
M] of realnumbers
suchthat

if x isafunction
from
MtoY then(with22•1
denoting
Z{s,t}inMXM)
aM•l•(S(x),Cs+tX(t))
•<•l(x(s),Cs+t+l
x(t))•<bM•I•(x(s),Cs+tX(t))
is equivalent [9] to the conditionthat C be a specialtype moment sequence.Only for

the casethat someinterval[o•dS]
includes
all the [aM,bM] doessucha moment
sequencefall within the scopeof Sz.-Nagy'sPrincipal Theorem [22] concerningthe
representationof a *-semi-groupby a family of continuous linear transformationsin

anextension
space
of {Y,(',-)).In anycase,
however,
withK(s,t)= Cs+
t for {s,t}in
R X R, the kernel system{K,R,H,Q) plays a centralrole, and {H,Q) provideda

realization
of theextension
space,
withCO= 1 asaddedhypothesis.
It maybenoted
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that if (K,R,H,Q} is any kernel systemsuch that K(e,e) = 1 for someelement e of R
then the equations 3`(r/)(s)= K(s,e)r/, for (s,r/} in R X Y, define a linear isometry 3`
from (Y,(-,-)}

into (H,Q}, the Q-orthogonal projection rr from H onto 3`(Y) being

given simply by rrf = K(',e)f(e) for f in H.

THEOREM 4. If {K,R,H,Q} is a kernel systemand e is an element of the set R

andZ isthe• '•-closure
ofK(e,e)
1/2(y),then
(1) theequations
3`(r/)(s)
= [K(e,e)-l/2K(e,s)]
*r/,for (r/,s} in Z X R,define
a
linear isometry 3,from the space {Z,( ', ') } into { H,Q),

(2) theequations
rrf(s)=[K(e,e)-l/2K(e,s)]*K(e,e)-l/2f(e),
for {f,s}inH X R,
define the Q-orthogonalprojection rrfrom H onto 3`(Z), and

(3) if (f,r/}isinH X Z thenQ(f,3`(r/))
= (K(e,e)-l/2f(e),r/),
fromwhich
itfollows
that the Q-orthogonal complement of 3`(Z) in H is the subset of H to which the
member f of H belongsonly in case fie) = 0.

The result enunciated here as Theorem 4, is the first step establishedin the
inductive proof of Lemma 11 in [9, page 58]: there, e was the zero in the set R of all
nonnegative integers, but the argument was independent of the character of R. That
argument, it may be recalled, commences with two applications of the present

Theorem
2sp[9,Lemma
1] to show
thatif f isin H thenfie)isinK(e,e)l/2(Y)
and
•K(e,e)-l/2f(e)•2
•< Q(f,f)sothat,in particular,
if s is in R andr/ is in Y then
[lK(e,e)'l/2K(e,s)r/l]
•< l]K(s,s)l/2r/{],
whence
K(e,e)-l/2K(e,s)
is in L(y)C;the
argument is essentiallycompleted with identification of the function F,

F(s,t)= K(s,t)- [K(e,e)
-1/2K(e,s)]
* [K(e,e)
-1/2K(e,t)],
as a matrix representation of a Q-orthogonal projection in the senseof Theorem 6 to
be enunciated presently (an alternate argument may be basedon the Theorems 1 and

2). The followinginterimresultserves
to characterize,
for a kernelsystem{K,R,H,Q},
thosefunctionsG from R to L(Y) c suchthat G-*• is in H for • in Y; it will be the
basis for Theorem 15, even as Theorem 4 will be for Theorem 14, and a proof is given
for Theorem 5 which establisheda pattern adaptable to Theorem 6.

THEOREM5. If (K,R,H,Q} isa kernelsystemthenthe equations,
o(#)(t)r/= #(K(',t)r/) for {t,r/) in R X Y,
define a reversiblelinear transformation o from the collection of all continuouslinear
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functionsI.tfrom {H,Q) to (Y,(-,-)) onto the collection
of all functionsGfrom R to

L(Y)csuchthatG'*• isin Hfor each• in Y, andif {#,G}isin o then
(1) for eachfin Hand • in Y, (#(f),•) = Q(f,G-*•), and

(2) o isan isometryin thesense,that,if b • O,theseareequivalent.'

(i) D#(f)02
•<b2Q(f,f)
foreach
fin H,and
(ii) Q(G-*•,G-*•)•<b20•2foreach
• inY.
PROOF. Suppose
# is a continuous
linearfunctionfrom (H,Q} to {Y,(',')} and

b•>0 such
that0#(f)•2
• b2Q(f,f)
foreach
f inH:letGbeafunction
fromRtoL(Y)
suchthat G(t)t/= #(K(',t)t/) for ( t,r/} in R X Y. Inasmuch
as,for eachsuch

I[G(t)t/[[
2•<b2(t/,K(t,t)t/),
G maps
R intoL(Y)c.If xisafunction
fromafinitesubset
M of R to Y then, for each• in Y,

letinM(G(t)*•,x(t)
)12= [(•,#(Et
inMK(',t)x(t)))[2

•<[l•[1262E
(s,t
} inMXM(X(s),K(s,t)x(t)
),
sothat,byTheorem
2,G-*• isinH andQ(G'*•,G-*•)•<b2•f12;
moreover,
(#(EtinMK(',t)x(t)),•
) = EtinM(x(t),G(t)*•
) = Q(EtinMK(',t)x(t),
G'*•),
sothatassertion
(1) follows
fromthedensity
in {H,Q}of thesetof K-polygons.
Suppose,
now,that G is sucha functionfrom R to L(Y)c that G-*• is in H for
each• in Y: for functionsx from finite subsets
M of R to Y, the formulas

Q(EtinMK(',t)x(t),G'*•)= Et inM(x(t),G(t)*•
) = (MEtinMK(',t)x(t)),•),
definea linearfunction•t froma densesubset
of (H,Q) to (Y,(-,-)) so that, by
Theorem0, there is only one linear extension/a of )t mappingH into Y suchthat

Q(f,G-*•) = (#(f),•) for each(f,•) in H X Y,/a iscontinuous
from (H,Q}to thespace
(Y,(-,-) •, andif b •> 0 thenconditions
(i) and(ii) areequivalent.

REMARK1. FromTheorem5 thereis available
somesharpening
of Theorem1,
in the followingsense.Supposethat, for somer in R, #(f) = f(r) for f in H and let

G=o(#): for each t in R, G(t)=K(r,t). If • is in Y, G-*•= K(-,r)• and
Q(G-*•,G' * •) = (•,K(r,r)•);hence,if b •> 0, thefollowingareequivalent:

(i) ]f(r)•2 •<b2Q(f,f)
foreach
f inH,and
(ii) (•,K(r,r)•)
•<b2[]•[]
2 foreach
• inY.
REMARK 2. If, in the contextof Theorem5, L(H,Y) denotesthe collectionof
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all continuouslinear functionsfrom {H,Q} to {Y,(',') } then the o-imageof L(H,Y) is
complete with respect to the norm indicated implicitly in Theorem 5(2); one may

introduce
an L(y)C-valued
innerproductfor the o-image
of L(H,Y) by theequations

Q(G1-*•,G2-*•) = (•,(G1,G2)•)for {•,•} in Y X Y,
whereupon (-,') is readily seento have the following properties:

(i) (G1+G2,G
3)= (G1,G3)+ (G2,G
3)and(kG1,G2)= k(G1,G2)fork inL(Y)c,

(ii) (G1,G2)*=(G2,G1),
(G,G)
isinL(Y)+andis0 only
incase
Gis0,
(iii) (G,K(t,-)) = G(t) for each t in R, and

(iv)I(•,(G
1,G2)•)I
2•<(•,(G
1,G
1)•)(•,(G2,G2)•)
foreach
{•,•} inY XY,
and if t• is in L(H,Y) and G = o(#), the aforementioned norm of G is the least

nonnegative
number
b such
that•(G,G)1/2••<b• foreach
• inY. In case
Y isfinite
dimensional,this norm may be shown to be equivalent to that correspondingto the

complex-valued
innerproductq: q(G1,G2) = traceof (G1,G2).
REMARK 3. With K(s,t) = 1 or 0 accordingly
ass is or is not t, {H,Q} is seento
be the familiar"direct sumof R copiesof the space{Y,(-,-) }" describedasfollows:H
is the set of all functions f from R to Y such that there is a nonnegative number b such

that•;tinMBf(t)Q2
•<b foreach
finite
subset
MofR,andQ(f,g)
= •;tinR(f(t),g(t))
for {f,g} in H X H - in the sensethat if e is a positivenumberand { f,g} is in H X H

thenthereis a finitesubset
M0 of R suchthat IQ(f,g)- •;t in M(f(t),g(t))l< e for each
finitesubset
M of R whichincludes
M0. Thefinalset(orrange)of thetransformation
o from Theorem5 is the setof all functionsG from R to L(Y)c suchthatif • isin Y

then thereis a nonnegative
number• suchthat •;t in M(•,G(t)G(t)*•)•<• for each
finitesubset
M of R: assertion
5(1) maybereadas(#(f),•)= •;t in R(G(t)f(t),•)'It will
followfrom Theorem15(1) that#(f) = •;t in RG(t)f(t) withrespect
to B'[I,but this
mayalsobeproveddirectlyfromTheorem5 because
of membership
in L(Y)c of the
weak(hence,
strong)
limit •;t in RG(t)G(t)*' Finally,in connection
withthepreceding

Remark
2, theformulas
(G1,G2) = •;t in RGI(t)G2(t)*maybenoted.

THEOREM
6. If eachof {Kc•,R,H•,Q
•} and(K•,R,H•,Q•}isa kernel
system,

mc•
• isthesettowhich
F belongs
onlyincase
(i) F isafunction
fromR XRtothe
set L(Y) and (ii) there is a nonnegativenumber b such that, if each of x and y is a
function from a finite subsetM of R to Y,
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IZ•I(X(S),F(s,t)y(t))l
2• b2Z•l(x(s),Ka(s,t)x(t))Z•l(Y(s),K
(s,t)y(t))
(with2I• denoting
• {s,t}inMXM), andTc•isthespace
ofallcontinuous
linear
transformations
from{H/•,QB)
to •Ha,Qa•,
thentheequations
ß(C)(s,t)•
=C(KB(-,t)•)(s),
forCinTc•,•s,t) inR XR,and• inY,
define
a reversible
lineartransformation
ß fromTaBontomc•suchthat,if the

ordered
pair•C,F) belongs
toß andAisthe(adjoint)
transformation
fromHa to
determined
byQa(f,Cg)
=QB(Af,g)
for{f,g•inHa XHl•,then
(1) in order that the nonnegative number b should satisfy condition (ii), it is

necessary
and
sufficinet
that,
foreach
ginH/•,
Qa(Cg,Cg)
• b2Q•(g,g),
(2) F(s,t)*•= A(Ka(-,s)•)(t)for each{s,t) in R X R and• in Y,
(3) (Af(t),•) = Q•(f,F(-,t)•) for eachf in Ha and •t,• ) in R X Y,

(4) (•,Cg(s))=
QB(F(s,')*•,g)
foreach
ginHBand
•s,•)inR X Y,and
(5) in casea isBandeachof •C1,F1) and •C2,F2) belongs
to eoandC = C1,C2,

(•,F(s,t)•?)
= QB(Fl(S,')*•,F2(',t)•)
for{s,t)inR X R, •,•) inY XY;
if, moreover,
Ha isa subset
of Hl•and•risthemember
of Tc•determined
bythe

condition
thatQ•(f,•rg)
=Q/•(f,g)
forall•f,g)inHa XH/•,then
•(rr)= Ka.
Theorem 6 arisesas in instance of Theorem 3.1 of [8, pages259-260], with the

three Corollariesthere indicated, but a proof may be constructedwith the help of the

present Theorems 0, 1, and 2 along the lines of the Proof which has been given for
Theorem 5. The somewhat more general Theorem 3.1 of [8] allows a possibility of

different
underlying
setsRa andRBforthetwokernel
systems:
thepresent
Theorem
5 isseento arisetherefrom
by takingthefirstsetRa to bedegenerate.
COROLLARY 6.1. In the context of Theorem 6, if F is a function from R X R

toL(Y)
cthen,
inorder
that
Pshould
besuch
amember
ofmc•
that
•-1(p)isalinear
isometry
from{H•,Q•}onto{Ha,Qa},
it isnecessary
andsufficient
that,foreach
{s,t}inR X Rand{•,r/}inY X Y,I'(-,s)•beinHa,I'(t,')*• beinH•,
Q•(I'(.,s)•,I'(.,t)n)
= (•,K•5(s,t)•),
and

Q•I'(s,-)*•,I'(t,-)*r/)= (•,K•(s,t)n>.
INDICATION

OF PROOF. As to the necessity, with A the adjoint (as in
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Theorem
6) of C= •-I(F), theconditions
areconsequent
to:CA= 1 onHa, and

AC= 1 onH13.
Regarding
thesufficiency,
supposing
F asindicated,
it must
beshown
thatF belongs
toma13:
if each
ofx andy isafunction
fromthefinite
subset
MofR
to Y then(by Schwarz's
inequality
for Qa,withZM asbefore)

IZl•iX(s),F(s,t)y(t)
>12
=IQa(Zs
inMKa
(',s)x(s)'Zt
inMF(',t)y(t))
]2
•<Zl•(X(s),Ka(s,t)s(t))
ZM(Y(s),K13(s,t)y(t)),

whence
Fisinmo•13.
Now,
with
Cand
Aasbefore,
if {s,t}isinRXRand{•,r/}isin
Y X Y then

(•,CA(Ka('
,t)•)(s))
=Q13(F(s,-)*
•,AKa(-,t)•)
=Q13(F(s,-)*•,F(t,'
)*•),
and

(•,AC(K13(-,t)r/)(s))
=Qa(F('
,s)•,CK13(',t)r/)
=Qa(F('
,s)•,F(',t)r/),
sothatCA= 1 ontheKa-polygons
andAC= 1 ontheK•polygons.
Continuity
and
density,onandin therespective
spaces,
insuretheasserted
conclusion.
COROLLARY6.2. If, in the contextof Theorem6 with a = 13,F is a function

fromR X R to L(Y) then,in orderthatF should
besucha member
of m1313
that

ß-I(F)isaQ•orthogonal
projection,
itisnecessary
and
sufficient
that,
foreach
{s,t
}
in R X Rand{•,r/}in Y X Y, F(-,s)•beinH13and

Q13(F('
,s)•,F('
,t)r/)=(•,F(s,t)r/>.
INDICATION
OFPROOF.
Astothenecessity,
withC= •-1(F),thecondition
is

a consequence
of:C=C2 andis Hermitian
withrespect
to Q13.
Regarding
the
sufficiency,
supposing
F asindicated,
if eachof x andy is a functionfromthefinite
subset
M of R to Y then(withZM asbefore),seriatim,

Zl•(Y(s),F(s,t)y(t))
=Q13(Zs
inMTM',s)y(s),Zt
inMF(',t)y(t))
•>0
(sothatF mapsR X R intoL(Y)c andF(s,t)*= F(t,s)for (s,t} in R X R),

{Zl•(Y(S),F(s,t)y(t))
}2=iQ13(Z
sinMK13("s)y(s)'Zt
inMF(',t)y(t))
12
• Z•l(Y(s),K•s,t)y(t))
Zl•l(Y(s),F(s,t)y(t)),
ZMiY(S),F(s,t)y(t))
•<ZM(Y(s),K•s,t)y(t)),
and

iZI•(x(s),F(s,t)y(t)>
]2=iQ13(Z
sinMK13
(''s)x(s)'Zt
inMr'(',t)y(t))12
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• Zl•(x(s),Kg(s,t)x(t))
22
'l•i(Y(s),F(s,t)y(t))
•<221•(x(s),Kt•(s,t)x(t))
2;I•(Y(s),Kt•(s,t)y(t)),

whence
F isinm/3/3.
Now,
with
C=cb
-1(I•),CisHermitian
with
respect
toQ/3
asa
consequenceof the fact noted above that I•(s,t)* = I•(t,s) for (s,t) in R X R. The

assumed
condition
on? now
implies
that
C=C2ontheK/3-polygons
and,
asinthe
indicated
argument
forCorollary
6.1,this
insures
that
C=C2onallof
THEOREM6sp. Supposeeachof A and B is in L(Y) c, m is the set to whichG
belongs only in case (i) G is in L(Y) and (ii) there is a nonnegative number b such

that,if {•,•1}is in Y X Y, I(•,G•?)[
•<b0A*•l]B*r/0,H1 istheorthogonal
projection
from Y ontothe •' •-closure
of A*(Y), II 2 is theorthogonal
projection
from Y onto
the •'•-closureof B*(Y), and T is the set of all membersD of L(Y) c suchthat

H1DH2 -- D. Thenthereis a reversible
lineartransformation
q•from T onto m such
that q•(D) = ADB* for eachD in T,' if, moreover,{D,G} is in q•,
(1) in order that the nonnegative number b should satisfy condition (ii), it is

necessaryand sufficient that, for each z in Y, 0Dz• •< b[IzD,and

(2) each
of A-1GandB'IG* isinL(y)Cand
D = A-I(B-1G*)*
= (B-I(A-1G)*)
*.
The foregoing proposition has been establishedas Lemma 3 in [9, page 49]; it
may be seen to arise from Theorem 6 as follows. Direct translation of Theorem 6

yields
q•(C)
=CBB*
forCinTot/3
, where
(cfTheorem
2sp)Aisalinear
isometry
from
{Hi(Y),(-,')} onto(A(Y),Qcr}andB is a linearisometry
from(H2(Y),(-,-)} onto

{B(Y),Qfi
}, andcbmaps
Tot/3
ontothesetm(corresponding
tomo•
8inTheorem
6)in

themanner
indicated.
Now
thefunction
•, •(C)= A-1CB
forCinTot/3
, isalinear
isometry
from
Tot/3
onto
thesetT:q•isthecomposite
cb[•
-1] from
Tonto
m.Itmay
benoted
that111
=A'IAand
H2--B-lB(cfLemma
2in[9,page
48]).
REMARK.For thecasethatG = G* in L(Y)candA belongs
to L(Y)+ andthere

isa b>•0 such
that](G•,•)]
•<b(A2•,•)foreach
• inY, thetransformation
D inT such
that D = D* andG = ADA (B = A in Theorem6sp)wasdiscovered
asa consequence
of
other considerationsin 1952 by B. S_z.-Nagy[21, pages290-291 ] in an investigation
of Hermitian moment sequenceson a (bounded) number interval: a 1955 footnote by

Sz.-Nagy [22, page 11] calls attention to those other considerations.A general

application
of theidea,withB = A notnecessarily
in L(Y)+, appears
in [9, Lemma
6,
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page 53]; see [9, page 79 f.] for acknowledgement of relevant priorities.

THEOREM7.Suppose
{H1,Q1) and {H2,Q2} are completeinnerproduct
spaces,
H1 isa linearsubspace
of H2,andrrisafunction
fromH2 to H1suchthat,for
each{f,g} in H1 X H2, Ql(f,rrg)= Q2(f,g).Withthe notational
conventions
(i) N 1
and N2 are the respective
normscorresponding
to the innerproducts
Q1 and Q2,

(ii) forj = 1 or 2, Tj isthealgebra
of continuous
lineartransformations
in thespace

{ Hj,Qj
}, (iii)if {A,B}isinT1XT2 thenA'istheadjoint
ofA withrespect
toQ1

andB"isthead]oint
ofBwith
respect
toQ2,(iv)rr1/2isthesquare
root
ofrrwhich
isHermitian
andnonnegative
withrespect
toQ2'and(v)rr-1istheinverse
ofthe
restriction
ofrr,andrr-1/2theinverse
oftherestriction
ofrr1/2,totheN2-closure
of
H1' thefollowing
statements
aretrue:

(1)H1is•rl/2(H2)andQl(f,g)=Q2(rr-1/2f,rr-1/2g)forall
{f,g}
inH1XH1and
if {A,B}isinT1 X T2 thenA isasubset
of Bonlyincase
A'•'= rrB";
(2) if B is in T2 andB(H1)liesin H1 thentherestriction
to H1of B isin T 1and

has
norm,
with
respect
toN1,thenorm
ofrr-1/2Brrl/2
with
respect
toN2;
(3)if AisinT1then
rr-1/2Arr
1/2isinT2,(rr-1/2Arrl/2)"
=rr-1/2A'
rrl/2,
and
A
istherestriction
toH1ofa member
oft 2 onlyincase
A'rr(H2)
liesinrr(H2),
inwhich

case
rr-lA'rr
belongs
toT2andAisasubset
of(rr-l
A'rr)";
(4) if B isin T2 thenBrr= rrBonlyin casethereisa member
A oft 1suchthatA
is a subsetof B and A' is a subsetof B";

(5)if AisinT1then
Arrrr
1/2= rrArr
1/2only
incase
there
isamember
Boft2
suchthat A isa subsetof B and A' isa subsetof B".

A PROOF FOR 7(1). The formulasfor H 1 and Q1 are a consequence
of

Theorem
2spapplied
in thespace
{H2,Q2)instead
of (Y,(-,')}. If {A,B}is in
T 1 XT 2,

Ql(f,A'rrg
- rrB"g)
= Q1(Af,rrg)
- Q2(f,B"g)
= Q2(Af-Bf,g)
forall(f,g}inH1 X H2,sothatA = BonH1onlyincase
A'rr= rrB".
A PROOF FOR 7(2). In the presence
of Theorem3sP(1),thisis an application
of Theorems 3 and 5 of [7, pages666-667]. It may be argued directly, however, as

follows.
Assuming
thatBisinT2 andB(H1)liesinH1,Theorem
3sP(1)
applied
inthe
space
{ H2,Q2} assures
theexistence
of anonnegative
number/3
such
that
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iff isinH2then
Q2(f,[B•r
i/2][B•r
I/2]"f)• •2Q2(f,•rf);
by thedefinitionof thenormN2, thisisequivalent
to

iffisinH2then
N2([B•rl/2]
"f)• N20rl/2f);
bySchwarz's
inequality
andthedefinition
of[B•r
1/2]", thisisequivalent
to

if (f,g)isinH2 XH2then
IQ2(f,B•r
1/2g)[
• • N20rl/2f)N2(g);
byTheorem
2spapplied
inthespace
(H2,Q2
}, thisisequivalent
to

ifgisinH2then
N20r-i/2B•r
i/2g)• N2(g);
since
B•r
i/2is0ontheQ2-orthogonal
complement
ofH1, this
isequivalent
to
ifgisinH2then
N20r-1/2B•r
1/2g
) • • N20r-1/2•rl/2g);
finally,thissaysthatif f isin H I thenN i (Bf) •/• N 1(f), andallisproved.

A PROOF
FOR7(3). Assuming
thatA isinTI, if (f,g}isinH2 X H2 then

Q1Ori/2f,A•r1/2g)
=Q20r1/2•r
1/2f,•r-i/2A•
r1/2g)
=Q2(f,•
r-1/2A•
r1/2g),
sothat•r-1/2A•rl/2
isinT2 and(•r-1/2A•rl/2)"
= •r-1/2A'•rl/2.
According
tothe
Statement
7(1), if A is a subset
of themember
B of T2 thenA'•r= •rB"sothat
A'•r(H2)liesin •r(H2).Suppose,
now,that A'•r(H2)liesin •r(H2)'by (7(2), the

restriction
to H0 = •r(H2)of A' isin thealgebra
TOdetermined
bytheinnerproduct

Q0(f,g)
= Q2(•r'lf,•r-lg)
for(f,g}in H0 XH0. Byapplying
thefirstpartof this
argument
tothepair(T0,T2),
onesees
that•r-lA'•r
belongs
toT2 andonemay
consider
themember
B=(•r-iA'•r)"
ofT2:
B•rl/2= [•rl/2(•r-iA'•r)]
,, = [•r-1/2A'•r
] ,, = •rl/2(•r-i/2A'•rl/2)"
= •rl/2•r-1/2A•rl/2
'
sothatB•r1/2= A•r1/2,andthisiswhatremained
tobeproved.
A PROOFFOR7(4). Suppose
thatB isin T2. By7(1), if thereisa member
A of

T1 suchthatA is a subset
of B andA' is a subset
of B",then•rB"= B"•rsothat
Bn= nB. Suppose,now, that B•r= •rB: it followsthat •rB"= B" •r, and it is a property

of nonnegative
Hermitian
square
roots
that•r1/2commutes
withB andwithB".By
7(2),therestriction
to H1 of B is in Ti, asistherestriction
to H1 of B".Finally,if
eachof f andg isin theN2-closure
of H 1 then

Q1(•r1/2f,
B•r1/2g)
=Q10r
1/2f,•r
i/2Bg
) =Q2(f,Bg
)
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=Q2(B"f,g)
= Ql(rrl/2B"f,
rrl/2g)
=Q1(B"rr
1/2f,rr
1/2g).
A PROOFFOR7(5). Suppose
A isin T 1.If thereisa member
B oft 2 suchthat
A is a subsetof B and A' is a subsetof B" then,by 7(4), Brr= rrBsothat Art = rrA on

H1,i.e.,Arrrr
1/2= rrArr
1/2.Suppose,
now,
thatArt=rrAonH1;it iseasily
checked
thattherestriction
toH1ofrr1/2isHermitian
and
nonnegative
withrespect
toQI'
Therefore
Art
1/2= rrl/2A
andA'rr
1/2=rrl/2A'
onHi: hence
rr-1/2Arrl/2
=A and
•r-1/2A'•t
1/2=A' onH1.By7(2),rr-1/2Arrl/2
belongs
toT2 and(•r-1/2A•rl/2)"=
•r-1/2A'•rl/2,
sothattheproof
iscomplete.
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 7. If, with the suppositionsof Theorem 7,

{H1,Q1}and{H2,Q2} arecomplete
innerproduct
spaces
offunctions
froma setR to

thespace
Y withevaluation
kernels
K1andK2, respectively,
and{A,B}isin T 1 X T2,
then

(1) in order that A should be a subsetof B, it is necessaryand sufficient that if

(t,•} isin R X Y thenA'(Ki(-,t)•) = ,rB"(K2(',t)•),and
(2) if A is a subsetof B then, in order that A' shouldbe a subsetof B", it is

necessary
andsufficient
that,for {t,r/}inR X Y, B(Kl(-,t)r/)= rrB(K2(-,t)•).
INDICATIONOF PROOF.It isclearthatKl(-,t)• = rr(K2(-,t)•)foreacht in R
and• in Y since,for eachf in H 1,

Q1(f,K1( ß,t)r/)= (f(t),r/)= Q2(f,K2(ß,t)r/);

fromthedensity
(forj= 1 or2) oftheKj-polygons
in{Hj,Qj},
assertions
(1)and
(2)
are consequences,
respectively,of (1) and (4) of Theorem 7.

REMARK1. The supposition
in Theorem7 that {H1,Q1} is continuously
included(or continuously
situated)in {H2,Q2} is, according
to Theorem3(1),
automatically
satisfiedwith H 1 a subsetof H2 for the spaces
of primaryconcern
in
the present context, spacesof Y-valued functions having evaluation kernelsrelatively

to the inner product (-,'). It may be noted, asI haveshownelsewhere[ 11], that if the

complete
innerproductspace{ H2,Q2} is continuously
includedin a complete
inner

product
space
{H,Q} suchthatH2 isa proper
dense
linearsubspace
of {H,Q}then

thereexisttwo complete
innerproduct
spaces
(H1,Q1} and{H3,Q3} suchthat
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(i) {H1,Q1
} iscontinuously
included
in {H2,Q2},(H2,Q
2} iscontinuously
included
in (H3,Q3},and(H3,Q3} is continuously
included
in {H,Q},(ii) H1 isdense
in

(H,Q}andH3 isnotallof H, and(iii) H1 isnotdense
in {H2,Q2
} andH2 isnot
dense
in (H3,Q3}.Hence,theformulation
of Theorem
7 maynotbetautologically
amiss.

REMARK 2. The construction recalled in the preceding Remark was carried out

[11] with the help of those portions of the 1959 results [7, Theorems 1-5] (and the

1962 results[9, Lemmas1-3]) which are includedin the presentTheorems2sp,
3sP(1),and 6sp.Meanwhile,thoseearlierresultshavebeennotedseparately
by others
(e.g., by R. G. Douglas [2] and by Yu. L. Shmulyan [19])

and have been used

effectively by Fillmore and Williams [4, Theorem 2.1 et seq.] in expositionabout the
lattice of operator ranges(or Julia varieties,or semiclosed-subspaces)
in Y. As has been
observedby Shmulyan [ 19, page 400], suchresultscan be effective in an investigation

of linear fractionaltransformations
with L(y)C-coefficients[7 ].
Characterization of He!linger Integral Spaces. From here onward, as indicated in
the Introduction, it is assumedthat R is a pre-ring of subsetsof the set L filling up L,
F is the family consistingof all finite subcollectionsM of R such that no element of L

belongs
to two setsin M, and(for eacht in R) Pt isa transformation
suchthatif k isa
finitelyadditivefunctionfrom R to Y or to L(Y) thenPtk isa functionfromR (to Y

or to L(Y), respectively)
determined
asfollows:if sisin R, Ptk(s)= 0 or Zv in Mk(v)
accordingly as s does not intersect t or M is a member of F which fills up st.

THEOREM 8. If (K,R,H,Q} is a kernel systemsuch that eachmember of H is a

finitelyadditive
functionfrom R to Y andsuchthat,for eacht in R, Pt mapsH intoH
and the restrictionof Pt to H is Hermitianwith respectto Q, thenthefunction

o•(t)= K(t,t)for eacht in R, isfinitelyadditive
fromR to L(Y)+ and,for each( s,t} in
R X R, K(s,t)= (Pto0(s).
PROOF. With o•defined as indicated, if f is in H and { s,t} is in R X R and r/is in

Y theno•(t)= K(t,t),a member
of L(Y)+ by Theorem
2, and
Q(f,PsK(',t)r/)
= (Psf(t),r/)=(Ptf(s),r/)=Q(f,PtK(-,s)r/)
sothatPsK(-,t)r/=PtK(-,s)r/and,for eachmemberM of F fillingup t,

o•(t)= Zv in MPvK(',t)(v) = Zv in MPtK(-,v)(v)= Zv in MK(v,v);
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hence
cris finitelyadditive
fromR to L(Y)+. Now,if sandt aremembers
of R, oneof
these cases arises: either

s does not intersect

t in which

case

(i) Ptcr(s)
= 0 = PtK(-,s)(s)= PsK(-,t)(s)= K(s,t),
or s is a subset of t in which

case

(ii) Ptcr(s)
= K(s,s)= PtK(',s)(s)= PsK(',t)(s)= K(s,t),
or s intersects t but is not a subset of t in which case there is a member M of F filling

up s, with a subcollection W filling up the intersection st, so that

(iii) Ptcr(s)
= 23
v in WK(v,v)= 2;vin wPtK(',v)(v)

= 22vin WPv
K(-,t)(v)= 22
v in WK(v,t)= 22vin MK(v,t)= K(s,t).

THEOREM
9. Suppose
crisafinitelyadditive
function
fromR to L(Y)+, andf is
a finitely additive function from R to Y such that if v is in R then f(v) is in

or(v)
1/2(y).Then,
if MandWaremembers
ofFsuch
thateach
setinMisfilledupby
a subcollection of W,

23s
inM•cr(s)-l/2f(s)•2
•<23t
inW•cr(t)-l/2f(t)•2Theorem9 is a consequence
of Theorem3sP(2), on the basisof which onesees
that if U is a subcollection of W filling up the member s of M then

•cr(s)-l/2f(s)•2
•<2;v
inU•cr(v)-l/2f(v)fl2;
for scalar valued cr this has been seen [ 12, Theorem 1] from Schwarz's inequality. The

inequalityfromTheorem3sP(2)invokedhereis:if eachof A andB isin L(Y)+ andx

isinA1/2(Y)andy isinB1/2(Y),
thenx+yisin(A+B)I/2(Y)
and
[l(A+B)-l/2(x+y)[12
•<[1A-1/2x[l
2 + •B-1/2y•
2.
Theoriginal
formof thisproposition
was:if eachof A andB is in L(Y)+ andx is a
member of A(Y) and y is a member of B(Y), such that x+y is in (A+B)(Y), then

(x+y,(A+B)-I
(x+y))•<(x,A-lx)+ (y,B'ly)
[8, Lemma 1.1 on page 254] (Abstract 728t, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc., 61(1955), 537).

THEOREM10. If cris a finitelyadditivefunctionfrom R to L(Y)+ andf is a
finitely additive function from R to Y and b >• O, the following are equivalent:
(1) there is a real nonnegativefinitely additive function h defined on R such that

if{t,,/}
isinRXYthen
I(f(t),,/)[
2•<h(t)(,/,cr(t)r•)
and
fL/F
h•<b,
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(2) if M is a member of F then, for eachfunction x from M to Y,

IZtinMff(t),x(t))t2
•<bZt inM(x(t),a(t)x(t))'
and
(3) if visinRthenf(v)isina(v)l/2(Y)
and,
foreach
member
MofF,

ZtinMl]a(t)-l/2f(t)02
•<b.
PROOF. As in the Proof given for [12, Theorem 2], if condition (3) holds then

itisaconsequence
ofTheorem
9that
the
equations
h(t)
=ft/FDa-1/2f•
2,for
tinR,
definea realnonnegative
finitely additivefunctionh on R and,by Theorems
2spand
9, if (t,r/) is in R X Y then

I(f(t),r/)l
2 •<Da(t)
-1/2f(t)•2(rl,a(t)rl)
•<h(t)(r/,a(t)r/).
The implication from (1) to (2) is a consequenceof Schwarz's inequality coupled with

the finitely additive character of h; if (2) holds then (3) is a consequenceof Theorem

2spapplied
intheproduct
space
yM foreach
member
M ofthefamily
F.
THEOREM11. If a is a finitelyadditive
functionfrom R to L(Y)+ thenthe
collectionHa, of all finitely additivefunctionsf from R to Y suchthat(for some
nonnegative number b) one of the three conditions in Theorem 10 holds, is a linear

spaceof functions
from R to Y, thereisa normNa for Ha suchthatif f isin Ha then

Na(f)
2=fL/FOa-1/2f•
2,and
Haiscomplete
with
respect
toNa.
Theorem 11 may be proved as a consequence of Theorems 9 and l0 with the

help of the observation
that if f is in Ha then Na(f) is the squareroot of the least
nonnegative number b such that one of the three conditions in Theorem l0 holds. The
result may be viewed as a translation of relevant portions of [ 12, Theorem 3] from

thecontext
inwhich
awas
scalar
valued
and
existence
offL/F
awas
given.

THEOREM12. If a isa finitelyadditive
function
fromR to L(Y)+ thenthereis

aninnerproductQafor thespaceHa (described
in Theorem
11) suchthat

Qa(f,g)
=fL/F(a-1/2f,
a-1/2g)for
each
{f,g)
inHaXHa,
andif t isin RthenPtmaps
Ha intoHa and,foreach(f,g)inHa X Ha,

qa(Ptf,
g)=ft/F(a-1/2f,a-1/2g)
=qa(f,ptg);
withKa(s,t
) = (Pta)(s)
for (s,t)in R X R, (Ka,R,Ha,Qa)
isa kernel
system.
PROOF. Thisargumentis patternedafterthat givenfor [ 12, Theorem6], andas
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in thatargument
theexistence
of theindicated
functionQo•followsfrom

23u
inMHa(u)-I/2[f(u)
+g(u)l
[12
- ZuinM[1a(u)-I/2
[f(u)-g(u)l

=4ReZuinM(a(u)-I/2f(u),a(u)-I/2g(u))
asa setof identities,
{ f,g} in Ha X Ha andM in F. It isclearfromthisthatif f is in

Ha then
Qa(f,f)=
Na(f)2
, sothatQaisaninner
product
forHa withcorresponding
normNa: the space{Ha,Qa}is complete.
If {f,g} is in Ha X Ha, theindicated
integralformulasfor Qa(Ptf,g)and Qo•(f,Ptg
) (for t in R) may be verifiedby
consideringmembersof F havingsubcollectionsfilling up t. There remainsonly the

verificationthat the indicatedfunctionKo•is the evaluation
kernelin the space

{ Ha,Qtx};if f is in Ha and(t,r•} is in R X Y then,for eachmember
W off having
a
subcollectionM filling up t,

ZuinW(a(u)-I/2ffu),a(u)
-1/2Kot(u,t)r/)
=ZvinM(a(v)'l/2f(v),a(v)l
= Zv in M(f(v),r/)= (f(t),r/),
sothat Qa(f,Ka(.,t),?)= (f(t),r/).
THEOREM 13. If H is a linear spaceof finitely additivefunctionsfrom R to Y
then, in order that Q should be an inner product for H such that
(i)

the space {H,Q} is complete,

(ii) if s is in R, evaluationat s is continuousfrom { H,Q} to { Y,(.,')}, and

(iii) for eacht in R, therestriction
to H of Ptisa Q-orthogonal
projection,
it is necessaryand sufficient that there exist a finitely additive function a from R to

L(Y)+such
that{H,Q}isthespace
{Ha,Qa}
described
inTheorems
11-12.
Theorem 13 is a consequence
of Theorem 1 and Theorems8 through 12.

TERMINOLOGY.
If a is a finitelyadditive
functionfromR to L(Y)+ thenthe

Hellinger
integral
space
generated
bya isthespace
{Ha,Qa}fromTheorems
11-12.
REMARK. Supposethat f is a finitely additive function from R to Y, W is a
finite subcollection of R, and x is a function from W to Y. Let M be a member of F

such that each set in W is filled up by a subcollection of M and each set in M is a

subsetof someset in W; if t is in W then M(t) denotesthe set to whichv belongsonly
in casev is a member of M lying in t, and if u is in M then W(u) is the set to which s
belongs only in case s is a member of W which includes u. Let z be the function from
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MtoY such
thatz(u)= 2;xinW(u)
x(s)foreach
uinM:

23tinW(f(t),x(t))
= 23tinW23v
inM(t)(f(v),x(t))
= 23u
inM23s
inW(u)(f(u),x(s)
)
= 2;uin M<f(u),z(u)>'

If, moreover,
a is a tiNtelyadditivefunctionfromR to L(Y)+ andK is definedon
R X R by K(s,t)= Pta(s)for (s,t} in R X R, then

23(s,t)
inWXW<X(s),K(s,t)x(t)
>= 2;{u,t)inMXW<Z(u),K(u,t)x(t)
>
= 23(u,v)inMXM<Z(u),K(u,v)z(v)
>,
andthislattersumis23uin M<Z(U),a(u)z(u)
>'Thistypeof computation
maybeseen
to
establisha connectionbetweenthe arguments
givenin supportof Theorems10

through12 andthe indication
givenfor a Proofof Theorem
2: indeed,Theorem
2
may be regarded,
in thisway, asimplicitlyincluding
Theorems10, 11, and12. It will

be seenin Theorem14, however,that the approximation
process
indicatedfor the

innerproductQ in connection
with Theorem2 hasa specialsignificance
in the

Hellinger
integral
spaces
relatively
to thesubdivision
refinement
process
F, onewhich
allowsa sharpening
of assorted
results
recorded
in Theorems
3, 5, and6.
SpecialContinuous
LinearTransformations.
Let 52now denotea collectionof

finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to L(Y)+. Foreach
finitelyadditive
function
a from

R to L(Y)
+, (Ha,Qc
•) istheHellinger
integral
space
generated
bya, Ka isthe
evaluation
kernel
in thespace
(Ha,Qa}sothatKa(s,t
) =Pta(s)
for(s,t)inR X R,
andNa is thenormcorresponding
to theinnerproduct
Qa sothatNa(f)=

Qa(f,
01/2
={fL/FDa-1/2f•2)
1/2
for
finHaTHEOREM
14.Suppose
• isin52and,
foreach
member
MofF,I-I•(M)
isthe

function
from
H•toyRsuch
that
iffisinH•and
sisinRthen
l-I/•(M)f(s)
=2;tinM[/•(t)-I/2Pt/•(s)]
*/•(t)
-1/2f(t)
ß
For eachmemberM of thefamily F,

(1)I-Io(M)
istheQlyorthogonal
pro/ection
from
H•onto
thesubspace
ofH•to
whichgbelongs
onlyin case
thereisa function
x fromM to Y such
that,if t isinM,
x(t) is in the U'U-closure
of the •(t)-imageof Y and
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g(s)
=23
t inM[i5(t)-I/2Pti5(s)]
*x(t)for
each
sinR,
(2)theQ•-orthogonal
complement
oftheIIs(M)-image
ofHi5
isthesubset
ofHi5
towhich
themember
f ofHi5
belongs
only
incase
f(t)=0foreach
t inM,and
(3) if (f,g)belongs
toHi5X Hi5then

Qis(fIIis(M)f,g
-IIis(M)g)
=Qis(f,g)
-ZtinM(•(t)-I/2f(t)'is(t)-I/2g(t))
PROOF.Suppose
i5is in •2 andM isin F. Withreference
to Theorem
4, for each

t inM,letZt betheI1'l-closure
oftheis(t)-image
ofY,Xt bethelinear
isometry
from
(Zt,(-,-)
} into(His,Qi5
} given
by

Xt(r/)(s
) =[is(t)
-1/2Ptis(s)]
*r/for{r/,s}
inZt XR,
and
•rt betheQi5-orthogonal
projection
from
Hi5
onto
Xt(Z
t)given
by

•rtf(s
) =[is(t)-l/2Ptis(s)]
*is(t)-l/2f(t)for
(f,s}
inHi5
XR.
If t is in M then it is known from Theorem 4(3) that

(i) Qfl(f,Xt(r/))
=qg(t)
-1/2f(t),r/)
for{f,r/}
inHi5
XZt,and
(ii)theQis-orthogonal
complement
ofXt(Z
t) isthesubspace
ofHi5
towhich
the
member
f ofHi5belongs
onlyincase
f(t)= 0.
Hence,
if t andu areinM then•ru•r
t isthezeroprojection
inthespace
(His,Qis}.

Inasmuch
asIIis(M)
=Zt inM•rt
, alltheassertions
ofthepresent
Theorem
may
beseen
asconsequences
of theforegoing
facts- withthehelpof theformulas

Qfl(fIIis(m)f,g
-IIis(m)g)
=Qis(f,g)
-ZtinmQis(f,Xt
(iS(t)-I/2g(t)))
for(f,g}inHi5XHis.
REMARK1. The following
approximation
process
is implicitin Theorem14.If

i5isinFZandf isinHi5thentheequations,

h(t)(s)
= [is(t)
-1/2Ptis(s)]
*is(t)
-1/2f(t)
for(s,t},
inRXR,

define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHi5
such
that
f =fL/F
hwith
respect
tothe
norm
Nis.
Moreover,
in case
i5isscalar
valued
(asin [12,Theorem
8]) andM isin F andf isin

His,
IIis(M)f
=Zt inMPt
iS'•(t)
where,
foreach
t inM,•(t)is0orf(t)/is(t)
accordingly
asfl(t) is the scalarzero or not.

REMARK2. Withreference
to thedisplayed
formulain Theorem14(1),fori5in

FZ
and
MinF,itmay
beshown
that
Qis(g,g)
=I;t inM•x(t)•2;
if,inparticular,
[ isa
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function
fromM to Y such
thatx(t)=/•(t)l/2•(t)fort inM thenit maybeseen
from
the following type of computation,

=(/3(t)
1/2•(t),i3(t)-1/2Pt/•(s)r/)
([/•(t)
-1/2Pt/•(s)
]*/•(t)
1/2•(t),r/)
=(•(t),/•(t)
1/2/•(t)-I/2Pt/•(s)r/>
= (•(t),Pt•(s)n)
,

thatg= Zt inMPt/•'•(t)
andthatQtl(g,g)
= Zt inM(•(t),/•(t)•(t))'
Now,it isknown
(cf.
[7, Theorem
2], [8, Lemma
3.1], or [4, page
259])thatifA belongs
toL(Y)+ then,

in orderthattheA-image
of Y should
betheAl/2-image
ofY, it isnecessary
and
sufficient that the A-image of Y should be •'•-closed: hence, unless Y is finite

dimensional,it can not be proved that each such function g is of the latter form for
some function • from M to Y.

REMARK 3. An R-simplefunction (determined by the memberM of F) from L
to Y is a function • from L to Y suchthat • is constanton eachset in M and, if p is in

L but not in any set in M, •(p) = 0: it may be noted that if • is determinedby the

member
M0 of F then• isalsodetermined
byeachmember
M of F suchthateachset
in M0 is filledupbya subcollection
of M. Suppose/•
isin I2 andc isa choice
function

fromR, i.e.,if t isin R thenct isanelement
of t: thereisafunction
q/•such
thatif
eachof •1 and•2 is an R-simple
functiondetermined
by themember
M of F then

q/•(•l,•2
) = Zt inM(•l(Ct),/•(t)•2(ct
))' Withtheusual
identification
ofa space
h/•of
equivalenceclassesof R-simple functions,one has an inner product spacewhich may

be denoted
by {h/•,q•}:thecomputations
fromthepreceding
Remark
serve
to
identify
a linear
isometry
6 from{h/•,q•}
ontoa dense
linear
subspace
of
6(•) = Zt in MPt/•'•(ct
) with the usualslurring
of identification
of functions
with

equivalence
classes,
sothat{H/•,Q•}
isseen
asacompletion
of{h/•,q/•}.
Indeed
itmay
beseen
thateach
continuous
linear
function
3,from(hi3,q
•} tothescalars
hasthe
formX(•)= Zt inM(•(ct
),f(t))forsome
f inH/•,with• (representing
anelement
ofh/•)
determined by the member M of F. An interpretation of the facts indicated in the
latter part of Remark 2 is that, for fixed M in F, the set of equivalenceclasseshaving

representatives
determined
byMneed
notbeclosed
inthecompletion
of {h/•,q•}
if Y
is infinite

dimensional.
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THEOREM15. If13isin I2 thentheequations
o(#)(t)r/= #(Pt13'r/),
for t in Rand
•7in Y, define a reversiblelinear transformationo from the collection of all continuous

linearfunctions
# from{H/j,Q13}
to {Y,(-,')}ontothecollection
of allfinitely
additive
functions
GfromR toL(Y)csuch
thatif • isinY thenG'*• belongs
toHB,
and if {#,G} is in o then

(1)forf inH13
and
MinF,#(II13(M)f)
=ZtinM[13(t)-l/2g(t)*]
*13(t)-l/2f(t)
so

that,
for
each
finH•,#(f)
=fL/F
[13-1/2G'*
].13-1/2f
with
respect
to•'•,and
(2) o is an isometry in the sensethat, if b >• 0, theseare equivalent.'

(i) •#(f)••<b N13(f)for
each
f inH13,
and

(ii)•fL/F[•i/2G
'*]*[13-1/2G-*]
[••<b2•[•for
each
•inY.

One may view Theorem 15 as an applicationof Theorem 5 (in the context of the
presentsection), asreinforcedby Theorem 14 together with the computations:

(#(II•(M)
f),[)=Q13(II•(M)f,G'*[)
=23
t inM•(t)-I/2f(t),13(t)-I/2G(t)*[)
for appropriate M, f, and [. The integral indicated in 15(2)(ii) is identified as the

memberB of L(Y)+ suchthat#(G'*[) = B[ for each[ in Y, asin 15(1);hencethis
integralexistsasa stronglimit in L(Y) c. Furtherproofseems
unnecessary.
REMARK 1. Suppose,as in Remark 1 following Theorem 5, that r is in R and

/,t(f)=fir)forf in H13,
andletG= o(bt):foreach
tin R,G(t)=PtB(r).
If•isinY
thenQfi(G'*•,G'*•)
= (•,13(r)•);
if b>•0,these
areequivalent:
(i) []f(r)II
•<b N13(f)
foreach
f inH13,
and
(ii) 013(r)1/2•
•<b[]•foreach
• inY;
this provides some sharpeningof Theorem 13, even as Theorem 5 does of Theorem 1.

REMARK2. The L(y)C-valued inner product as suggestedin Remark 2
following Theorem 5, adapted to the context of Theorem 15, takes the form

(G1
'G2)
=fL/F[13-1/2G
I '*l *[13-1/2G2'*]
'
the latterintegralsexistingasstronglimitsin L(Y) c. It maybe shown,with the helpof
[7, Theorem 5, page667], that this is the Hellinger operator integralinvestigatedby

Yu.L. Shmulyan
[17]- butnotheretofore
connected
withthespace
{H13,Q13}.
If k is
a function from a member M of F to L(Y) c then there is a member{#,G} of the
transformation

o in Theorem

15 which arises from the formulas
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#(f) = Zr in Mk(r)f(r) andG = Zr in Mk(r)Prf,
andit maybeshownthat(G,G)= Zr in Mk(r)f(r)k(r)*' An analysis,
analogous
to that
indicated in Remarks 2 and 3 following Theorem 14, would be available for R-simple

functionsfrom L to L(Y) c, but detailsseeminappropriateat this point. Such an

analysis
doesprovidean alternative
description
of the integrals
(G1,G2)ashasbeen
given, for the case of finite dimensional Y, by Shmulyan [18] and by Habib Salehi

[16]: with finite dimensional Y, there is also available the complex inner product

q(G1,G2)= traceof (G1,G2) (cf. Remark2 following
Theorem
5).

THEOREM
16. If each
ofc•andf isin12,mo•
fiisthesettowhich
F belongs
only
in caseP is a function from R X R to L(Y) such that (i) if t is in R then each of P(' ,t)
and P(t,-) is finitely additive and (ii) there is a nonnegativenurnber b such that, if
each of x and y is a function from a member M of F to Y,

1231•I
(x(s),p(s,t)y(t))12
•<b223s
inM•ø•(s)l/2x(s)•2Zt
inM•f(t)l/2y(
t)•2
(withZ•i denoting
Z{s,t}inMXM
), andTaf
t isthespace
ofallcontinuous
linear
transformations
from{Hf,Qf}to{Ho•,Qo•},
then
theequations
cI,(C)(s,t)n
=C(Ptf.n)(s),for
CinTc•f,rs,t}inR X R,andr•inY,
definea reversible
lineartransformation
cI)fromTo•
fi ontomc•
f suchthat,if the
ordered
pair{C,P} belongs
to cI)andA isthe(adjoint)
transformation
fromHc•to

Hfdetermined
byQo•(f,Cg)
=Qf(Af,g)
for{f,g}inHc•XHf,then
(1) in order that the nottnegative number b should satisfy condition (ii), it is

necessary
andsufficient
that,foreach
ginHf,No•(Cg
) •<b Nf(g),
(2) ['(s,t)*•= A(PsC•.•)(t)for
each{ s,t}in R X Rand• in Y,

(3) /f f isinHa then
theequations
h(t)(s)=
[a(t)-l/2p(t,s)]
*a(t)-l/2fft),
for

{s,t
} inRXR,define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHfsuch
that
Af=fL/F
hwith
respect
to
Nf sothat,foreachsin R,

Af(s)
=fL/F
[øF1/2p("s)]
*oF
1/2f
with
respect
to•'•,
(4)if gisinHfthen
theequations
h(t)(s)
= [f(t)-l/2p(s,t)*]
*f(t)-l/2g(t),
for

{s,t}
inRXR define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHot
such
that
Cg= fL/F
hwith
respect
to Nc•sothat,for eachsin R,
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Cg(s)
--fL/F[tT1/2F(s,')
*]./•-l/2g
with
respect
to0'[1,
and
(5) in case a is [3 and eachof (C1,F1) and (C2,F2) belongsto ß and

C = C1C2, if (s,t) isin R X R andrl isin Y then

F(s,t)r/-fL/F[iT1/2F
i(s,')
*]*[/•'1/2F2(',t)]
r/with
respect
to
INDICATION OF PROOF. To seethis Theorem as in interpretation of Theorem
6 in the context of the present section, one may first note that if M is a finite subset

of R then there is a member W of F such that each set in M is filled up by a

subcollection
of W:hence,
thesetmot/5
described
hereisthema/•fromTheorem
6.
Therefore, the computations (with s in R)

(AIIa(M)f(s),r/)
=Q•(IIa(M)f,F(',s)r/)
=ZtinM(a(t)-l/2f(t),a(t)-l/2F(t,s)r/),

([,CIIB(M)g(s))
=Q•(F(s,')*
•,IIB(M)g)
=2tinMqS(t)-l/2F(s,t)*
•,B(t)'l/2g(t))
'
for appropriate M, f, g, [, and r•, serve to make Theorem 14 applicable and so all
assertionsthrough 16(5) are seento be consequencesof correspondingonesfrom 6.
COROLLARY

16.1. If, in the context of Theorem 16, F is a function from

RXRtoL(Y)
cthen,
inorder
that
Fshould
besuch
amember
ofme•[3
that
•-I(F)isa
linear
isometry
from(HB,QB)
onto(Ha,Qa),
it isnecessary
andsufficient
that,for
each
(s,t}inR XRand(•,•1)inY XY,F(-,s)[beinHa,F(t,-)*r/be
inHB,

fL/F(a-1/2F(
-,s)[,a-1/2F(.,t)r•)
=([,Pt•(s)r•),
and

fL/F(B1/2F(s,.).
•,[•-1/2
F(t,-)*r•)
=([,Pta(s)r•).
Corollary 16.1 is an interpretation of Corollary 6.1 in the context of the present
section, and may be argued from Theorem 16 even as Corollary 6.1 was shown to
follow

from Theorem

6.

REMARK. It was shown by F. Riesz in 1910 (cf. Lemma on page 75 of [14])
that the Lebesguespacesof (equivalence classesof) square-summablemeasurable
scalarfunctions may always be realized as Hellinger integral spaces.Thus, the present

Corollary 16.1 may be seento include S. Bochner's1934 Theorem [14, page291 f.]
on representingthe unitary transformationsin suchspaces:Bochner'scitedTheorem
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correspondsto the casewherein (i) Y is the complex plane, (ii) R is the pre-ring of all
bounded right-closed intervals on the real line L, and (iii) each of e and 13is the

restriction to R of Lebesguemeasure,i.e., is ordinary length.
COROLLARY 16.2. If, in the context of Theorem 16 with e = 13,F is a function

fromR X R to L(Y) then,in orderthatF should
besucha member
of m131•
that

•-l(p)isaQiTorthogonal
projection,
itisnecessary
and
sufficient
that,
foreach
(s,t)
inR X Rand{•,r/}inY XY, P(-,s)•beinH13and

fL/F(13 -1/2r('
,t)n>
=
Corollary 16.2 is an interpretation of Corollary 6.2 in the context of the present
section, and may be argued from Theorem 16 with the help of the following: if F
satisfies the indicated conditions then, for each function x from a finite subset M of R

toY,(with•;• denoting
E{s,t} inMXM)

zfi(x(s),I'(s,t)x(t)>
=Q13(E
sinmr(',s)x(s),Zt
inmI'(',t)x(t))
>•0,
whenceF mapsR X R into L(Y) c, F(s,t)* = F(t,s) for {s,t} in R X R, andif s isin R
then F(s,-) is finitely additive.
REMARK.

As an illustration of Corollary 16.2, with reference to Theorem 14, it

may be noted that if 13is in I2 and M is in F then, for each {s,t) in R X R,

ß(H13(m))(s,t)
=•uinm[13(u)-1/2Pu13(s)]
*[18(u)-l/2Pu13(t)]
ß
THEOREM
17.If each
of e and13isin I2, me13(P
) isthese,
t towhich
Gbelongs
only in case (i) G is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) and (ii) there is a
nonnegative number b such that

[(•,G(t)r/)l
2 •<b2(•,e(t)•)
(rl,13(t)rl)
foreach
t inRand{•,r/}inY X Y,
andTe13(P)
isthespace
ofallcontinuous
linear
transformations
Cfrom{ I-le,Qo}
to
{He,Q•}such
thatC(Ptg
) =Pt(Cg)
foreach
{t,g}inR X H13,
then
theequations
ß(C)(t)r/=C(Pt13-r/)(t
),forCinTe/•(P),
t inR,andrlinY,
define
a reversible
lineartransformation
• fromTe/•(P)
ontome/•(P)
such
that,if the
ordered
pair{C,G}belongs
toß andAisthe(adjoint)
transformation
fromHa toH13
determined
byQ•(f,Cg)
= Q•Af,g)for {f,g}inHa X H13,
then(withß asinTheorem
16) PtG(s)=•(C)(s,t)for {s,t}in R X Randthefollowing
hold:
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(1) in order that the nonnegative number b should satisfy condition (iD, it is

necessary
andsufficient
that,foreach
ginH/3,Nc•(Cg
) •<b N/3(g),
(2) A isinT/3•(P)
andG(t)*•= A(Ptcr'•)(t)
foreacht inRand• inY,

(3)if f isinHathen
theequations
h(t)(s)
= [cr(t)
-1/2PtG(s)]
*or(t)
'1/2f(t),for

{s,t}inRXR,define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHi3
such
that
Af=fL/F
hwith
respect
to
Ni3sothat,foreach
sin R,

Af(s)
=fs/F[C•-I/2GI
*c•
-1/2f
with
respect
to•'•,
(4)if gisinH[•then
theequations
h(t)(s)
=[/3(t)-l/2PtG(s)*l
*/3(t)-l/2g(t),
for
{s,t}inRXR,define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHcr
such
that
Cg=fL/F
hwith
respect
to
Nc•so that,for eachs in R,

Cg(s)
=fs/F[/3
-1/2G-*l
*/3
-1/2g
with
respect
to•'0,and
(5) in casecrisl3andeachof {C1,G1} and{C2,G2} belongs
to q•andC = C1C2,
if t is in R and ,1 is in Y then

G(t)r/=
ft/F[13-1/2G1-*
]*[•-l/2G2]r/with
respect
to•'•.
INDICATION
OF PROOF.
Suppose,
first,thatC is in the class
Tcr/3
from
Theorem 16 with adjoint transformation A as there indicated, that I' = •(C), and that

G is the functionfrom R to L(Y) c givenby G(t) = I'(t,t) for t in R. If C belongsto

Tcr/3(P)
then,seriatim,

(i) foreach
{f,g}inHa XH/3andt inR,A(Ptf)=Pt(Af)since
Q•(Ptf,
Cg)= Q•(f,CPtg
) = Q/3(Af,Ptg
) = Q/3(PtAf,g),
(ii) for each{f,r/}in Ha X Y, andsandt in R, PsI'(-,t)= PtI'(-,s)since
Q•(f,PtI'(-,s)r/)= (APtf(s),r/)
= (APsf(t),r/)
= Qcr(f,PsI'(',t)r/),
(iii) for each member M of F filling up the member t of R,

G(t) = Zv in MPvI'(',t)(v) = Zv in MPtI'(',v)(v) = Zv in MG(v),
so that G is finitely additive, and

(iv) PtG(s)= I'(s,t)for {s,t} in R X R, asin theProofof Theorem
8.

If, on the otherhand,G is finitelyadditiveandPtG(s)= I'(s,t)for each{s,t} in
R X R then,foreach{ f,r/} in HerX Y and{s,t} in R X R,
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(i) if sdoesnotintersect
t thenPsPt
f = 0 in Ha sothat

(APtf(s),r/)
= Qo•(Ptf,
PsG'r/)= Qo•(f,
PsPtG'r/)
= 0 = (PtAf(s),r/),
but
(ii) if M is a member of F filling up the common part of s and t then

(APtf(s),r/)
= 23vin MQo•(f,PvG'r/)
= Zvin M(Af(v),r/)
= (PtAf(s),r/)'

sothatA(Ptf)= Pt(Af),whence
CisinToqs(P)
asinthepreceding
argument
(i).
Suppose,now, that G is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) and that F is

definedon R X R by F(s,t)= PtG(s).It isclearthatif b >•0 andthecondition
(ii) for

membership
ofF inmo•t3
(Theorem
16)holds
thencondition
(ii)formembership
ofG
inmoq3(P)
holds
- consider
degenerate
members
ofF.Suppose
thatGisinmoqs(P)
and
that b is a nonnegative number so that the condition (ii) of the present Theorem

holds.Let eachof x and y be a functionfrom a memberM of F to Y' with ZM

denoting
23{s,t}inMXMasbefore,

IZI•l
(x(s),F(s,t)y(t))12
= lZuinM(x(u),G(u)y(u))[2

•<(ZuinUbl]øt(u)l/2x(u)l]
I]/3(u)l/2y(u)•}
2

•<b2Zs
inM•ø•(s)l/2x(s)fl2Zt
inM•t3(t)l/2y(t)f12'
The foregoing considerations may be arranged, along with those from the preceding

paragraph, to produce an argument for Theorem 17 basedon Theorem 16.
REMARK. Theorem 17 is an extended version (as reinforced by Theorem 14) of
a theorem which I propounded in 1962 to P. H. Jessner,and for which he gave a proof
in his Dissertation [6, Theorem 4.1]. One of Jessner'sremarkable discoveries in this

connection [6, Theorem 4.2] takes the following form in the present context. Ifo• and

/3 are finitelyadditivefunctions
from R to L(Y)+ then,in orderthat the space

(HovQ
•} should
beapproximately
included
in (H/•,Q/•}
(cf Remark
1 following
Theorem 3 of the present report), it is necessaryand sufficient that there shouldbe a

finitely additiveHermitianvaluedfunctionG from R to L(Y) c suchthat if s is in R

and(•,r/)isinY X Y thenPsG-•
belongs
toHt3and

(•,o•(s)r/>
=rs/F(/5
-1/2G-•,t3
-1/2G
'r/>;
if,moreover,
each
ofthespaces
(Ho•,Qo•}
and(Hts,Q/•}
isapproximately
included
in
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theother,thenthereexistsa finitelyadditive
functionG fromR to L(Y)+ suchthat
the preceding hold as stated and also hold with otand/3 interchanged. Hence, Corollary
17.1 provides a refinement of the latter result by identifying such a G from R to

L(Y)
+with
aspecial
kind
oflinear
isometry
from
•Hot,Qot)
onto
COROLLARY 17.1. If G isa finitely additivefunctionfrom R to L(Y) c then(in

thecontext
of Theorem
17),inorder
thatGshould
besuch
a member
ofmo•(P)
that

xP-I(G)
isalinear
isometry
from
•H/3,Q/3)
onto
•Hot,Qot),
itisnecessary
and
sufficient
that,foreach
sinRand(•,•) inY X Y, PsG-[belong
toHot,
PsG'*r•
belong
to

f s/F(ot-1/2G'•,ot-l/2G'n)
= (•,/3(s)n),
and

rs/F(/3-1/2
G.,•,/3-1/2
G.%?)
=
Corollary 17.1 may be arguedfrom Corollary 16.1 and Theorem 17 with the help
of the following: if G satisfiesthe indicated conditions and M is a member of F filling

up the commonpart of the setss and t in R then, for([,r•) in Y X Y,

(•,Pt/3(s)n)
= •v inM(•,/3(v)n)
= •v in MQa(PvG'•,PvG'•)
= •v in MQa(PsG'•,Pv
G'•?)= Qot(PsG'•,PsPt
G'r•)
= O.a(PsG-•,PtG.n)

and,similarly,
(•,Ptot(s)r•)
= Q/3(Ps
G-*•,PtG-*r•).
COROLLARY 17.2. If G is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) then (in
the context of Theorem 17 with ot=/3), in order that G should be such a member of

m/3/3(P)
that
xP'i(G)
isaQ•Torthogonal
projection,
itisnecessary
and
sufficient
that,
foreach
sin Rand•,•) inY X Y, PsG'[ belong
toH/3and

fs/F•-I/2
G.[,/3-1/2
G-r/)
=([,G(s)r/).
Corollary 17.2 may be argued from Corollary 16.2 and Theorem 17 with the help
of computations, similar to those indicated for

Corollary 17.1, to show that if G is

asindicated
then([,PtG(s)r•)
= Q/3(PsG-[,PtG-r•)
forappropriate
s,t,[,r•.
REMARK.

As an illustration of Corollary 17.2, it may be noted that if r is an

element
ofR andCistherestriction
toH/3ofPrthenxP(C)(t)
= Pr/3(t).
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THEOREM 18. If a and i3are member of •2 then

(1) Ha isasubset
ofHi3only
incase
there
isanonnegative
number
bsuch
thatif
( t,r/} is in R X Y then (r/,a(t)r/) •< b(r/,i3(t)r/),in which casethe leastsuchb is the least
nonnegative number c such that

fL/FI]/T
1/2f112
•<cfL/FOa'l/2fO
2for
each
finHa,
and,with•r(a,i3)
thetransformation
defined
byQa(f,•r(a,i3)g)
= Qi3(f,g)for
{f,g)in
Ha XHi3,
;r(a,i3)
belongs
toma/3(P)
(asinTheorem
17)andif gisinHi3then
[i3-1/2a]
,i3-1/2g
withrespect
to•'0,foreach
sinR,

•r(a,i3)g(s)
=fs/F

(2) Hctq_i3
isthevector
sum
Ha4-Hi3
ofHaandHi3
and,
ifhisinHa+/3,
then

lla-1/2fl12
+fL/F0i3-1/2g•2
}
fL/F•(a+i3)-l/2hD
2=minimum{
fL/F
forallf inHa andginHi3such
thatf+g= h,and
(3) the equations,for {t,r/) in R X Y,

(a:i3)(t)r•
=¬{(a+i3)(t),?
-ft/F
[(aq-i3)
-1/2(a-i3)
]*[(aq-i3)
-1/2(a-i3)]
,1}
=ft/F[
(a+i3)1/2
a].[(ot+i3)1/2i3]
r?
with
respect
to0'•,
define
afinitely
additive
function
a:i3
from
RtoL(Y)
+such
that
Ha:i3
isthecommon
partHaHi3
ofHa andHi3,
andif each
off andgisinHa:i3
then
(g-1/2f,i3-1/2g)

fL/F
((a:i3)-l
/2f'(a:i3)-l
/2g)
=fL/F
(a-1/2f'a'l
/2g)
+fL/F

'

Theorem 18 may be seen as a direct consequenceof Theorem 3, as reinforced in

the context of the present sectionby Theorems 14 and 17. No proof is offered.
REMARK. It may be argued,just as in the Remarks following Theorem 3, that

theparallel
summation
of finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to L(Y)+ (indicated
in
Theorem 18(3) by a:i3 for a and i3 in S2) is both commutative and associative.

COMMENT. In continuation of the Remark immediately preceding Corollary
17.1, P. H. Jessner'sdiscoveries[6, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2], adapted to this context,

yielda symmetric
function
JfromS2X S2such
that,foreach
{aft} inS2X S2,Jai3
isa
finitelyadditive
function
fromR to L(Y)+ withthese
properties:
(i) if sisin R and•

isin Y thenPsJai3'•
belongs
to HaHi3
and(ii) {Ha,Q
a } isapproximately
included
in
( Hi3,Qi3
} onlyincase,
foreach
t inRand(•,r•}inY XY,
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<•,ot(t)r/)
=œt/F
•-1/2Jo4
•ß•,t1-1/2Jottl-r/).
With reference to Remark 1 following Theorem 3, and with a slight extension of the
•r-notation from Theorem 18, the function J may be described as follows: if each of ot

and/•isin I2 then•r(ot:/•,ot+/•)=
•r(ot,ot+/•)•r(/•,a+/•)
and,with•r(ot:/•,ot+/•)
1/2thesquare
root of •r(ot:/•,ot+/•)
whichis Hermitian
andnonnegative
withrespect
to Qot+/•,

PtJ0q•-r•
=•r(a:/•,a+/•)l/2(Pt(a+/3)-r/)
foreach
(t,r•}
inRXY,and
thefunction
M,
mentioned
in Remark
1(3)afterTheorem
3, satisfies
M(s,t)= PtJot/5(s)
onR X R. It
maybenoted,
onthebasis
ofTheorem
7(1),thatthespace
Hot:/•
istheimage
ofHot+/•
under
thetransformation
•r(ot:/•,ot+/•)
1/2asdescribed
here.
Thefailure
(withY infinite
dimensional) of approximate inclusion to be transitive persists even in this context

[10].: if the pre-ring R consistsof the right closed intervals (0,1], (1,2], and (0,2],
but Y is not finite dimensional, then there exist three finitely additive functions ot,

and7 fromR to L(Y)+ withthefollowing
properties:
(1) the function/• is scalarvalued and ot(L) =/•(L) = •,(L) = 1,

(2) there
exist
finitely
additive
functions
G1andG2fromRtoL(Y)+such
that,
for each set t in R,

ot(t)
=ft/F[fi-1/2G1
]*[fi-1/2G
1] and
fi(t)
=ft/F[7'l/2G2
]*[7-1/2G2
],and
(3) there does not exist a finitely additive Hermitian valued function G from R

toL(Y)
csuch
that
iftisinRthen
ot(t)
=ft/F[7
-1/2G]
*[•,-1/2G]
'
THEOREM19. Suppose
otand • are members
of I2 suchthat Hotis a subsetof

Hi•,AisinTotot
andBisinTi•i•
(inthenotation
of Theorem
16),andF(ot)
andF(i•)are
functionsfrom R X R to L(Y) c definedby

r(ot)(s,t) = A(Ptot-r0(s)
andr(tl)(s,t)v= B(Pt/•'r0(s)
for (s,t} in R X R and r• in Y. With ?r(ot,l•)
asdescribedin Theorem18(1),
(1) in order that A should be a subset of B, it is necessary'andsufficient that if

(s,•} is in R X Y then F(ot)(s,')*• = •r(ot,/•)(F(/•)(s,-)*•), and

(2) if A is a subsetof B then,in orderthat the adjointof A with respectto

should
bea subset
oftheadjoint
of Bwithrespect
toQl•'it isnecessary
andsufficient
that if (t,r•} is in R X Y then F(ot)(',t)r• = ?r(ot,g)(r(g)(.,t)v).

THEOREM20. Supposeotand 1•are membersof I2 suchthat Hotis a subsetof
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Hi3,A isinTaa(P)
andBisinT/3/3(P)
(inthenotation
ofTheorem
! 7),andG(a)and
G(/3)arefunctionsfrom R to L(Y) c definedby

G(a)(t)rt= A(Pta'rt)(t)andG(/3)(t)rt
= B(Pt/3'rt)(t)
for t in R and •l in Y. With re(a,13)
as describedin Theorem
(1) in order that A should be a subset of B, it is necessaryand sufficient that if

{ s,•} isin R X Y thenPsG(a)-*•= •r(a,/3)(PsG(/3)-*•),
and
(2) if A is a subsetof B then,in orderthat the adjointof A withrespectto Qa

should
bea subset
oftheadjoint
ofBwithrespect
toQl3'
it isnecessary
andsufficient
thatif {t,rl• isin R X Y thenPtG(a)'rt= •r(a,/3)(PtG(/3)'rt).
Proofs for Theorems 19 and 20 are readily available on the basis of Theorems 16,

and 17, respectively, with the help of the Corollary to Theorem 7.

Operations on the Linear Span of a Family of Spaces.It is now supposed

concerning
the collection
•2 of finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to L(Y)+ thatif a

and/3aresuch
members
of•2thatneither
of Ha andHi•isasubset
oftheother
then
both the arithmetical sum a+13and the parallel sum a:• as describedin Theorem

18(2,3)belongto •2; S(•2)denotes
the linearspanof thespaces
Ha fora in •2, andrr

denotes
a functionfromthe subset
of •2 X •2 to which{a,/3}belongs
onlyin caseH

isa subset
ofH/3,inwhich
case
rr(a,/3)
denotes
thelinear
transformation
fromH/3to
Ha as describedin Theorem 18(1). It may be seenhere,just as in [12], that the
orderedtriple {H,Q,rr} determinesan inverselimit systemin the sensethat if eachof

a, /3,and3'isin•2then(i) if Ha isa subset
ofH/3thenrr(a,/3)
isacontinuous
linear

transformation
from{H/3,Qi•}
to {Ha,Qa},
(ii) if Ha isasubset
ofH• andH•isa
subset
ofH3'thenrr(a,3')
isthecomposite
transformation
rr(a,/3)rr(/3,3'),
and(iii) if H
is H/3thenrr(/3,a)
istheinverse
of thetransformation
rr(a,•).Theoperational
inverse
limit spacedeterminedby the triple {H,Q,rr} is the linearspaceto whichV belongs
only in caseV is a function from •2 such that, for each a in •2, V(a) is a finitely

additive
function
fromR to L(Y)c and,if • isinY, V(a)-*•belongs
toHa andif/3is

such
a member
of•2thatHa isa subset
ofH/3thenV(a)-*•= rr(a,/3)(V(/3)-*•)
- this
operationalinverselimit spaceis denotedby OPER-INV-LIM-(H,Q,rr}.

OBSERVATION
1. Eachcollection
•20 of finitelyadditive
functions
fromR to
L(Y)+ determines
a collection
•2ofthetypesupposed
here:byTheorem
18,onemay
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(perhaps
generously)
take •2 to be the commonpartof all collections
•21 suchthat

(i) •21isa collection
offinitely
additive
functions
from
RtoL(Y)+ofwhich
•20isa
subcollection
and(ii) foreacho•andt3in •21, botho•+t3
ando•:t3
belong
to •21.
OBSERVATION
2. If, in the preceding
Observation,
eachmembero•of •20 has
the propertythatif • isin Y theno•-•belongs
to Ho•,Theorem18 mayfurtherbeused
to show that each member of •2 may also be assumedto have this property.

OBSERVATION 3. It would be possible, with minor changesin notation, to

havea theoryanalogous
to that presentlycontemplatedbut with the followingtype of
convexityconditionimposedon •2: if o•and t3are suchmembersof •2 that neither of

Ho•andHi3isa subset
of theotherthenboththearithmetic
mean
V2(o•+/3)
andthe
harmonic mean 2(oct3)belong to •2 (the latter terminologyis consistentwith the
notion of the harmonic mean of two positive numbers, commonly the reciprocal of

the arithmetic mean of their reciprocals).This will not be done, although such

formulas
asH2(a:/5
) = HAH/5
andQ2(a:/5)
= Y2(Qot
+ Q/5)maybenoted:
these
would
have a special significancein the case that each of a and /5 is projectionvalued,
inasmuchas 2(a:/5) is then also (orthogonal) projection valued. This latter fact is a

simpleconsequence
of the fact (noticed by Fillmore or Williams[4, page279], asan
extension of an Anderson-Duffin result [ 1] for finite dimensional Y) that if A and B

areprojections
in L(Y)+ thentheirharmonic
meanE = 2(A:B)is thatprojection
in
L(Y)+ whichmapsY ontothecommon
partA(Y)B(Y)of A(Y) andB(Y);a wayof

seeing
thisistonotice
(withreference
toTheorem
3sp)thatE= E2,inconsequence
of
thefactthatif x belongs
toE1/2(Y)= A(Y)B(Y)
then

•E-1/2xll
2= Y2{
•A-1/2x•2+l]B-1/2xll2)
= g2{
DAxl]2+•Bxl]
2} =Y2{l]xl]2+llxl]
2) = l]xll
2
so that, in particular, if • is in Y and x = E• then

(•,E•)= •E1/2•2= •E-1/2x•
2= •x•2 = [IE•D
2= (•,E2•).
THEOREM
21. If DOisthespace
of all linear
functions
# fromS(I2)toY such

that,for eacho•in I2, therestriction
to Ha of i• is continuous
from {Ho•,Q•to
{Y,(',-) ) thentheequations
o(/•)(o•)(t)r/=
#(Pto•-r/),
for iain DOandr•in I2 andt in R
and •l in Y, definea reversible
lineartransformation
o from DO onto all of
OPER-INV-LIM-(H,Q,rr}suchthat if the orderedpair {/•,V} belongsto o and f is in
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S(•2) then #(f) is an integral in the following sense.'for each a in •2 such that f belongs

1/2V(a).,l
toHa,
#(f)
=fL/F[a/2fwith
respect
tothe
norm
•'•.
INDICATIONOF PROOF.That o is a reversible
lineartransformation
fromDO
to a subspace
of OPER-INV-LIM- {H,Q,•r} followsdirectly from Theorem15, asdoes

the indicated
integralrepresentation.
It remains
to beshownthattheo-image
of DOis
all of that operational inverse limit space. Suppose, nowj that V is a point in
OPER-INV-LIM-{H,Q,•r}. If f is in S(•)

and a and /5 are such members of • that f

belongs
toHa andtoH15
thenoneofthefollowing
conditions
issatisfied:
(i) oneofHa andH15
isasubset
oftheother,
inwhich
case
if • isinY then
Qa(f,V(a)'
*•) = Qfi(f,V(15)'
*•), or

(ii) neither
of Ha andH15
isa subset
of theother,
in which
case
a:15
isin •, f
belongs
toHa:15
(which
isthecommon
partHo•H15),
andif • isinY then
Qo•(f,V(o0'*•)
= Q•:fi(f,V(ocfi)-*•)
= Qfi(f,V(fi)'*•).
Therefore, by Theorem 15, the indicated integral formulas define a function # from

S(•) to Y suchthat if a is in • then the restrictionto Ha of # is a continuous
linear

functionfrom {Ha,Qo•}
to {Y,(-,-)}. If f andg arefunctions
belonging
to S(•) anda

and/5aremembers
of •2 such
thatf isin Ho•andgisinH15
butnotinHa thenoneof
the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) Ha isasubset
ofH15,
inwhich
case
if • isinY then
Qa(f,V(a)'*•)+Q15(g,V(15)'*lj)
= Q15(f,V(15)'*•)+Q•f,V•15)-*•),
or
(ii) Ha isnota subset
of H/•,in whichcase
o•+15
isin•2,f+gbelongs
toHo•+l
5
(which
isthevector
sumofHa andH15),
andif • isinY then

Q•(f,V(o0
ß*•)+Q•g,V(15)
ß* lj)= Qa+•f,V(a+15)
ß*lj)+Qa+15(g,V(a+15)
ß*
It follows,by symmetry,
that# islinearonS(•2)andsobelongs
to thespace
D0.
NOTATION.E1 is the algebraof all lineartransformations
C fromS(•2)into
S(•2)suchthat, for somenonnegative
numberb, if o•isin •2 thenC mapsHa intoHa

andNa(Cf)•<b No•(f)for eachf in Ha, theleastsuchb beingthenormICIof C; E2 is
the setof all C in E1 suchthat if t isin R thenC(Ptf)= Pt(Cf)for all f in S(•2);E3 is
the setof allC in E 1 suchthatif a andt5aremembers
of •2 suchthatHa isa subset
of

H15
thenC(•r(a,15)g)=
•r(a,15)(Cg)
foreach
g in H15;
E4 isthecommon
partof E2 and
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E3ß
REMARK. Thereisa naturalnorm-preserving
involutionin the algebra
E3: it isa

consequence
of Theorem
7 thatif C isin E1 then,in orderthatC should
bein E3, it is
necessary
andsufficient
thattherebea member
A of E 1 suchthatif a isin •2 thenthe
restrictionto Ha of A is the adjointwithrespect
to Qa of therestriction
to Ha of C -

thismember
A ofE3 isthe•2-adjoint
CaofC.
THEOREM22. Thereis a linearisomorphism
(I)from E 1 ontothecollection
of
all functions ['from •2 such that (i) ira is in •2 then F(a) is a function from R X R to

L(Y) c and, for each t in R, each of F(a)(-,t) and F(a)(t,-) is finitely additive,
(ii) there is a nonnegative number b such that, for each rv in •2 and M in F, if each of x

andyisafunction
fromMtoY then
(ZI•isZ {s,t}inMXM)
,,
2 •<b2Zs
1/2x(s)[122;t
,
12;M(X(S),F(a)(s,t)y(t))t
inMIla(s)
inM•a(t)l/2y(t)l]2

and(iii) if a and13aresuch
members
of •2thatHa isa subset
of Hi3then,for each
{s,•} in R X Y, r(a)(s,')*• = rr(a,/3)(r(•)(s,.)*•).' if {C,r} is in (I) then

(1) for each{a,r/}in •2 X Y and{s,t} in R X R, F(a)(s,t)r/=
C(Pta'r/)(s),
(2) the norm [C[of C is the least nonnegativenumber b such that (ii) hoMs,

(3) a necessary
andsufficient
condition
for C to belongto E3 is thatif aand

aresuch
members
of •2thatHa isa subset
of Hi3then,
foreach{t,r/}in R XY,
F(a)(-,t)r/= rr(a,•)(F(•)(-,t)r/),andif C doesbelongto E3 then,for eacha in •2 and
{s,t} in R X R, (I)(Ca)(a)(s,t)= F(a)(t,s)*,
(4) if f is in S(•2) then Cf is an integral in the following sense:if a is in •2 and f is

in Ha thentheequations
h(t)(s)=[a(t)'l/2F(a)(s,t)*]*a(t)-l/2f(t),
for {s,t}in

RXR,define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHasuch
that
Cf=fL/F
hwith
respect
toNaso
that, for each s in R,

Cf(s)
=fL/F
[a-1/2F(a)(s
,.).]*a-1/2f
with
respect
toH'
H,
and
(5) in caseeachof (C1,F1} and{C2,F2} belongs
to (I)andC = C1C2, ira isin
•2 and {s,t} is in R X R and rl is in Y then

F(a)(s,t)n
=fL/F[a-1/2Fl(a)(s,')
*]*[a-1/2F2(',t)]
r/with
resepct
to
Theorem 22 may be proved, with the help of Theorems 16 and 19, with the type
of argument indicated in support of Theorem 21.
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THEOREM23. Thereisa linearisomorphism
ß from E2 ontothecollection
of
all functions G from I2 such that (i) if a is in 12 then G(a) is a finitely additive

functionfrom R to L(Y) c, (ii) thereis a nonnegative
numberb suchthat,for eacha
in 12and t in R, if {•,r/) is in Y X Y then

I(•,G(a)(t)r/)
12•<b2(•,a(t)•)(r/,a(t)r/),
and(iii) if a and13aresuchmembers
of 12thatHa isa subset
of H13
then,for each
{ s,•} in R X Y, PsG(a)-*•= rt(a,13)(PsG(13)-*
•).'if {C,G}isin ß then
(1) for each{a,r/}in 12X Y andt in R, G(a)(t)r/=C(Pta-r/)(t),
(2) the norm ICl of C is the leastnonnegativenumber b suchthat (ii) holds,

(3) a necessary
andsufficientcondition
for C to belongto E4 is thatif a and13

aresuchmembers
of 12thatHa isa subset
of H13
then,for each( t,r/} in R X Y,
PtG(a)'r/= rt(a,13)(PtG(13
)-r/), andif Cdoesbelongto E4 then,for eacha in I2 andt in
R, •I'(Ca)(a)(t) = G(a)(t)*,
(4) if f is in S(12) then Cf is an integral in the following sense.'if a is in 12and f is

in Ha thentheequations
h(t)(s)=
[a(t)
-1/2PtG(a)(s)*]
*a(t)-l/2f(t),
for{s,t}in

RXR,define
afunction
hfrom
RtoHasuch
that
Cf=fL/F
hwith
respect
toNaso
that, for each s in R,

Cf(s)
=f

s/F

[a-1/2G(a)'*
l *a-1/2fwithrespect
to• '•, and

(5) in case
each
of (C1,G
1} and(C2,G
2} belongs
toq•andC= C1C
2,ifa isin
12and t is in R and ,?is in Y then

G(a)(t)r/=
ft/F
[a'1/2
G1(a)*]*[a1/2G2(a)]
• with
respect
to[1'
[I.
Theorem 23 may be proved, with the help of Theorems 17 and 20, with the type
of argument indicated in support of Theorem 21.

REMARK.Thecondition
(iii) onthemember
G of the•I,-image
of E2 isreadily
seento be equivalent to the condition that, for each {v,•} in R X Y,

[13-1/2a1,13-1/2G(13
).,• withrespect
toU'•
G(a)(v)*•,=
fv/F
(inthelightof suchformulas
asPsG(a)(t)
= Zv in MG(a)(v)forM in F fillingup {st});
the latterdisplaymaybe rewritten,for each(v,r/} in R X Y, as

G(a)(v)n
=fv/F
[tr1/2G(13
).,],13-1/2a.7
with
respect
tofl-[1,
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inasmuch
asthelatterintegral
is,byTheorem
23(4),•'l(G)(PvO•'rl)(v).
Now,the
condition
(3)for•-I(G)tobelong
toE4is:foreach
{v,r•)
inRXY,

G(o0(v)r•
=fv/F
[/3-1/2o•]
*/3'
1/2G(fi)
-r•
with
respect
to0'0.
Hence,it maybe notedthatif eachmemberof $2is scalarvaluedthenE2 is E4, an
observation consistentwith Theorem 15 of [12]. Similar computations may be used

to showthat, if eachmemberof $2isscalarvalued,OPER-INV-LIM-{H,Q,•r)
isindeed
a subsetof the spacepreviouslydenotedby INV-LIM-{H,Q,;r) and consisting
of all
functionsU from $2 suchthat, if o•is in $2,U(c0 is a finitely additivefunction from R

to L(Y) and,for each• in Y, U(o0'•belongs
to Ho•andif fi issucha member
of $2that

Ha isasubset
ofHfithenU(a)'•= rr(a,fi)(U(fi)'•)
[12].
THEOREM
24. Let • bea function
fromDO(of Theorem
21)suchthatif# isin

DOthen•(#) isthelineartransformation
fromS($2)toa setof functions
onR toY
givenby •'(#)f(t)= #(Ptfifor f in S($2)andt in R, andD1 bethesubset
of DOto
whichthemember
# of D0 belongs
onlyin case
•(#) belongs
to El:

(1)if#isinDOand
fisinS($2)
then
#(f)=fL/F•(#)f
with
respect
toO'U,
(2) if # isin DOthen,foreachsin Randf in S($2),
•'(#)(Ps
f) = Ps(•'(#)f),
sothat
the•'-image
of D 1 isa subset
of E2,

(3) if # isinD1then•(•'(#)) = o(#)(withß asin Theorem
23)and
(4) in orderthat the •-imageof D1 shouldbe all of E2, it is necessary
and

sufficient
that
ifaisin$2and
• isinYthen
a.•isinHa,i.e.,
fL/Fa'•
exists.
Theorem 24 is a consequenceof Theorems21 and 23.

NOTATION.Thedirectsumof thespaces
{Ha,Qc•(fora in $2),withtheusual

innerproduct,
isheredenoted
by {Z$2(H,Q}
,Q$2},andA0 denotes
thealgebra
of all
continuous
lineartransformations
in thisspace.
A1denotes
thesetof allB in A0 with
a representation/x suchthat

Q•(Bf,g)= Za in$2Qa(A(B)afa'ga
) forallf andginZ$2(H,Q}

where,
foreach
a in$2,,•(B)a isacontinuous
linear
transformation
in (Ha,Q
a } andif

• issuch
a member
of$2thatHa isasubset
ofH• then/X(B)0•
istherestriction
toHa

of /X(B)fi;
A2 isthesetof allBin A1 such
thatif a isin$2andh isinHa then
/X(B)a(Pth
) = Pt(/X(B)ah)
foreach
t in R;A3 isthesetof allBinA1such
thatifa and
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fi aremembers
of•2andHa isasubset
ofHfithen,
foreach
hinHfi,A(B)a0r(a,fi)h)
=
•r(a,fi)(A(B)fih);
A4 isthecommon
partofA2 andA3.
THEOREM25. Eachof A1, A2, A3, and A4 is a weaklyclosed
subalgebra
of

A0, the member
B of A1 belongs
to A3 onlyin caseA1 contains
theadjointwith
respectto Q•2of B, thereis an isometric
algebra-isomorphism
Z from E1 ontoA1
given by

Qfi(Z(C)f,g)
= Za in•2Qoe(Cfa,ga
) førCinEl, f andginZ•g{H,Q},
thetransformation
Z maps
EjontoAjforj = 2,3,4,andtherestriction
to E3 of Z is
involution-preserving
in thesense
thatif C isin E3 thenZ(Ca) /stheadjoint
with
respect
toQ• ofZ(C).
A proof for Theorem 25 may be constructed,along the lines of that given for

[12, Theorem25], by considering
specialweakneighborhoods
of members
of A0,

thenof A1, andby applying
appropriate
consequences
of Theorems
22 and23.
REMARK1. Theorem25 maybeusedto describe
theideaof a memberC of E3

or of E4 asbeing,e.g.,Hermitian,
normal,or unitary,in termsof the corresponding
propertyof Z(C) in A3 or in A4: suitable
reinforcements
of Theorems
22 and23 by
Corollaries 16.1 and 16.2, and by Corollaries 17.1 and 17.2, respectively, may be used

to give integral formulas involving "spectral resolutions" of such C.

REMARK2. Thereis a sense
in whichthe innerproductQ•2 maybeviewedas

anintegral.
Consider
thedirect
sum
(Y•2,(-,-)•2}
of•2copies
of(Y,(','))'YF•isthe
set of all functions x from •2 to Y such that there is a nonnegative number b such that

Zainw•Xa
•2•<bforeach
finite
subset
Wof•2,and
ifeach
ofxand
yisiny•2then
(x,Y)•2= Za in •2(xa,Ya
) (cf Remark
3 following
Theorem
5). Now,asanextension
of
the notation indicated in Theorem 14, if M is a member of F then there is an

orthogonal
projection
H(M) in thealgebra
A0 determined
by

QF•(H(M)f,g)
= Za in •2Qa(Ha(M)fa,ga
)
g•()),
=2aing•ZtinM(a(t)'l/2fa(t),a(t)-I/2
t

forf andginZ•2(H,Q),and
this
draws
attention
tofunctions
xand
y from
Rto
determined by the equations,

x(t)a=a(t)-l/2fa(t)
and
y(t)a=a(t)-l/2ga(t)
for{t,a)inRX•2,
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suchthatif M is in F thenQ•2(II(M)f,g)
= Zt in M(x(t),y(t))•2
ßThefollowing
maybe
proved:
if eachof f andg is in 23•2
(H,Q) ande > 0, thereis a finitesubset
W0 of •2
anda memberM0 of F with the propertythat, for eachfinite subset
W of •2 which
includesW0 andeachmemberM of F suchthat eachsetin M0 is filled up by a
subcollection of M,

{Q•(f,g)
' ZainWEtinM(a(t)-I/2fa(t),a(t)-i/2ga(t))l
< e.
REMARK 3. The approximation process indicated in the preceding Remark

might be further formalizedasfollows.With R' the pre-ringconsisting
of all subsetsof
f• X L of the form (a} X t for a in f• and t in R ({a} denotesthe degeneratesubset

of f• of which a is the only member), let F' denote the family of all finite
subcollections
M' of R' suchthat no elementof f• X L belongsto two setsin M'. Now,
the formulas co((a} X t)=a(t)

(for (a,t} in f• X R) determine a finitely additive

function
cofromR' to L(Y)+;also,thetransformation
b consisting
of all {f,f' } such

thatf isin EF•(H,Q},andf' isthefunction
fromR' to Y determined
byf'({a} X t) =
fa(t) for {a,t} in f• X R, mapsEF•{H,Q}ontoa setof finitelyadditive
functions
from R' to Y. If each of {f,f'} and (g,g'} belongsto b and (a,t} is in f• X R and
u= (a} Xtthen

<a(t)-1/2
fa(t),a(t)-1/2ga(t)
) =(co(u)-I/2
f,(u),co(u
)-1/2g,(u))
'
Inasmuchas, for each finite subsetW of f• and each memberM of F, F' containsthe
collectionM' consistingof all {a} X t for a in W and t in M, it may be shownthat b is

a linearisometry
from{ZF•{H,Q},QF
•} ontothatHellinger
integral
space
generated
by co(relatively,of course,to the pre-ringR'):

Zain•2fL/F
(a-1/2fa,a'l/2ga)
=f(f•XL)/F
,(co-1/2b(f),cø'l/2
b(g))
forall f andg in EF•{H,Q},onthebasis
of Remark
2, withthehelpofTheorem
10.
This construction is not peculiar to the special assumptionson f• in this section.

Miscellaneous
Examples.
LetI' [cdenote
theusual
normforL(Y)c,sothatif A is
in L(Y)c thenImlc istheleastnonnegative
number
b such
thatllAr/ll
•<b [Ir•[l
foreach
r/ in Y. With reference to Theorems 23 and 24, the following Theorem may be proved.

THEOREM 26. Suppose,of the collection •2, that if a is in •2 and • is in Y then

a. • belongs
to Ha. Thenthereisa normII' IIfor S(FZ)withtheseproperties.'
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(1) if f is in S(CI) then IIfll is the least nonnegativenumber b such that, if l• is in

D1, U/a(f)••<b I•'(•)l, and
(2) if f isin S(I2)andsisin R then,for eacha in I2 suchthat f isin Ha,

[If(s)[]
•<Ilfll
•<Na(f)lœL/Fallc/2.
INDICATIONOF PROOF.It mayberecalled,
fromTheorem24(4), thatD1 isa
complete space with respect to the norm I•'(')i; moreover, a linear function b from

S(I2) to the set of all lineartransformations
from D1 to Y is determined
by the
equations
b(f)/a=/a(f), for f in S(I2)and/ain D1. To showthat26(1) doesdefinea
norm II'll for S(I2), it is sufficient to show that b is reversibleand if f is in S(I2) then

b(f) is continuous
withrespect
to theordered
pair{ I•'(')[,[l'[l}of norms
onD1 andY,
respectively. If f is a nonzero member of S(I2) then there is a set s in R such that
ifs) :/=0; there is a member G of OPER-INV-LIM-{H,Qdr}

such that if a is in I2 then

G(a)= Psa and,foreacht in R and(•,r•} in Y X Y,

I<•,G(a)(t)r/)
12•<<$,Psa(t)$)<r/,Psa(t)r•)
•<
hence,
Gisinthekl,-image
ofE2and{kl
,-1(G)I•<
1and
if/a=a-l(G)then
itistruethat
6(f)/a = /a(f) = ifs) =/=0: thus, the function /5 is reversible. Suppose,now, that f is in

S(CI):if/a is in D1 andG = a(/a)then,for eacha in CZsuchthatf belongs
to Ha and
each r/in Y,

Da-1/2G(a)
Na(G(a
).**/)2
=fL/F
'**/I12
<I•'(/a)12fL/FUal/2.r/Q2
=i•.(/a)12<r/,fL/
so
that
Na(G(a)-*r/)
•<IfL/Fallc/2Drl[1
I•(/a)l,
from
which
itfollows
that
I<u(f),r/>l
=IQa(f,G(a)'*r/)l
•<Na(f)Na(G(a)
'*r/)
•<Na(f)IfL/Fal
lc/2
I•(/a)
IDr/Q,
whence
D/a(f)•
•<Na(f)lfL/Fallc/21•(/a)l.
This
establishes
theaforementio
continuity of fi(f), yielding thus the norm 11ø11
for S(CI), and also servesto give the
secondindicated inequality in 26(2); as to the first inequality indicated in 26(2), that

follows from the existence(asindicatedearlierin this paragraph),for eachs in R, of a

# in D1 with I•(u)l •< 1 and/a(f)= f(s) for f in S(CI).
TERMINOLOGY.

Suppose the collection CZ in Theorem 26 consists of all

finitely
additive
functions
a fromRtoL(Y)+such
thatif • isinY then
a-• isinHa:a
finitely additive function G from R to L(Y) is said [9, page 76] to be of bounded
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variationwith respectto (',-) providedthere is a member{ a,i5) of 12 X 12suchthat if

{ •,r/} isin Y X Y andt isin R thenI(•,G(t)r/)l
2 •<(•,a(t)•)(r/,i5(t)r/),
andin thiscase
{a,i5} is called a dominant pair for G (cf Theorem 17). Thus, in case12 is the
aforementioned collection, it is consistentto refer to S(i2) as the spaceof all functions

(from R to Y) "of bounded variation with respect to (-,-)," and to call II'll (from
Theorem 26) the total variation norm correspondingto (-,-): it may be recalledfrom
Theorem 10 that a finitely additive function f from R to Y belongs to S(12) only in

casethereis a member{a,h} of 12X 12 suchthat h is real (scalar)valuedandif (t,r/}

isinR X Y then[(f(t),r/)l
2 •<h(t)(r/,a(t)r/).
Now, with the Supposition of Theorem 26, if a is in 12 then one might define a

normII'l[a for Ha asfollows:if f isin Ha, Ilf[Ia is theleastnonnegative
numberb such
that if G is a finitely additive function from R to L(Y) and

[(•,G(t)r/)[
2 •<(•,a(t)•)(r/,a(t)r/)
foreach
t inR and{•,r/)inY XY

then
OfL/F[a-1/2G'*]*a-1/2f[1
•<b.
Ashas
been
shown
previously
[12],
ifeach
memberof I2 is (real)scalarvaluedanda is in I2 andf isin Ha thenIlfl[a= [Ifilandis
the total variation of f with respect to the norm I1'0: in particular, in this case,if a and

i5aremembers
of I2 andf belongs
tothecommon
partHaHi5
then]Ifil
a = ]lflli5.
That
this latter can not be proved in general may be seen from the following Example, in

whichappealismadeto Theorem6sp,with Y two dimensional.
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be the pre-ring consistingof two mutually exclusive sets s

andt, Y be(complex)
twodimensional,
Bbeamember
of L(Y)+ having
eigenvalues
2
and 1/2, and 12 consistof the functions a and i5defined on R to L(Y) as follows:
a(s) = i5(s)= 0, a(t) = 1, and i5(t) = B.

It maybeseenthatHa = Hi5andconsists
of allfunctions
f fromR to Y such
that
f(s) = 0; let x be a memberof Y suchthat Bx = 1/2x and •x• = 1, andfbe the member

of S(i2) suchthat f(s) = 0 andf(t) = x. If D is in L(Y) and [DIc •< 1 andG(s)= 0 and

G(t)
=Dthen
fL/F[a'I/2G
'*]*a-1/2f
=Dx:
itmay
be
seen
from
this
that
Ilfll
a=1.If
G is a functionfrom R to L(Y) suchthat G(s)= 0 thenby Theorem6sp,in orderthat

[<•,G(t)r/>l
2 •<<•,t3(t)•><r/,is(t)r/>
foreach(•,r/)inY X Y,

it isnecessary
andsufficient
thatG(t)= B1/2DB
1/2forsome
D in L(Y)such
that
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IDIc • 1, in whichcase

œL/F[•-I/2G..
].13-1/2f
=[B-1/2G(t).]
.B-1/2x
=[D.B1/2]
.B-1/2x
=B1/2DB-1/2
since there is a unitary member D of L(Y) such that BDx = 2 Dx, it may be seenfrom

thisthatItfl113:
2 • IIflloc
In case Y is finite dimensional it may be shown that, if 13is a finitely additive

function
from
RtoL(Y)
+such
that13-•
belongs
toH13
forevery
• inY,then
13
isof
boundedvariationwith respectto the norm I'lc: hence,with the helpof Theorem

18(1),thereisa finitelyadditive
scalar
valued
function
3•fromR to L(Y)+ suchthat

fL/F3•
exists
and
H13
isasubset
ofH3•.
Intheforegoing
situation,
with
particular
reference to the representation in Theorem 15 and the Remarks 1 and 2 immediately
thereafter, it might be of interest to show that there exists a finitely additive scalar

valued
function
o•fromR toL(Y)
+ such
thatHa=H13.
This
cannotbeproved.
Indeed, for the foregoing situation with Y of finite dimension greater than 1, it can
not be proved that there is a nontrivial finitely additive scalarvalued function o•from

RtoL(Y)
+such
that
Haisasubset
ofH13.
Consider
thefollowing
Example.
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose Y is of finite dimension n+l > 1, R is the pre-ring of all

degenerate
subsets
ofthesetLofintegers
0through
n,and(gp}•isasimple
ordering
of anorthonormal
setin (Y,(-,-)}. Lett3bedefined
fromR to L(Y)+ by

13(
(p})r/=(r/,gp)gp
foreach
pinL andr/inY,
andsuppose
otisa scalar
valued
function
fromRtoL(Y)+ such
thatHa isasubset
of
H13.
ByTheorem
18,thereisa nonnegative
number
b such
thatif p isinL andr/isin
Y theno•({p})l]r/l]
2 •<b(r/,13(
{p})r/).Nowthefunction
o•hasonlythevalue
0 since,
for
each p in L, there is a q in L different from p so that

0•<ot({p})
=ot({p})•gq•
2•<b(gq,13({p})gq)
=b(gq,gp)(gp,gq)
=0.
In the case that Y is infinite dimensional, it can not be proved that if 13is a

finitely
additive
function
from
RtoL(Y)
+such
that
fL/F13'•i
=• for
each
•inYthen
either (i) there is a nontrivial finitely additive scalar valued function o• from R to

L(Y)
+ such
thatHa isasubset
ofH13
or(ii)there
isafinitely
additive
scalar
valued
function
'),from
RtoL(Y)
+such
that
H13
isasubset
ofH,¾.
Consider
thefollowing
Example.
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EXAMPLE 3. Supposing that Y is infinite dimensional, there is a member B of

L(Y)+ withspectrum
thenumber
interval
[0,1]: letR bethepre-ring
consisting
of all
such subsets t of L = [0,1] that either t is L or, for some numbers p and q with
0 < p < q •< 1, t is the interval [0,p] or t is the right-closedinterval (p,q], and let/• be
the restriction to R of the spectral resolution of B. If c• is a finitely additive scalar

valued
function
from
RtoL(Y)
+such
thatHa lies
inH/•then,
byTheorem
18,there
is a nonnegative
number
b suchthatif t is in R andr/ isin Y thenc•(t)[]r/l]2
•<
b(r/,/3(t)r/): as in Example 2, for each s in R different from L, there are a'member t of
R which does not intersect s and a member r/ of Y such that Ur/[l= 1 and/•(t)r/= r/so
that/•(s)r/= 0 and

0 •<c•(s)
= c•(s)0r/[l
2 •<b(r/,/•(s)r/)
= b(r/,0)
= 0,
whencea has only the value 0. If there were a finitely additive scalarvalued function 7

from
RtoL(Y)
+such
thatH/•isasubset
ofH7then,
byTheorem
18,there
would
be
a nonnegative
number
b such
thatif t isin R andr/isinY then(r/,/•(t)r/)
•<b 7(t)•r/[12:
thiswouldimplythat Itl(t)lc •<b 7(t) for eacht in R but,sinceI/•(t)[c = I for eacht in
R, this would involve a contradiction. It may be shown that the equations X(•)(t)=

/•(t)•, for ( •,t} in Y X R, define a linear isometry X from the space(Y,(-,') } onto the

space
(H/3,Q/•
};cf Theorem
4.
In one of the casespreviously considered [12], that I2 is the collection of all

finitely
additive
scalar
valued
functions
afrom
RtoL(Y)
+such
that
fL/FCr
exists,
S(I2) is the spaceSO of all finitely additivefunctionsfrom R to Y whichare of
bounded variation with respectto •-[l, and IIoil is the total variation norm on S(I2).

Moreover,
in that case,{D1,[•'(')[} is the spaceE (normedin theusualmanner)of all
linear functions from S(I2) to Y which are continuous with respect to the ordered pair

{[[øll,•'[1} of norms on S(I2) and Y, respectively: by consideringthe following
Example, one may see that this can not be proved in general.
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose that Y is infinite dimensional and separablewith respect

to[I'Q,
andlet{gp}•O
beasimple
ordering
ofamaximal
orthonormal
setinthespace
(Y,(-,') }; let R be the pre-ringof all degenerate
subsets
of the set L of all nonnegative

integers;
asin Example
2, let/3bedefined
fromR to L(Y)+ by

/3({p})r/=
(r/,gp)gp
foreach
p inL andr/inY.
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Letthecollection
I2 consist
of/3together
withthezerofunction
fromR to L(Y)+, so

thatS(I2)issimply
H/3andIIßII= IIø11t•
asdescribed
intheparagraph
preceding
Example
1. It may be shown here, as suggestedin Example 3, that the equationsX(•)(t) =/3(t)•,

for{•,t) inY X R,define
alinear
isometry
Xfrom{Y,(-,-))ontothespace
Suppose
/a is in Di: if p isin L theno(#)(/3)({p))
mapsthe/3({p))-image
of Y into

itselfandsomayberealized
asacomplex
scalar
Cp,whence
I•(#)l=sup
ninLieni and
if f is in S(I2) then

#(f)
=fL/F[/5-1/20(#)(/3).,
],lff-1/2f
=lim
23n•>0Cn(X-1
(f),gn)gn
andl]#(f){]
2= limZn•>0lCnl2l(x-l(f),gn)12.
It follows
fromthisthatthenorm
I1'11
is

[lX-I(-)[I,
which
isN/3.
Therefore
thespace
EisDO,
which
consists
ofallcomposites
BX
-1forBinL(Y)
c,and
soincludes
D1asaproper
subset.
Pursuant to Remark 3 following Theorem 14, concerningthe interpretation of a
Hellinger integral space as a completion of a linear space of equivalence classesof

R-simple functions from L to Y, there arisesa kind of differential equivalencenotion.

With/3a finitelyadditive
functionfromR to L(Y)+, andthesetL itselfassumed
to
belong to the pre-ring R, suppose k is a function from R to Y (such as, e.g., a

composite •[c] for some R-simple • from L to Y and some choice function c from R

to L) and the finitely additive function f from R to Y is given by integral formulas

f(t)=ft/F/3-k
fort inR.Attention
isdirected
toconditions
onksothat
f should

belong
toH/3
and
fL/F]•T1/2f
- /31/2k[]
2=0.The
following
Theorem
provides
an
Example of such conditions on the function k (a preliminary version of this was
announcedin Abstract 623-25, Notices Amer. Math. Soc., 12(1965), 357).

THEOREM 27. Suppose that the pre-ring R contains the set L, t3 is a finitely

additive
functionfrom R to L(Y)+, andk isafunction
fromR to Y suchthatif t isin

Rthen
f(t)=ft/F/3-k
exists
weakly
in{Y,(-,')}.
Iffor
each
set
tinR,ft/F•t31/2kl]
2=

_I] 1/2f /31/2k•20and,foreach
t inRandg
ft/F(k'f) thenf belongs
• toHA
PandfL/F'
lff' =

inthe
space
H/3,
ft/F(k,g)
=ft/F(•T1/2f,t3
-1/2g).
INDICATION OF PROOF. AssumingR,/3, k, and f as indicated, supposethat if

tisinRthen
h1(t)=ft/F(k,f)
and
h2(t)
=ft/FI]/31/2kf12.
Ifthe
member
MofFfills
up
the member t of R then (by the inequalities establishedin Theorem 9)

0/3(t)-1/2Zv
inM/3(v)k(v)•2
•<ZvinMB/3(v)
1/2k(v)l]2
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whence, for each r/in Y,

t(Zv
inMt3(v)k(v),*?>
12•<23v
inm[1t3(v)
1/2k(v)[12(,
?

sothatI(f(t),,?)[
2•<h2(t)(,?,/3(t),?).
Therefore,
byTheorem
10,f belongs
toH/3
and
Nt3(f)2
•<h2(L
).Again,
ifMisamember
ofFfilling
upthemember
t ofR,
IZvinM(k(v),f(v))12
•<23v
inM[lt3(v)l/2k(v)U2Zv
inM0t3(v)-I/2f(v)02
whence
Ihl(t)l
2•<h2(t)œ.,•.•-l/2f•2
•<h2(t)2:
thus,
theassumption
thath1ish2

implies
that
h2(t
)=ft/F•-•/2fl]
2for
each
tinR.Suppose,
now,
that
h1ish2:
ifthe
member M of F fills up the member t of R then

Zvinm•(v)-I/2f(v)
' •(v)1/2k(v)l]2
=ZvinM•g(v)'l/2f(v)02
- 2ReZvinM(k(v),f(v))
+ZvinMl]g(v)l/2k(v)ll2

sothat
œt/F•lT1/2f
-t31/2k•
2=N•(Ptf)2
-2hl(t)
+h2(t)
=0.The
argument
may
be
completed by noting that, for appropriate g and M and t,

IZvinM•(V)1/2f(v),/3(v)-1/2g(v))
_ZvinM(k(v),g(v))
12
•<ZvinM•g(v)-I/2f(v)
-g(v)
1/2k(v)O2Zv
inMog(v)-I/2g
(v)[I2'
In the light of Theorem 14, there is another interpretation of the condition,

relating f and k, to which attention has now been drawn. Considerthe following:

THEOREM28. If • isafinitelyadditive
function
fromR to L(Y)+ andf isinthe

space
Hgandk isafunction
fromR to Y andhisafunction
fromRtoHgsuch
that

h(t)(s)
=Ptt3(s)k(t)
foreach
{s,t)
inRXR,then
the
assertion
that
œL/FI]t3
'l/2ft31/2k•
2=0isthe
assertion
that
f=fL/F
hwith
respect
toN•.
On the basisof Theorem 14 it may be seen that, with g the function from R to

Ht3
given
byg(t)(s)
=[t3(t)-l/2Pt/3(s
)]*t3(t)-l/2(f(t)
-t3(t)k(t)}
foreach
{s,t}
inRXR,
if MisinF thenZt inMg(t)= IIt3(M)f
- 23
t inMh(t)and

ZtinUI]g(t)-I/2f(t)g(t)1/2k(t)[I2
=NB(Ili•(M)f
-Zt inUh(t))2;
therefore, Theorem 28 may be proved as a direct consequenceof Theorem 14.
As has been noted elsewhere [8], the evaluation kernels arisingwith the spaceY

one dimensional (i.e., the complex plane) are the "positive matrices" of E. H. Moore's
General Analysis [ 13]. In the context of Theorems 1-6, omitting the specialpre-ring
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hypothesison R, supposethat {h,q} is a completeinner productspaceof complex
functions on the set R and k is a complex function on R X R such that if t is in R then
k(',t)

is in h and q(f,k(',t))

= f(t) for each f in h: it may be shown that the function K

from R X R to L(Y)c, K(s,t)r/= k(s,t)r/forr/in Y and {s,t} in R X R, satisfies
the first
systemof inequalitiesindicated in Theorem 2. Hence, the space{H,Q} (in which K is
the evaluation kernel) may be viewed as a "vectorization" (relatively, of course, to the

space{Y,(',')})

of the originalspace{ h,q}. As one simpleinstanceof this, if {h,q} is

the usual Hardy space of complex analytic functions on the (open) unit disc of the

complex
plane
withk(s,t)= (1-st*)
'1 for{s,t}inR X R,it iseasily
seen
that{H,Q}is

thespace
ofanalytic
functions
f from
RtoY withconvergent
En•>0(•f(n)(0)ll/n!)2
,
and
Qtheinner
product
given
byQ(f,g)
=limEn•>0(f(n)(0),g(n)(0))/(n!)2
for{f,g}in
H X H. Here is an Example to illustrate how certain familiar spacesmay be considered

as arisingfrom the aforementioned vectorization procedure.
EXAMPLE 5. Let R be the spaceY itself, and K be the function from Y X Y to

L(Y)c givenby K(s,t)r/= (s,t)r/for {s,t) in Y X Y andr/ in Y. Now,if x is a function
from a finite subset M of Y to Y then, for each maximal orthonormal set G in the

space {Y,(-,'>},

E{s,t}
inMXM
<x(s),K(s,t)x(t))
=E{u,v}
inGxGIEt
inM(t,u)<v,x(t))12;
let {H,Q} be the completeinner productspaceof functionsfrom Y to Y suchthat

{K,Y,H,Q} is a kernel system.A functionf from Y to Y belongsto H only in case
there is a nonnegative number b such that, for each finite subset M of Y and each
function x from M to Y,

letinM(f(t),x(t))}2
•<bE(s,t)inMXM
(x(s),x(t))(t,s),
in which case Q(f,f) is the least such number b. Let G be a maximal orthonormal set in

the space{ Y,(-,.) }: it may be provedthat H consists
of all membersf of L(Y) c such

thatEuinGIlfu•2
exists,
and
thatQ(f,g)
= ZuinG(fu,gu)
foreach
(f,g}inHXH,so
that if f is in H and (t,r/) is in Y X Y then

Q(f,K(-,t)•)= Eu in G(fu,(u,t)r/)
= Euin G(t,u)(fu,r/)
= (t,f*r/)= (ft,r/).
This space {H,Q} is the spaceof "Hilbert-Schmidt operators" [3], earlier known as

lineartransformations
of finite norm [20, page66], in the space{Y,(-,-)}.
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Here is a final Example which may serve to illustrate the determination of a

kernel system,conceptuallysimplerelativelyto the space{Y,(-,-)}, whichseemsnot
to ariseby the vectorization procedure to which attention has now been drawn.

EXAMPLE6. SupposeR is a subsetof L(Y) c containing
at leastonenonzero
transformation,
andK is the functionfrom R X R to L(Y) c givenby K(s,t)= st* for
{ s,t} in R X R. If x is a function from a finite subsetM of R to Y then

Z{s,t}
inMXM
(x(s),K(s,t)x(t))
=[lEt
inMt*x(t)•2
>•0;
let (H,Q} be the completeinner productspaceof functionsfrom R to Y suchthat
(K,R,H,Q}

is a kernel system. A function f from R to Y belongs to H only in case

there is a nonnegative number b such that, for each finite subset M of R and each
function x from M to Y,

IZtinM(f(t)'x(t))[2
•<b•ZtinMt*x(t)u2,
in which case Q(f,O is the least such number b. Let Z be the •' U-closureof the linear
span of the t*(Y) for t in R: it may be proved that a function f/¾om R to Y belongs
to H only in case there is a member • of Z such that ifs) = s• for each s in R, and that

if {•,r/} is in Z X Z and {f,g} is the memberof H X H suchthat ifs) = s• andg(s)= sr/
for each s in R then Q(f,g) = (•,r/), whence if {t,z}

is a member of R X Y then

Q(f,K(',t)z) = (•,t*z) = (fiD,z).
TERMINAL

COMMENT.

As an alternative to the present setting, but a chapter

in what could properly be called General Analysis in Hilbert Spaces,one might have a
set R and a collection I2 of evaluation kernels in spacesof functions on R to Y - so

thatif {K1,R,H1,Q
1} and{K2,R,H2,Q2}
arekernelsystems,
withK1 andK2 in I2,
andneitherof H1 andH2 isa subset
of theotherthenbothK1:K2 andKi+K2 belong
to I2 - with analogousresults for the linear span S(I2) of the family of spacesH.
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